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This study focuses on how homophile magazines functioned to bring homosexual men 
together as readers and members of unique reading publics in the wake of National 
Socialist persecution of homosexuals, and in the context of postwar reconstruction, 
cultural normalization, and the Cold War. Through a combination of close and 
contextualized analysis, I argue that the magazines Die Freundschaft, Die Insel, Der 
Weg, PAN, Hellas, and Der Ring, created a space in which contributors and readers could 
articulate and come to understand their experience as homosexual West Germans. 
Through homophile magazines, they engaged in discourses that had bearing on their lives 
as homosexual men, yet the magazines also spoke to their concerns and interests as men 
living in the early Federal Republic. Thus on the one hand, homophile magazines 
provided forums for debate and discussion of homosexuality and other issues of interest 
to readers such as the nature and genesis of same-sex desire, the “role” of the homosexual 
man in society, campaigns for reform of Paragraph 175, or portrayals of same-sex desire 
in world literature. On the other hand, I argue that homophile magazines also reflected 
contributors’ and readers’ engagement with other, seemingly unrelated West German 
publics beyond the ones engendered by the magazines themselves. As my examination of 
 vi 
the magazines reveals, numerous points of intersection emerged between homophile 
publics and the larger West German public sphere under conditions of reconstruction. As 
such, this study contributes to scholarship on homophile cultural production and expands 
our understanding of non-normative sexual publics by asking both how West German 
homophile magazines were unique and how they were uniquely West German. 
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 1 
Introduction 
 
 
Briefwechsel und Gedankenaustausch 
 
Gärtner und Blumenhändler, 29, selbstständig, vielseitig interessiert und beweglich 
sucht Briefwechsel mit Berufskollegen auch über evtl. Zusammenarbeit. (Beteiligung.) Y 
15.  
 
Raum Reutlingen-Tübingen. Sportler, 28, in geordneten Verhältnissen, sucht 
Briefwechsel mit ebenfalls sportlichen, jüngeren oder gleichaltrigen Lesern möglichst in 
diesem Raum. Y 33.  
 
Paris. Welcher junge Deutsche bis 25 Jahre, möchte mit gebildetem Ausländer in 
Briefwechsel treten? Zuschrift mit Foto unter F 89.  
 
Lippe. Einsamer, junger Christ wünscht B mit aufrichtigen Menschen. Antwort erhält 
jeder. Zuschr. unter F 21. 
 
Industriekaufmann. Endvierziger, jugendlich, viel auf Reisen, gutmütig, alleinstehend, 
wünscht ernstgemeinten B mit solidem Kameraden bis 28. Soziale Lage gelichgültig, 
aber ohne künstlerische Interessen. Jede Zuschrift wird sofort beantwortet. F 25.  
 
 
These personal ads and many others like them were printed in Der Weg, a 1950s West 
German magazine published for homosexual men. The ads, along with the many literary 
texts, essays, and images published in this and other similar magazines, testify to a 
readership constituted through a complex set of terms, codes, and insinuations that 
alluded to readers’ desires for intellectual and social exchange (“Briefwechsel und 
Gedankenaustausch”) and emotional and physical intimacy (“Einsamer, junger Christ,” 
“Sportler,” “Zuschrift mit Foto”). At the same time, the allusiveness and ambiguity of 
words such as “Zusammenarbeit” and the pleas for discretion implied by “Berufskollege” 
and “Kamerad” left room for equivocation at a time when overt expressions of same-sex 
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desire put homosexual men at risk for exposure, extortion and blackmail, loss of 
employment and social standing, shame, and, in the worst cases, arrest for violation of 
Section 175 of the Federal Criminal Code (Paragraph 175 StGB). In this respect, the 
personal ads are also indicators of the social limitations and legal restrictions placed on 
homosexual men under conditions of West German reconstruction and normalization in 
the 1950s.1 In those years, West Germans struggled to deal with the Nazi past and the 
institutional legacies that had made possible the persecution and murder of millions of 
Jews and other minorities, including homosexual men and women. In many cases, 
legislators in the Federal Republic saw fit to uphold judicial rulings made under the 
Nazis; sex between men, for example, remained a criminal act under Paragraph175.  
 The weight of the recent past was nevertheless overshadowed early on by the 
Federal Republic’s swift economic recovery. West Germany’s Wirtschaftswunder 
provided a sense of improvement and progress towards a more positive future, for which 
the middle-class bourgeois family was to serve as guarantor. The Wirtschaftswunder also 
tied the country’s development to Western Europe and the United States, pitting it against 
East Germany and Eastern Europe in politics, economics, and culture as an emergent 
Cold War mentality further underscored the need for cultural and sexual normalization. 
                                                
1 Although Paragraph 175 directly targeted men, female homosexuality also became a topic of public 
discussion, as anxieties that widows and single women would turn to lesbianism in the absence of men 
found expression in postwar culture, for example in the best-selling woman’s magazine Constanze. See 
Dagmar Herzog, Sex after Fascism. Moreover, the much-touted Frauenüberschuss was, I suggest, linked to 
Paragraph 175 in interesting if predictable ways. For example, mothers and homosexual men comprised 
opposite sides of the same coin with regard to Germany’s youth: homosexual men were increasingly 
perceived as a threat to the heteronormative order, while mothers, in the absence of husbands and fathers, 
were made responsible for safeguarding their children from the dangers of reconstruction society. See also 
Robert Moeller, Protecting Motherhood.  
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On all of these fronts, the figure of the homosexual man remained, much as in the Third 
Reich, a threat to Germany’s social and moral order, categorized in the best cases as the 
pitiable result of postwar social forces; in the worst as a specter whose “social 
purposelessness” threatened West Germany’s hard-won veneer of stability. Given these 
conditions, it is perhaps surprising that publications for homosexuals existed at all. Yet 
magazines such as Die Freundschaft, Der Ring, Der Weg, Vox, PAN, Hellas and others 
succeeded, albeit briefly, in linking homosexual readers together in the tradition of the 
magazine, providing them with readings and entertainment, political engagement, 
education and instruction, and most importantly a sense of connection to a larger public 
in the context of West German reconstruction.  
The central focus of this study is on how homophile magazines functioned to 
bring homosexual men (and in some cases women) together as readers and members of a 
unique public in the wake of National Socialist persecution of homosexuals, and in the 
context of postwar reconstruction, cultural normalization, and the Cold War. Through a 
combination of close and contextualized analysis, I argue that the magazines Die 
Freundschaft, Die Insel, Der Weg, PAN, Hellas, and Der Ring, created a space in which 
contributors and readers could articulate and come to understand their experience as 
homosexual West Germans. Through homophile magazines, they engaged in discourses 
that had bearing on their lives as homosexual men, yet the magazines also spoke to their 
concerns and interests as men living in the early Federal Republic. Thus on the one hand, 
my interest is in how homophile magazines provided forums for debate and discussion of 
homosexuality and other issues of interest to readers or that had direct bearing on their 
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lives such as the nature and genesis of same-sex desire, the “role” of the homosexual man 
in society, campaigns for reform of Paragraph 175, or portrayals of same-sex desire in 
world literature.  
At the same time, I am also interested in exploring how homophile magazines 
reflected contributors’ and readers’ engagements in other publics beyond the ones 
engendered by the magazines themselves. For example, what can we learn about the lives 
and interests of homosexual men in postwar West Germany from the numerous stories 
published in homophile magazines that take place during wartime, and that participate in 
portraying German soldiers as victims of the Nazi regime or Soviet aggression? How did 
the return to notions of romantic friendship in homophile literary production not only 
provide a useful register for discussing homosexuality in a repressive context, but also 
connect homophile magazines and their readers to a tendency characteristic of the early 
years of reconstruction to turn to the pre-1933 past in search of a foundation on which to 
build the nation’s future? How were the legal struggles of homophile magazines to 
remain in publication simultaneously just some of the many public struggles that went on 
in 1950s West Germany, which conditioned the country’s development as a liberal 
democracy and consumer society? In other words, in what ways were West German 
homophile magazines unique, and in what ways were they uniquely West German? These 
are some of the questions that I hope to address in the following study.  
In order to fully understand West German homophile magazines in their historical 
context, I locate them within a long tradition in Germany (and Western Europe) of using 
periodicals to construct publics as a way of entering public discourse and engaging with 
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the larger public sphere. The role of publications and publishing within the public sphere 
has been much debated since Jürgen Habermas published his seminal 1962 study of the 
development of the bourgeois public sphere Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit. The 
public sphere in this tradition can be understood as:  
... the space in which citizens deliberate about their common affairs, and hence an 
institutionalized arena of discursive interaction. This arena is conceptually distinct 
from the state; it is a site for the production and circulation of discourse that can 
in principle be critical of the state. The public sphere in Habermas’s sense is also 
conceptually distinct from the official economy; it is not an arena of market 
relations but rather one of discursive relations, a theater for debating and 
deliberating rather than for buying and selling.2  
 
Public-sphere theory thus provides a rich conceptual framework for understanding the 
interaction of individuals and groups with each other and with larger cultural discourses.  
Yet Habermas has also been critiqued for his insistence that the public sphere is 
ideologically bound to liberal democratic aspirations. Over the past twenty years, several 
scholars have come to view the more conventional notion of the bourgeois public sphere 
as an idealization of consensus (Phillips). They have called into question the assertion 
that the public sphere is a unified component of bourgeois liberal democracy (Asen), and 
criticized the exclusion of  “other, nonliberal, nonbourgeois, competing public spheres,” 
modifying the notion of the public sphere to include “subaltern counterpublics” (Fraser, 
Warner).3 Historical scholarship—in particular focusing on the late eighteenth and early 
                                                
2 Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere,” 110-111. 
3 Significant works that represent this turn in thinking about the public sphere are Robert Asen, “Seeking 
the ‘Counter in Counterpublics; Seyla Benhabib, “Models of Public Space: Hannah Arendt, the Liberal 
Tradition, and Jürgen Habermas”; Nancy Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the 
Critique of Actually Existing Democracy”; Geoff Eley, “Nations, Publics, and Political Cultures: Placing 
Habermas in the Nineteenth Century”; Kendall R. Phillips, “The Spaces of Public Dissension: 
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nineteenth centuries, where Habermas locates the emergence of the bourgeois public 
sphere—has revealed that the public sphere has always also been defined through the 
publics that have not been granted access to it: chiefly women and the non-propertied. In 
the late nineteenth century, sexual minorities as such were also excluded from 
mainstream public discourse, as homosexuality gained an unprecedented public profile in 
the legal, medical, and popular discourses discussed above through which it was also 
traced, policed, and disciplined. At the same time, modernization and urbanization 
allowed Germans greater access to periodicals, and the increasing number of clubs and 
reform movements in turn-of-the-century Germany provided a catalyst for the emergence 
of the periodicals for homosexual readers and the early homosexual emancipation 
movement.  
Although I have frequently felt compelled to use the notion of a “subaltern 
counterpublic” in this study, in the end I chose to refer simply to “publics” and 
“homophile publics” more specifically. Fraser defines “subaltern counterpublics” as 
“parallel discursive arenas where members of subordinated social groups invent and 
circulate counterdiscourses to formulate oppositional interpretations of their identities, 
interests, and needs.”4 At first glance this term would seem to be an ideal conceptual “fit” 
in a study on homophile publishing, and, to be sure, it has been effectively applied to 
nonnormative sexual cultures in 1950s West Germany.5 Yet my interest in uncovering the 
                                                                                                                                            
Reconsidering the Public Sphere”; Mary P. Ryan, “Gender and Public Access: Women’s Politics in 
Nineteenth-Century America”; Michael Warner, “The Mass Public and the Mass Subject.”  
4 Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere,”123. 
5 See for example Clayton Whisnant, “Between Perseuction and Freedom.” Whisnant extends the notion of 
a “counterpublic,”as developed specifically by Michael Warner, to include the West German “gay scenes” 
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ways in which producers and readers of homophile magazines engaged with discourses 
beyond those with direct bearing on their lives as homosexual men suggests the need for 
a term that does not presume opposition as a primary frame of analysis.  Indeed, scholars 
focusing on postwar homophile cultures and movements have repeatedly referred to the 
importance of acceptance and respectability evinced in homophile cultural production.6 
This is not to say that homophile magazines were apolitical, or that the ways in which 
homosexual men in the 1950s strove to remain respectable in the eyes of their 
heterosexual counterparts were not simultaneously powerful “Janus-faced” political 
strategies, as historian Martin Meeker has convincingly argued.7 Yet my choice to refer 
simply to “publics” is motivated by a recognition that many of the men involved in 
producing and reading West German homophile magazines belonged to other publics that 
had no direct connection to (or knowledge of) homophile publics. And yet participation 
in those other, seemingly unrelated publics had, I propose, noticeable effects on the 
cultural production of homophile magazines. In other words, homophile magazines and 
the publics that they engendered engaged in campaigns for legal reform of Paragraph 
175—and I do not wish to diminish the importance of those struggles. Yet they also took 
part (like their heterosexual contemporaries) in larger national discourses of West 
German reconstruction. In short, they constituted a public alongside many other publics 
that arose and contended for space in the 1950s West German public sphere.   
                                                                                                                                            
that constitute the focus of his study. Given his interest in the postwar history of the homosexual 
emancipation movement, “counterpublic” seems a better fit than it does for this study. 
6 See, for example, Kennedy, The Story of Der Kreis; Löw, Der Kreis; Riechers, “Freundschaft und 
Anständigkeit.”  
7 Meeker, “Behind the Mask of Respectability,” 81. Here Meeker suggests that respectability was merely a 
“mask” used by members of the US Mattachine Society to “deflect the antagonisms of its many detractors.” 
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OVERVIEW 
In the remainder of this introduction, I trace the genealogy of “homosexual” and 
its emergence as a category of public discourse in Germany in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. The first periodicals published for homosexual readers at the 
turn of the century played a significant role in debates over the terms used to refer to 
same-sex desire, conditioning the ways in which homosexual Germans talked about their 
experience, and ultimately affecting their interaction with the public sphere through 
efforts to educate the public on same-sex sexuality, political activism, and cultural 
engagement. Following this genealogical overview, I review existing scholarship in the 
fields of public-sphere theory, history of sexuality, LGBT/queer studies, and German 
Studies, all of which have been foundational in developing my argument and 
conceptualizing the formal and rhetorical strategies used by West German homophile 
magazines. I couch this discussion in recent work in German Studies that has sought to 
rewrite accepted narratives of West Germany’s “miraculous” reconstruction.  
The rest of the study is divided into three parts, each consisting of two chapters. 
The first part establishes the corpus under consideration. In chapter one I discuss the 
genesis of this study, offer some reflections on the challenges and significance of 
considering “ephemeral” texts such as homophile magazines, and survey the publication 
histories of the publications that I examine. Because most of the magazines considered in 
this study were no longer in publication by the end of the decade, I do not consider 
material beyond 1957 (with the exception of one issue of the “Vervielfältigung” die 
runde from 1958). Moreover, 1957 was the year that the West German Federal 
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Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) ruled not to repeal or alter Germany’s 
long-standing anti-sodomy law Paragraph 175. The court’s decision, combined with 
rising conservatism, made the conditions of homophile publishing increasingly 
precarious. Chapter two builds on this survey through a series of close and contextualized 
textual analyses of individual issues of the magazines. I concentrate on the vocabulary 
used by the magazines to refer to homosexuality, and highlight the larger historical and 
cultural discourses that contributors engaged with in addressing readers on topics as 
diverse as legal reform, human rights, romantic friendship, classical art, American novels, 
and so forth. 
Part two focuses on the historical legacies from which West German homophile 
magazines emerged. In chapter three I discuss the history of periodical media and their 
role in conditioning the development of the modern German public sphere. I then turn to 
the first two German publications for homosexual readers, Der Eigene and the Jahrbuch 
für sexuelle Zwischenstufen, and point out important precedents in forms of address, 
content, and format that 1950s homophile magazines would later recall. Along the way I 
consider legacies of persecution and censorship in order to further trace the contours of 
the larger German public sphere. Chapter four outlines the prehistory of homophile 
magazines into the Weimar Republic, as I discuss important changes in publishing 
regulations, and look at one of the first “popular” publications for homosexual readers 
Die Freundschaft. I then examine the radical shifts in public discourse and publishing 
under the Nazis, and the disappearance of nonnormative sexual publics and the 
magazines that sustained them. At the same time, although the twelve years of Nazi 
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dictatorship and persecution all but stifled publishing for homosexual readers, I consider 
a number of strategies that non-Jewish homosexual men relied on to survive and, indeed, 
find a degree of sexual and emotional satisfaction.  
Part three returns to the postwar period and the conditions of West German 
reconstruction. Chapter five begins with the immediate postwar years. I discuss the public 
discourse of sexuality and mainstream anxieties about Germans’ sexual lives before 
moving on to a survey of the figure of the homosexual man in mainstream West German 
society in the 1950s. Here, I engage with scholarship on the representation of 
homosexuality in German culture in my analysis of two important mainstream texts from 
the period: Helmut Schelsky’s book Soziologie der Sexualität and Veit Harlan’s film 
Anders als du und ich (§175). Finally, in concluding I offer a brief summary of the 
outcomes of this study, and suggest implications for further research on the history of 
nonnormative sexual publics in twentieth-century Germany and for our understanding of 
postwar West German reconstruction more generally. 
CHOICE OF TERMS 
Before beginning, it is important to address the terms that I have chosen to use in 
discussing the magazines and their readers. In many respects, this study takes part in the 
same tradition of debate over terms that took place in the first publications for 
homosexual readers from the turn of the twentieth century. Indeed, it often seems that 
even after a century and a half of discussions—often emotionally charged and very 
personal—we are really no better at putting words to the variety and diversity of human 
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sexual desire or experience. Our aim in applying terms has changed however, as notions 
such as gender and sexuality have become less essentializing in the wake of 
poststructuralism and queer theory.8 I have accordingly felt compelled to avoid using the 
term “gay.” To be sure, the word “gay” does provide a convenient shorthand for referring 
both to same-sex desiring men and to the cultural production of homosexual men and 
women. But its ties to the identity-bound sexual liberation movements of the 1970s make 
it a poor choice when discussing older expressions of same-sex desire that, as David 
Halperin points out, constitute but do not wholly encompass the diversity of our 
contemporary understanding of “gay sexuality.”9 “Gay” has also come to be bound up 
with a very specific, urban, white, male, and middle/upper-class demographic to the 
degree that using the term obscures the class and racial elements evident in many of the 
magazines that this study focuses on.10  
Although my choice to avoid the term “gay” is grounded in the insights of queer 
theory, I have also decided not to use “queer.” Here, I again take my cue from Halperin in 
referring instead to “homosexuality” in order to “magnify” the “inner contradictions” of 
                                                
8 See Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Scholarship in queer theory that has been important in 
conceptualizing my approach to homophile magazines includes Ann Cvetkovitch, An Archive of Feelings: 
Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public Cultures; Lee Edelman, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death 
Drive; Judith Halberstam, In A Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives; Heather 
Love, Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer History; Lisa Moore, Sister Arts: The Erotics of 
Lesbian Landscapes; Eve Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet; Michael Warner, Fear of a Queer Planet 
and Publics and Counterpublics. 
9 Halperin, “History of Homosexuality,” 109, 117.  
10 Issues of race become particularly problematic when considering the photographs published in many of 
the 1950s magazines. On the one hand, magazines’ provided a space for countering normative sexual 
politics and offered readers opportunities to imagine themselves in different lives through literature. On the 
other, the physique photographs included in the magazines were normative to the extreme, and were tied to 
an increasing commercialization of the male body in conjunction with a growing interest in bodybuilding 
culture in the postwar years. This body was, not coincidentally, almost always white, well groomed, and 
athletic. See also chapter four of this study.  
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the category of homosexuality “to the point where those contradictions turn out to be 
analytically informative.” He continues: 
And if we really try hard to make our modern definitions of homosexuality apply 
 to the past, we will place so much heuristic pressure on them that they will 
 dissolve to reveal the shape of other, earlier categories, discourses, logics, 
 coherences. To follow the disintegration of our own concepts as we trace them 
 backward in time can be the start of an inquiry into the alterity of the past.11   
 
Thus my choice to use “homosexuality” and “homosexual” to apply to a period that had 
very different conceptions and ways of expressing same-sex desire than we do today is 
not an attempt to impose a universal category of identity on same-sex desiring men in 
1950s West Germany. Rather it is an attempt to challenge precisely the limitations of 
ways of thinking about (homo)sexuality in our own time or indeed in any time.12  
 Lastly, I also use word “homophile” exclusively as an adjective in reference to 
the 1950s magazines that form the focus of this study, although Freundschaf was the 
word that the magazines themselves most often used to refer to same-sex relationships. 
As Wayne Dynes notes, the term homophile was coined in a 1925 dissertation by Karl 
Günter Heimsoth, but did not become popular until the 1950s through the efforts of the 
International Committee for Sexual Equality (ICSE) in Amsterdam.13 “Homophile” is not 
without its problems insofar as the term was also used to the exclusion of those men who 
did not conform with the behavior of the “respectable” homosexual (e.g., effeminate men, 
Tunten, hustlers).14 Nevertheless, in addition to being the most common term in 
                                                
11 Halperin, “History of Homosexuality,” 107. 
12 Halperin, “History of Homosexuality,” 107. 
13 Dynes, Homolexis, 66. 
14 See in this regard Clayton Whisnant’s article “Styles of Masculinity,” 380-381.  
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contemporary scholarship to refer to the political organizations and the cultural 
production of homosexual men in the 1950s, “homophile” also refers to the networks that 
1950s magazines sought to establish across national and international borders. Thus I use 
“homophile” instead of Freundschaft in this study both to maintain historical specificity, 
and to underscore the international connections that West German magazines cultivated 
with their counterparts in the Netherlands, France, Denmark, Switzerland, the United 
States and elsewhere.15  
HOMOSEXUALITY AND THE GERMAN PUBLIC SPHERE 
The genealogy of “homosexuality” is in many respects a very German story 
whose beginnings coincided with the major transformations in the public sphere that 
heralded Germany’s emergence as a modern nation in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. The term “homosexual” (homosexuell) was coined in an 1869 pamphlet by the 
Austro-Hungarian writer Karl Maria Kertbeny. Discrepancies in publishing restrictions 
among the German states along with a relatively liberal academic climate made 
discussion of sexual difference possible, and gave way to the field of sexology and the 
early homosexual emancipation movement, as Kertbeny, Carl Westphal, Karl Heinrich 
Ulrichs, and Jean-Baptiste von Schweitzer began to publish inquiries into the nature and 
diverse expressions of same-sex desire.16 As James Steakley points out, it is notable that 
                                                
15 Churchill, “Transnationalism”; Rupp, “Transnational Organizing.” 
16 Since the early nineteenth-century, German universities had grown and gained recognition as centers of 
considerable scholarship. Where Britain and France focused their energies on increasing economic and 
military might, Germany’s lack of a central government channeled national sentiments into cultural 
production. Wayne Dynes effectively shows that the climate at a German universities had a direct effect on 
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all four of these scholars of sexuality and early advocates for sexual emancipation were 
either lawyers or doctors.17 Moreover, Ulrichs and the Swiss author Heinrich Hössli both 
wrote fiction and were involved in efforts to establish a canon of literature based on 
themes of “man-manly love.”18 The discursive fields that these figures engaged with—
politics and advocacy, education and instruction in medical and scientific understandings 
of homosexuality, and literary and cultural production—would remain significant points 
of contact between Germany’s emergent homosexual minority and the mainstream public 
sphere into the twentieth century. 
As the “late-nineteenth-century name-that-perversion contest” heated up,19 
“homosexual” contended with other terms such as Urning (“uranian”), conträres 
Sexualempfinden (“contrary sexual feeling) and “invert” for predominance.20 Although 
“homosexual” was not immediately popular, in the end it won out as the most acceptable 
                                                                                                                                            
the emergence of scholarship focused on questions of homosexuality long before it was acceptable to 
discuss such topics in the English or French institutions. As a supporting anecdote, he offers the work of 
the turn-of-the-century British scholar and sexual reformer Havelock Ellis whose work was received and 
read in German translation long before British readers were aware of it. See Dynes, “Light in Hellas,” 341-
356.  
17 Steakley, Homosexual Emancipation, 13. 
18 This term for male homosexuality is taken from Ulrichs’s masterwork, Forschungen über das Räthsel 
der mannmännlichen Liebe, published in twelve volumes from 1864 to 1879. His notion of the Urning—
i.e., a female spirit in a male body—would later be taken up by Magnus Hirschfeld and developed into the 
concept of the “third sex.” See Brooks, “Medical Sources”; Kennedy, Ulrichs. Carl Westphal is best known 
for his coinage “contrary sexual feeling” (conträre Sexualempfindung), an early contender for 
predominance among the many terms for same-sex sexual desire generated in the nineteenth century.  
19 Katz, Invention, 54.  
20 The most common word in German for “gay” is schwul (nom. der Schwule, die Schwulen). Jody Skinner 
reveals that schwul is the North German equivalent for High German schwül (humid, moist). He offers a 
number of possible etymologies for the word, including the belief (promulgated by Magnus Hirschfeld) that 
the skin of homosexual men is warmer than that of their heterosexual counterparts. Other explanations are 
that gay men get warm with each other (cf. warme Brüder), and that sodomites were burned at the stake in 
the Middle Ages (cf. English “faggot”). See Skinner, “Warme Brüder,” 113-118. 
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term to refer to those attracted to their own sex.21 More than a contentious neologism, 
“homosexual” became the index of a major shift in the social and epistemological fabric 
of German and western European culture, and an important component of modern public 
consciousness. The homosexual became the most conspicuous indicator of the “binarized 
identity” (Sedgwick) through which modern western culture has defined innumerable 
categories of public and private experience. According to Eve Sedgwick, the 
“homo/heterosexual definition...has the same, primary importance for all modern 
Western identity and social organization (and not merely for homosexual identity and 
culture) as do the more traditionally visible cruxes of gender, class, and race...”22 For 
homosexual men and women themselves, homosexuality consolidated a diverse array of 
experiences and sexual practices under a single rubric. David Halperin writes, “... 
homosexuality, both as a concept and as a social practice, significantly rearranges and 
reinterprets earlier patterns of erotic organization, and as such it has an additional number 
of important practical consequences.”23  The most significant of these consequences was 
the emergence of what Foucault called the “homosexual type.”24  
                                                
21 In fact, many initially opposed the term, finding the mix of Latin and Greek roots inelegant, and insisting 
that “homosexuality” put too much emphasis on the sexual act in same-sex relationships. Karl-Heinrich 
Ulrichs, a forerunner of twentieth-century gay activists, proposed the term “Uranism” for same-sex desire 
and “Urning” for gay men. In this he referenced a notion inspired by the culture of ancient Greece, a period 
that, as we shall see, remained the mythologized fountainhead of German gay culture through the 1950s. 
Others, such as Havelock Ellis in England, preferred the terms “inversion” and “invert.” Nevertheless, 
“homosexual” won out. Skinner, “Warme Brüder,” 116. 
22 Sedgwick, Epistemology, 11.  
23 Halperin, “History of Homosexuality,” 132. In his book The Wilde Century, Alan Sinfield provides an 
apt example of the phenomenon that Halperin refers to in examining the figure of Oscar Wilde and his 
public trial in 1895. Sinfield argues that the figure of the dandy, as an overly effeminate aesthete, was not 
initially associated with homosexuality or queer desire. In fact, up through the end of the nineteenth 
century, effeminacy in men was more often linked to the “fancy man” or ladies man whose lack of 
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At the same time, the emergence of the homosexual man as a figure, to follow 
Foucault further, also made expressions of male same-sex desire more traceable and 
punishable. “Homosexuality” provided doctors with a diagnosis, jurists with a new label 
for sexual criminality, and the public at large with additional categories to reference 
same-sex desiring people in everyday language. In 1871, when the German states were 
unified under the Second Reich, Paragraph 143 of the Prussian criminal code was 
adopted as Paragraph 175 of the new national code in spite of growing scientific and 
scholarly awareness and understanding of the diversity of sexual desires and growing 
opposition on the part of scholars and medical professionals to the criminalization of 
homosexuality between men.25 The liberal spirit that had led four of twenty-five German 
states to decriminalize sex between men in the wake of the Enlightenment and the French 
Revolution was completely overturned on the national level.26 In Wilhelmine Germany, 
male homosexuals were both citizens of the new nation and sexual criminals who 
threatened national unity. Their “anarchic” and “subversive” relationships not only made 
                                                                                                                                            
masculine qualities made him detestable, to be sure, but whose sexual preferences were nonetheless never 
in question. See Sinfield, The Wilde Century. 
24 Foucault, History of Sexuality.  
25 The Zastrow case in Berlin in 1869 presumably had a great deal to do with the retention of the Prussian 
anti-sodomy law. Karl Ernst Zastrow was arrested, tried, and sentenced for alleged sexual misconduct with 
and the murder of a sixteen-year-old boy. Any successes that early emancipationists such as Karl Heinrich 
Ulrichs or Karl-Maria Kertbeny might have had in enlightening the public on matters of same-sex desire 
were now overshadowed in the media by talk of Zastrow. See also Herzer, “Kertbeny,” 12-13.  
26 Up until 1871, criminalization of sex between men was legislated by the individual states. Four states 
(Bavaria, Braunschweig, Hanover, and Württemberg) of twenty-five decriminalized male homosexual acts 
in the wake of the French Revolution under influence of Napoleonic law. In 1871, the Second Reich 
adopted Section 143 of the Prussian criminal code (152 of North German Confederation) as Section 175, 
criminalizing “fornication-like” (beischlafänliche) sexual acts between men. Paragraph175 was not to be 
fully repealed in Germany until 1994. For a concise summary of this history extending back into the 
nineteenth century, see Robert G. Moeller’s recent article on the history of Paragraph175 “The Regulation 
of Male Homosexuality in Postwar East and West Germany: An Introduction,” 521-527. See also Steakley, 
Homosexual Emancipation; and Stümke, Homosexuelle in Deutschland. 
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them useless to the state but also potentially treasonous.27 In arguments that would echo 
into the twentieth century—most destructively in the invocation of the healthy and 
racially pure Volk in the Third Reich—Prussian legislators asserted that Paragraph175 
accorded with the “people’s sense of justice” (Rechtsbewußtsein im Volke), and should 
therefore be upheld.28  
Criminalization of homosexuality also added to the public profile of homosexual 
men in Germany through a number of scandals involving industrialist Alfred Krupp and 
the German Kaiser and his advisors in the first decade of the twentieth century. Public 
fascination with homosexuality became increasingly evident in German cultural 
production in literature such as Thomas Mann’s Tonio Kröger (1903) and, more 
dubiously, Der Tod in Venedig (1911); in John Henry Mackay’s Der Pup[p]enjunge 
(1926), Otto Zarek’s Begierde (1930), and Christopher Isherwood’s Goodbye to Berlin 
(1939). Films such as Richard Oswald’s Anders als die Andern (1919), William 
Dieterle’s Geschlecht in Fesseln (1928), and Leontine Sagan’s Mädchen in Uniform 
(1932) also explored same-sex desire on screen. These cultural texts provide insight into 
the ways in which homosexuality was perceived, and attest to the emergence of 
homosexuality as a topic of public debate in discussion in the first half of the century.   
Yet the public debut of the homosexual also provided the impetus for action on 
the part of those men and women who were most directly affected by legal and popular 
debates over same-sex desire. A shared sense of persecution combined with an 
                                                
27 Taeger, “Homosexual Love,” 24, 26.  
28 Stümke, Homosexuelle in Deutschland. Eine politische Geschichte, 22; Taeger, “Homosexual Love,” 21. 
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increasingly expansive vocabulary to refer to homosexuality allowed homosexual women 
and men to begin to perceive themselves as part of a distinct community, brought 
together in the cause of emancipation, but also through a growing body of literature, a 
common awareness of difference, and increased attention to homosexuality and sexual 
difference from scholars and medical professionals. In 1896 and 1897, Der Eigene and 
the Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen consolidated this awareness, and began to 
create the first publics united by same-sex desire. Through the work of these periodicals, 
homosexuality became increasingly visible in campaigns to repeal Paragraph 175. Yet the 
public profile of homosexuality was also conditioned by struggles against Paragraph 184, 
the law against the distribution of Schmutz und Schund. Many other magazines would 
follow in the Weimar Republic, taking advantage of the vibrant tradition of periodical 
publishing in Germany and Western Europe. These publications brought readers together 
to create new kinds of sexual publics that would have an indelible effect on the 
continuing transformation of the German public sphere into the twentieth century.  
The Nazi ascent to power in 1933 put an abrupt end both to publishing for 
homosexual readers and to the diversity of opinions regarding homosexuality in German 
scholarship and cultural production. But homosexuality as a discursive category hardly 
disappeared. On the contrary, the fact that it was linked to a specific type with 
traceable—and for some Nazi physicians curable—characteristics made male 
homosexuality an extremely dangerous label. After 1945, homosexuality remained a 
contested category. In the western zones of occupation, lack of any change to Paragraph 
175 made it difficult for homosexual men to hope for an improvement in their conditions 
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of their sexual and emotional lives. In 1950s West Germany, homosexuality would again 
become a topic of public debate and discussion, both in the mainstream, in Helmut 
Schelsky’s popular scholarly book Soziologie der Sexualität (1955) and in feature films 
such as Veit Harlan’s Anders als Du und ich (§175). Publishing for homosexual readers, 
too, would reemerge in the 1950s as West German homophile magazines gradually 
staked out spaces for exchange and discussion in the expanding postwar public sphere. 
  
UNCOVERING HOMOPHILE PUBLICS IN 1950S WEST GERMANY 
Historians focusing on the early history of the Federal Republic have long been 
interested in explaining the nation’s rapid transformation from a fascist regime to a 
liberal democracy with a robust market economy, investigating key moments in the 
immediate postwar years and the early 1950s that laid the foundation for West 
Germany’s economic, political, and social stability. These histories have been organized 
around major watershed moments in the Federal Republic’s early political history such as 
the creation of the Bi-Zone in 1947, the currency reform in 1948, the Berlin Blockade, 
the gradual build-up to East/West division, and the Korea Boom in 1950.29 Phenomena 
such as Vergangenheitsbewältigung, Entnazifizierung, Wiederaufbau, Wirtschaftswunder, 
                                                
29 Several histories have focused on the nation’s “miraculous” and rapid transformation from a fascist 
regime to Western Europe’s most politically and economically stable society. Robert Moeller outlines 
many of these conventional historical accounts of the early development of the Federal Republic, pointing 
out that even social historians paid little attention to society, and offering an extensive bibliography of these 
more conventional works. See Moeller, “Introduction,” 3-4. For a more recent treatment of the Economic 
Miracle, see also Wiesen, “Miracles for Sale: Consumer Displays and Advertising in Postwar West 
Germany.” In this essay, Wiesen argues that “the Economic Miracle was itself a consumer product” (151) 
that was substantiated through marketing campaigns, trade fairs, and West German visual culture more 
broadly.  
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and Frauenüberschuss have provided necessary conceptual scaffolding for understanding 
this complex and contradictory period in twentieth-century German history. Yet the 
grandiosity of these moments combined with historians’ interest in political and 
institutional history has also tended to distract from the histories of the everyday lives of 
West Germans.30 In recent years, however, treatments by historians such as Elizabeth 
Heinemann, Dagmar Herzog, Robert Moeller, Lutz Niethammer, Hanna Schissler, Uta 
Poiger and many others have begun to inquire into the conditions of everyday life in the 
early Federal Republic. Critiquing conventional historiography, these historians have 
asked questions about the everyday experience of West Germans, and subjected the 
period to new analyses from a range of perspectives including issues of class, popular 
culture, race relations, and gender and sexuality. These studies have opened new areas of 
research in the early history of the Federal Republic, and have allowed us to begin asking 
after the experience of those men and women whose histories have been overshadowed 
by West Germany’s “miraculous” reconstruction.31  
In spite of these shifts in historical perspective, scholarship on West Germany’s 
sexual minorities remains partial at best. Because so much of the history of non-
normative sexualities survives only in legal and criminal records, historians have focused 
                                                
30 Moeller, “Introduction,” 5. 
31 In her volume The Miracle Years, Hanna Schissler offers a summary of recent changes in the history of 
1950s West Germany. See Hanna Schissler, “Introduction.” Other historical studies that have been 
important in defining my own perspective on the West German 1950s are Elizabeth Heineman, Before 
Porn Was Legal: The Erotica Empire of Beate Uhse; Dagmar Herzog, Sex After Fascism: Memory and 
Morality in Twentieth-Century Germany; Maria Höhn, GIs and Fräuleins: The German-American 
Encounter in 1950s West Germany; Robert G. Moeller, ed. West Germany under Construction: Politics, 
Society, and Culture in the Adenauer Era; Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels: Cold War Politics and 
American Culture in a Divided Germany; as well as numerous articles by Volker Berghahn, David Crew, 
Elizabeth Heinemann, Dagmar Herzog, Robert Moeller, Lutz Niethammer, Katherine Pence, Frank 
Trommler, Eric Weitz and others.  
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in most cases on the history of Paragraph 175 and the conditions created by the 
conservative, family-oriented Adenauer administration. Much like the broad political and 
institutional histories of West Germany that have taught us to think of the 1950s in terms 
of its successes, studies such as Hans-Georg Stümke’s Homosexuelle in Deutschland and 
Günter Grau’s sourcebook Homosexualität in der NS-Zeit, while very important, only 
reveal the details of the lives of homosexual men and women that remain from moments 
of conflict with power.32 In other words, the only picture of the lives of West German 
homosexual men that we are left with foregrounds their “criminal” sexual behavior. It 
neglects the experience of those who engaged in same-sex acts but were fortunate enough 
not to get caught; those who found ways to live “normal” lives, perhaps with families, but 
who found sexual satisfaction outside the home; those who, because of their distance 
from urban centers, had little access to the social networks and meeting places that cities 
provided, and who relied on magazines and other texts to satisfy their intellectual, 
emotional, and erotic desires. Such experiences are impossible to trace in legal and 
medical records. Thus, restricting the scope of our inquiry to the record of homosexuals’ 
encounters with the law not only limits our historical knowledge of their experience; it 
also sustains conventional and homophobic ways of thinking about non-normative sexual 
practices by reducing our purview to behavior that was coded as criminal.  
                                                
32 See also Foucault’s essay “Lives of Infamous Men” and Heather Love’s reading of this essay in Feeling 
Backward. Mark Fenemore in his article “The Recent Historiography of Sexuality in Twentieth-Century 
Germany” also takes account of recent departures from a Foucauldian approach to sexuality, suggesting 
that it is too “top-down” (768). While I agree that Foucault’s focus on institutions of power can obscure the 
everyday experience of sexual minorities, I also read his work as an overall incitement to uncover the 
histories of those individuals and groups in order to in turn reveal the fissures and cracks in institutions of 
power.  
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To round out our picture of the experience of homosexual men in 1950s West 
Germany, a handful of historians have considered homophile magazines in the German 
and European context. These include Joachim Hohmann’s collection of excerpts from 
Der Eigene (1982), Volker Janssen’s very similar collection of excerpts from 1950s 
homophile magazines Der Weg zur Freundschaft und Toleranz (1984), and Hubert 
Kennedy’s book on the swiss magazine Der Kreis (1999), which was an important 
publication in preserving the vibrant cultural production that characterized Germany’s 
nonnormative sexual publics before 1933. Bernhard Rosenkranz and Gottfried Lorenz 
also include a short but important overview of homophile publishing in Hamburg in their 
broad historical survey of that city’s homosexual subculture (2005). Scholars associated 
with the Schwules Museum in Berlin including Jens Dobler, Karl-Heinz Steinle, and 
Andreas Sternweiler have also provided crucial insights into the history of homosexuality 
and, most significantly, important source material in the form of interviews and first-hand 
accounts of the lives of homosexual men and women in the 1950s. Similarly, Andreas 
Pretzels and Volker Weiss’s recent edited volume, Ohnmacht und Aufbegehren, relies on 
biographical data to reveal the everyday experience of homosexual men in early Federal 
Republic. Most recently, historian Clayton Whisnant’s monograph West German 
Homosexuality in West Germany. Between Persecution and Freedom, 1945-1969 (2012) 
has provided the necessary historical foundation for the close readings of homophile 
magazines that form the core of this study.33  
                                                
33 At the time this was written, Whisnant’s book had not yet been published. Since finishing this study, it 
has appeared with Palgrave Macmillan as Homosexuality in West Germany: Between Persecution and 
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Although this existing scholarship has provided crucial information and 
compelling insights into the history of homosexuality in 1950s West Germany, to date no 
study has focused on West German homophile magazines as a unique and dynamic 
medium in their own right. In other words, existing studies by Kennedy, Steinle, 
Whisnant and others have used magazines as sources among many others in an effort to 
understand and narrate the history of homosexuality in the early Federal Republic. 
Building on this important historical work, this study brings the medium of the magazine 
into focus, joining the history of sexuality with the history of periodical media, German 
literary and cultural studies, and public-sphere theory in an effort to reveal ways in which 
the medium itself conditioned the articulation of homophile publics, and facilitated 
readers’ engagement with larger discourses of West German reconstruction in ways that 
are very specific to periodical publishing.  
Finally, it is my hope that this study will also contribute to our growing 
understanding of homophile publishing in West Germany and elsewhere by suggesting 
that we interpret the fates and challenges of the magazines examined here not only in 
light of the many legal and social hurdles that publishers faced, but also as cultural 
products that changed in response to the shifting perspectives of editors, contributors, and 
readers who also simultaneously engaged with many other publics as “normal” West 
Germans who read the same books, saw the same movies, heard the same news, and 
participated in the same national debates over reconstruction as their heterosexual 
                                                                                                                                            
Freedom, 1945-1969. All references in this study, however, are to the manuscript, which the author very 
generously shared with me.  
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contemporaries. As historians of periodical media have repeatedly asserted, publications 
such as magazines are the complex result of the work and input of many different people 
with many different interests and (often conflicting) commitments. Thus in order to fully 
understand how homophile magazines functioned in the context of West German 
reconstruction, we must attempt to account for the many different sets of priorities and 
perspectives that each and every issue of the magazines records, and the potentially 
infinite number of publics that converge in each and every reader.  
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Chapter One: A Survey of West German Homophile Magazines 
Magazines have played a central role in the articulation of sexual subjectivity in the 
German context from the late nineteenth century to the present. Their existence testifies 
to the ways in which members of Germany’s sexually nonnormative publics have 
expressed their thoughts, desires, fantasies, and demands for political and social change 
at various moments in Germany’s long twentieth century. To date, the magazines Blu and 
Siegessäule in Berlin, Hinnerk and Schwulissimo in Hamburg, Rik-Magazin in Cologne, 
and other titles in cities around Germany continue to have many of the same functions 
that their precursors did: helping readers find out about clubs, bars, and events; keeping 
them abreast of political, cultural, and social news; facilitating meetings and hook-ups; 
advertising for products and consumer wares that readers are presumed to be interested 
in; and providing a forum for readers’ thoughts and opinions.34  
In spite of their importance to Germany’s LGBT communities, the ephemeral 
nature of magazines makes them a challenging object of study. In the first case, 
magazines are more likely to be considered disposable. They have frequently been 
printed on cheap pulp with very low production values, and even when they have been 
saved they have not always stood up well to the passage of time.35 Secondly, in the 
German context magazines produced for sexual minorities in particular have been 
subjected to censorship and indexing under Paragraph 184 of the federal penal code at 
                                                
34 It should be noted that the magazines listed here, along with many of the most visible publications in 
contemporary Germany and elsewhere, continue to target a principally male homosexual readership.  
35 In this regard, West German homophile magazines might be considered alongside other objects from 
postwar Germany that, as historian Paul Betts signals in his study of industrial design culture in the postwar 
Federal Republic, scholars have come to consider as significant to cultural history. See Betts, The Authority 
of Everyday Objects, “Introduction.”  
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various points in the twentieth century, a history that I trace in greater detail in chapter 
three. Moreover, from 1896 (when the first magazine for homosexual men appeared) to 
1969 (when the West German Federal Constitutional Court amended Paragraph 175 to 
allow for consensual sex between men over the age of twenty-one), the mere possession 
of an issue of a gay magazine could be considered tantamount to admitting that one was 
homosexual, and therefore potentially in violation of Paragraph 175. Thus magazines 
were often bought, read, and discarded, much as the ones that form the corpus of this 
study. 
In the past few decades, increased interest in the history of sexual minorities and 
nonnormative sexual publics has led scholars and activists to found museums and 
archives dedicated to preserving objects such as magazines that have been important in 
the lives of LGBT people, and through which unique publics have been articulated often 
in opposition to normative discourses of sexuality and sexual behavior. The Schwules 
Museum in Berlin is one such place, and belongs to a select number of institutions around 
the world that are committed to preserving the experience and physical artifacts of sexual 
minorities for historical record.36 Officially founded on January 6 1986, and originally 
                                                
36 In addition to the Schwules Museum, Berlin is also home to Spinnboden, a lesbian archive, and the 
Magnus Hirschfeld Archive of Sexology at the Humboldt University. Other archives in Germany include 
the Centrum Schwule Geschichte in Cologne and the Rosa Archiv in Leipzig, which focuses on LGBT 
history in the former GDR. Archives elsewhere in Europe include the Internationaal Homo/Lesbisch 
Informatiecentrum en Archief in Amsterdam, the LGBT Biblioteket in Copenhagen, and l’Académie Gay 
& Lesbienne in Vitry sur Seine near Paris. In the United States, prominent collections include the GLBT 
Historical Society in San Francisco, which like the Schwules Museum also organizes exhibitions on LGBT 
history, the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives in Los Angeles, and the Gay and Lesbian Collections 
of the New York Public Library system. Still other archives include the Australian Lesbian and Gay 
Archives, the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, and the Pride Library at the University of Western 
Ontario. Online archives are also becoming more common. Consider, for example, the French site 
Hexagone Gay http://www.hexagonegay.com/ 
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housed in the Allgemeine Homosexuelle Arbeitsgemeinschaft in Friedrichstraße, the 
Schwules Museum has provided an institutional home for the objects around which 
Germany’s homosexual publics have been formed.37 Funded principally through 
donations, membership fees, and occasional government support, the archive has become 
a repository for the physical detritus of the lives of homosexual Germans. Holdings, 
which are sorted an catalogued largely by volunteers, include the legacies of Albrecht 
Becker, Rudolf Klimmer, author Erich Lifka and others, along with primary source 
documents “zu schwuler Geschichte, Kultur, und Alltag.”38 The ephemeral nature of the 
objects collected, and the often hidden lives that such objects attest to, constitute what 
Ann Cvetkovitch has termed an “unorthodox archive,” through which the Museum is 
committed to preserving gay histories “in the face of institutional neglect,” for as narrow 
as those histories may have come to appear in more recent years.39 In building and 
sustaining an archive, the Schwules Museum also provides an essential service to 
historians and scholars, many of whom are directly associated with the Museum itself, 
and who have relied on its archival collections to produce numerous important volumes 
such as Eldorado—homosexuelle Frauen und Männer in Berlin 1850-1950. Geschichte, 
Alltag und Kultur; Goodbye to Berlin? 100 Jahre Schwulenbewegung; Homosexuelle 
Männer im KZ Sachsenhausen, as well as a series of monographs on the lives of 
                                                
37 “Geschichte” http://www.schwulesmuseum.de/ 
38 http://www.schwulesmuseum.de/ 
39 Cvetkovitch, Archive, 8.  
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prominent gay Germans such as Albrecht Becker, Magnus Hirschfeld, and Richard 
Plant.40  
The archive and library are open to the public, and a number of scholars who are 
not directly affiliated with the Museum have taken advantage of the collections to 
conduct original research on German gay history. Indeed, my own project got its start in 
2008 when I traveled to Berlin to conduct preliminary research for my dissertation, which 
I initially thought would focus on silent film. In researching Richard Oswald’s 1919 sex-
education film, Anders als die andern, I stumbled upon the archive’s collection of 
magazines, which span the twentieth century and represent the diverse cultural 
produciton of nonnormative sexual publics from Germany and many other countries. It 
was not, however, until my second visit to the archives in 2010-2011 that I was able to 
spend enough time with the archive’s collection of German magazines to begin to reflect 
on the important role that they played in articulating and documenting the histories of 
these publics, and defining how they related to the central narratives of twentieth-century 
German culture.  
In my time there, I read and took extensive notes on the West German homophile 
magazines that I discuss in this and the following chapters. I have included a full table of 
the magazines that I surveyed along with all available publication information in the 
appendix.41 I also looked through the Swiss magazine Der Kreis, various issues of 1950s 
                                                
40 Verein der Freunde eines schwulen Museums in Berlin, ed. Berlin: Frölich & Kaufmann, 1984; 
Scwhules Museum and Akademie der Künste, eds. Berlin: rosa Winkel, 1997; Joachim Müller and Andreas 
Sternweiler, eds. Berlin: rosa Winkel, 2000.  
41 See appendix.  
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physique magazines from the United States that were influential in defining the visual 
aesthetic of West German homophile magazines, as well as a number of publications 
from the Netherlands and Scandinavia that took the place of West Germany’s own 
homophile magazines when, in the late 1950s, publishing material that might be 
perceived as promoting homosexuality became increasingly difficult in the Federal 
Republic. In order to better position the 1950s magazines within the longer tradition of 
periodical publishing for homosexual readers in Germany, I also spent several weeks 
reading through pre-1933 magazines at the Schwules Museum and looking through 
microfiche images of Der Eigene, the first magazine printed for homosexual men, in the 
Grimm Zentrum at the Humboldt University. There are still a number of titles that I was 
not able to look at either because of the constraints of time, or because of their limited 
availability. In this regard, previous studies by other scholars working on the history of 
the homophile movement in West Germany have been invaluable in filling in the gaps in 
my own research.42 Yet West German homophile magazines remain a relatively untapped 
source of knowledge about the cultural experience of homosexuals in the postwar period, 
and there is still much work to be done.  
Focusing on homophile magazines from the perspective of the medium itself, I 
suggest, provides a way of redressing the blind spots in our historical understanding of 
homosexuality in postwar Germany, and, in my own work, represents an extension of the 
project that institutions such as the Schwules Museum are engaged in. What homophile 
                                                
42 These include studies by Hubert Kennedy, Bernhard Rosenkranz and Gottfried Lorenz, Karl-Heinz 
Steinle, and Clayton Whisnant, among others, which I discuss in greater detail in the introduction to this 
study.  
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magazines say about the lives of gay West Germans in the 1950s is certainly invaluable, 
and indeed existing studies on the homophile movement have used them as invaluable 
sources of historical documentation. Yet the focus of this study extends beyond the 
magazines’ significance as documents to consider the role of the medium itself in 
creating and conditioning the modes of expression and the vocabulary and cultural tropes 
used by homosexuals in 1950s West Germany to articulate same-sex desire, tropes that 
often relied on legacies of ideal friendship and mythologized notions of the homosexual’s 
role in civilization that were current long before Nazi persecution made public expression 
of homosexuality a deadly undertaking. Moreover, by attempting to evaluate West 
German homophile magazines on an equal footing with official records—that is, by 
taking the medium itself seriously as we would government directives, legal dossiers, or 
medical records—we gain insight into what it meant to participate in the creation of a 
unique sexual culture in postwar West Germany.   
Perhaps most significantly, considering the cultural production of gay West 
Germans directly also challenges the ways we have come to know and think about the 
watershed moments around which 1950s West German history has been written such as 
the Zero Hour, normalization, and reconstruction. Indeed, to return to Cvetkovich’s work, 
the potential of “unorthodox archives” to provide us with new ways of knowing is 
perhaps their principal significance as artifacts of cultural history. Cvetkovich writes: 
Forged around sexuality and intimacy, and hence forms of privacy and invisibility 
that are both chosen and enforced, gay and lesbian cultures often leave ephemeral 
and unusual traces. In the absence of institutionalized documentation or in 
opposition to official histories … ephemeral and personal collections of objects 
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stand alongside the documents of the dominant culture in order to offer alternative 
modes of knowledge.43  
 
Thus in tracing the histories of West German homophile magazines, and in analyzing the 
cultural production that they record, we add to the growing body of narratives of the early 
Federal Republic.  
To be sure, even magazines rank high among the ephemera of past lives, and as 
the work of German historian Paul Betts makes clear, everyday objects also deserve our 
sustained attention.44 In this respect, future research into the collections of the Schwules 
Museum might ask after the function of other detritus from the lives of homosexuals in 
1950s West Germany. What objects such as handwritten notes, event announcements, 
coasters from gay bars, and other “insignificant” bits of history from the legacies left to 
the Schwules Museum might still be waiting to be revealed, recorded, evaluated, and 
added to our narratives in order to continually complicate and challenge the ways we 
think about the construction of sexual subjectivity at this crucial moment in German 
history?45  
                                                
43 Cvetkovitch, Archive, 8.  
44 Paul Betts, Authority.  
45 Indeed, Cvetkovitch casts her net more broadly than I do in this study, considering, in addition to 
magazines, all things that might have been considered “critical” in the lives of LGBT people, and that 
constitute a large share of the holdings at archives such as the Schwules Museum. One of the most 
fascinating things about LGBT archives, as she notes, is their commitment to collecting “ephemera.” She 
writes, “Gay and lesbian archives are often built on the donations of private collectors who have saved the 
ephemeral evidence of gay and lesbian life—both personal and public—because it might otherwise 
disappear. Publicly available materials that might not be found in libraries or other public institutions, such 
as pornographic books, short-run journals, and forms of mass culture that are objects of camps reception, 
are preserved in these archives. Also collected there are personal materials, such as diaries, letters, and 
photographs, which assume additional archival importance when public cultures have failed to chronicle 
gay and lesbian lives.” See Cvetkovich, Archive, 243. In general, Chapter 7 “In the Archive of Lesbian 
Feelings” has been foundational for my own work and engagement with the archive of the Schwules 
Museum. See Archive, pp. 239-271.  
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Finally, by considering “unorthodox archives,” we also come into contact with the 
ways in which sexual variance inflected homosexual women and men’s experience of 
West German history at large. This means that, in addition to analyzing how homosexual 
men as such were excluded from full participation in mainstream public life, we must 
also consider how even relatively marginal texts such as West German homophile 
magazines created their own normative ways of knowing and thinking about 
homosexuality. For example, how did concern with censorship laws lead homophile 
publishers to represent and discuss homosexuality in very “normal” and normative terms, 
in particular through rhetorical acts that sublimated desire and occluded sexuality to 
present the figure of an innocuous and respectable homophile?46 How were such 
respectable representations achieved to the exclusion of women and other racial and class 
minorities? By considering the details and conditions of a number of homophile 
magazines in what follows, and through close analysis of the contents and format of a 
selection of individual issues in the next chapter, I hope to come to a clearer 
understanding of the place that homophile magazines occupied in the lives of homosexual 
West German readers, and furthermore provide a foundation for further inquiry into the 
complex and competing public discourses on homosexuality in 1950s West German 
culture.   
 
                                                
46 The word “homophile” is, in truth, a desexualized form of “homosexual.” In discussing the history of the 
term and its adoption specifically by “middle-class organizations in the United States” [and elsewhere], 
Wayne Dynes notes that “Homophile had the advantage of clearly embracing affectional, nonsexual 
relations as well as sexual ones, thereby deemphasizing the perceived genital emphasis of homosexual.” 
Dynes, Homolexis, 66. 
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DIE FREUNDSCHAFT  
 
Die Freundschaft began publication in 1950 as a “Monatschrift für 
Sexualprobleme.” Serving as the official “Organ des internationalen Correspondence 
Club ‘Freundschaft’,” the magazine was published by the Hamburg-based press “Die 
Freundschaft,” edited by Rudolf Ihne, and was included with membership in the club for 
6 DM per quarter year. Issues appeared monthly in DIN A5 format (standard for 
homophile magazines), and could be bought at select newsstands for 80 Pf in 1950 and 1 
DM in 1951 or sent by mail in a “neutralem verschlossenen Umschlag” for extra postage. 
To be sure, Die Freundschaft was not the very first publication created for homosexual 
men in West Germany. That distinction belongs to Amicus-Briefbund, which printed 
exclusively announcements and personal ads for readers in West Berlin.47 Although 
Amicus-Briefbund played an important role in the creation of the city’s postwar gay 
public until 1953 when publication ceased, because of its limited scope I do not consider 
it here. For the purposes of this study, what is most significant about the Briefbund is that 
it existed at all, a fact due in large part to the loosened restrictions on publishing licenses 
in the western zones of occupation. In 1949, when American authorities in Berlin issued 
Martin Knop a license to print Amicus-Briefbund, it was chiefly because the occupational 
powers were reluctant to enforce anything that resembled government censorship in the 
immediate postwar years, and were eager to open media channels for the dissemination of 
                                                
47 Janssen, Der Weg zu Freundschaft und Toleranz, 32; Whisnant, Between Persecution and Freedom, 205.  
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news and information.48 This permissiveness in publishing would change dramatically in 
1953 when the Federal Government passed the Gesetz über die Verbreitung 
jugendgefährdender Schriften, after which homophile publishing, and indeed publishing 
of erotica or sexually suggestive material in general, would become face much greater 
challenges.49 From 1953, sales of homophile magazines at newsstands was no longer 
possible, and publications for homosexual readers were indexed, carefully watched, and 
frequently shut down by police.50 
Early homophile magazines such as Die Freundschaft benefitted both from this 
openness in media licensing, and the relative liberalism with regard to sexuality that 
survived from the immediate postwar years when sexuality received significant public 
attention from all sectors of society.51 Yet Die Freundschaft also had roots in prewar 
history. The title of the magazine was taken from a Weimar-era publication, and indeed 
the magazine’s tone and focus hearkened back to early twentieth-century discourses of 
ideal friendship.52 As the first full-fledged magazine for homosexual readers published in 
postwar West Germany, Die Freundschaft thus provided an important link to pre-1933 
publishing traditions. The cover was printed in orange with the title in a bold, cursive font 
and other text in black block letters. In addition to the volume and issue numbers, the 
                                                
48 Hurwitz, Stunde Null, 119. For a more recent discussion of relations between West German and the 
United States at the site of news media, see Gienow-Hecht, Transmission Impossible: American Journalism 
as Cultural Diplomacy in Postwar Germany 1945-1955.  
49 See Heineman, “The Permissive Prudish State,” in Before Porn was Legal, 27-60. For a discussion of the 
significance of this law on homophile publishing, see also Steinle, “Geschichte der Kameradschft die 
runde,” 21; Whisnant, “Between Persecution and Freedom.” 
50 Steinle, “Geschichte,” 21.  
51 Dagmar Herzog, Sex after Fascism, 63.  
52 Rosenkranz and Lorenz, Hamburg, 80.  
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month and year of publication, and the price, the cover also provided readers with a 
preview of what each issue contained, printed next to a photograph or image, typically of 
a nude or scantily clad young man. At the very bottom of the cover, the magazine printed 
“Verkauf an Jugendliche verboten,” a phrase that both attests to the magazine’s 
availability on newsstands, and hints at the precarious position of homophile magazines 
in postwar West German society.  
 
 
Illustration 1: Die Freundschaft, March 1951. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
 
With the table of contents and other front matter printed on the cover, content began on 
the first page (page three), and ran for an average of twenty-five pages. Each issue 
contained a story, often serialized, one or two poems, scholarly essays with titles such as 
“Arzt und Homosexualität,” and articles on more popular topics such as handwriting and 
homosexuality. For much of its run, Die Freundschaft also published a small selection of 
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stories for women, although the publisher eventually discontinued this service for lesbian 
readers in April 1951 since “Die Anteilnahme der Frauen an unserer Zeitschrift war zu 
gering.”53 At the back of the magazine, readers found sections dedicated to “Nachrichten 
a.d. Clubleben,” travel tips, synopses of news related to issues of homosexuality from 
West Germany and abroad, and recommendations for books such as Mein Leben ist ein 
Ärgernis by French author Maurice Sachs, Michael by Danish writer Hermann Bang, 
Hermann Hesse’s Narziss und Goldmund, along with lesser known works including 
Albert und Hubert by Irish writer George Moore—a novel that the magazine noted was 
“für die Freundinnen”—and Alex Scouffi’s Hotel zum Goldfisch. Brief reviews or 
synopses of the books were also occasionally included along with the books’ length, 
publishers, publication years, and prices.  
Columns such as “Briefkasten” printed readers’ questions on a variety of topics 
and responses from the magazine. The section “Leserzuschriften” was dedicated to 
publishing letters that gave insight into readers’ experiences and thoughts, which were 
also sometimes commented on by the press. A unique feature of Die Freundschaft was a 
regular column by the magazine’s “graphologischer Berater” who, unlike the columnists 
responding to questions and opinions, focused on analyzing “Schriftproben” sent in by 
readers, and offering interpretations such as “Die Gefühle der Freundschaft und 
Zuneigung sind bei ihm überstark ausgeprägt” and “Der Schreiber der von Ihnen 
                                                
53 Die Freundschaft, 2.4 (1951), 27. In citations of the magazines that form the corpus of this study, I use a 
formula loosely based on that used by Hubert Kennedy in his study of the Swiss homophile magazine The 
Story of Der Kreis, adding the year for ease of reference. Thus citations begin with the title of the magazine 
being discussed, followed by the volume (Jahrgang), the issue number (which in general corresponds to the 
month of publication), the year of publication in parentheses, and finally the page number. See Kennedy, 
The Story of Der Kreis, 4.  
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eingesandten Schriftprobe hat wohl sehr viel Herz und Gemüt, kann aber aus 
Veranlagung seine inneren Gefühle nicht äußerlich—mit Worten—zum Ausdruck 
bringen.”54 The interpretations by the “graphologischer Berater” were further filled out in 
a full length article on “Handschrift und Homosexualität” in the March 1951 issue. 
Interest in such esoteric interpretations of homosexuality also attests to an intriguing 
admixture of modern science and alternative frameworks for understanding sexual 
variance, further linking Die Freundschaft to pre-1933 publications and in particular to 
Adolf Brand’s Der Eigene, which promoted a range of occult publications and 
organizations to its readers.  
At the end of each issue of Die Freundschaft, several pages were dedicated to 
different kinds of advertisements and announcements. Personal ads (Kleinanzeigen) 
generally occupied one to two pages. Ads cost 30 Pf. per word (50 Pf. for bold), and 
included everything from job postings to requests for pen pals, roommates, friends, and 
“Lebenskameraden.” Most of the readers who posted personal ads were men, although a 
very few of the ads were also from women as long as the magazine still included the 
section “für die Freundinnen.” Personal ads typically began with the name of the city or 
place from where they were written, and although Die Freundschaft was printed in 
Hamburg and advertised primarily for clubs and events in that city, the ads came from 
places as distant as Munich, Baden-Württemberg, The Hague, Paris, and London. The 
location was followed either by the reader’s request or wishes, or by a brief description 
                                                
54 Die Freundschaft, 2.3 (1951), 24; 2.4 (1951), 22. What makes this column particularly interesting is that 
the “Schriftproben” presumably did not belong to the readers who sent them in, but rather to their romantic 
interests. The “graphologische Berater” ended with a comment on how the person whose handwriting he 
analyzed would behave in a relationship.  
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consisting of age, stature, profession, and other characteristics such as “unauffällig,” 
“männlich,” “sportlich,” and “lebensfreudig.” Finally, the magazine charged 50 Pf. to 
assign a “Kennziffer” to each of the ads, and assumed the responsibility of receiving and 
forwarding all correspondence. Because of the continued risks created by Paragraph 175, 
and a long history of police using personal ads from gay magazines to entrap readers, 
these “Kennziffer” were absolutely necessary to protect readers’ identities. As the decade 
wore on, magazines such as Die Freunde, the successor of Die Freundschaft, and Hellas 
would only publish personal ads in a separate publication, sent by mail exclusively to 
subscribers.55  
Business owners also took advantage of the “Inserate” section of the magazine to 
advertise for their shops, services, and products in Hamburg, Berlin-Schöneberg, 
Frankfurt, and other cities. Readers could consult the magazine to find out where to buy 
shoes and boots; have “private” photos developed; and order informational material, 
erotica, or the “world-famous Blausiegel-Gummischutz.”56 Die Freundschaft advertised 
for meeting places, clubs, and bars in Hamburg such as the IKA-Stuben, the 
Bronzekeller, and the Roxi-Bar. Ads included the address and the offerings of each place 
such as music, dancing, and entertainment; announced events including the second 
anniversary of the Stadtkasino, held in Hamburg on 31 March 1951; and were often 
printed in German and English. The inclusion of English is an indicator both of the 
cosmopolitan nature of Hamburg, and of the links between clubs and homophile 
                                                
55 Rosenkranz, and Lorenz Hamburg, 81. The personal ads supplement for Die Freunde was titled Das 
kleine Blatt.  
56 Die Freundschaft, 2.2 (1951), 21. 
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organizations across national borders, links that become increasingly evident in later 
homophile magazines. 
Each issue of Die Freundschaft opened and closed with images. The inside front 
cover and both sides of the back cover were reserved for reproductions of drawings and 
paintings or black and white photographs of naked or mostly naked men. The magazine 
contained anywhere from eight to ten images from different genres, often reproduced by 
the publisher from other magazines abroad such as Vriendschap in Amsterdam or Vennen 
in Stockholm. Just as often, however, no attribution was given at all. Photographs were 
the most common visual medium, occupying entire pages, and depicting naked male and 
female bodies typically posed in outdoor settings and often engaged in physical activities. 
Other images included drawings of young men by the regular contributor “Titus” and a 
sketch of Anré Gide, whose death in February 1951 occasioned an homage in the 
magazine.57 
It was not uncommon for Die Freundschaft to illustrate written text with images. 
For example, in the March 1951 issue, a drawing of a young man reclining on a couch in 
the company of an older man in a suit was printed between paragraphs of the story 
“Savoir Vivre,” in which a young German soldier goes AWOL and finds refuge at the 
house of Dr. Henry Bouleau in Paris. In that same issue, a photograph of masked women 
celebrating carnival followed by a request by Uschi, contributor of the magazine’s 
lesbian content, for readers to send in reports and photos of their own carnival 
                                                
57 Die Freundschaft, 2.4 (1951), 16-17.  
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celebrations, and suggestions for how the magazine could improve and better meet the 
needs of its readership.58  
 
 
Illustration 2: Die Freundschaft, March 1951. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin 
 
In addition to printing photographs and images from other homophile magazines, Die 
Freundschaft organized photography contests in order to expand its collection, awarding 
25 DM for the best photo and 15 DM for the runner up. The magazine specified that 
photos were to be “männliche und weibliche Aktfotos und sonstige Bilder, welche mit 
der Freundschaftsidee in Verbindung stehen,” and made clear that all photos that were 
submitted as part of the competition became property of the publisher.59  
Other announcements and information from the publisher were spread throughout 
issues of Die Freundschaft, sometimes squeezed into a small bit of white space in the 
                                                
58 Die Freundschaft, 2.3 (1951), 5, 18. 
59 Die Freundschaft, 2.3 (1951), 21.  
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corner of a page or printed between essays, stories, and other more “substantial” content. 
For example, in April 1951, the magazine announced in bold print under the heading 
“Achtung…Wichtig” that it would begin publishing advertisements in a separate 
supplement to avoid incurring official scrutiny.60 Announcements were also included in 
the section “Mitteilung des Verlages,” where readers learned of the launch of the literary 
magazine PAN on 15 March 1951, and were informed of changes in content, prices, and 
format.61 Additionally, readers were kept abreast of the challenges faced by homophile 
publishers, encouraged to subscribe to the magazine to ensure discretion and avoid 
having their copies confiscated, and clued in on the magazine’s political position in a 
short piece titled “Unsere politische Stellungnahme,” which was printed in an 
inconspicuous place among news from the clubs and travel tips.62  
The April 1951 issue of Die Freundschaft seems to have been the last, although 
the issue offers no indication that this would be the case. Historian Karl-Heinz Steinle 
suggests that the magazine was simply renamed Die Freunde in 1951 and freond in 1952, 
although it is more likely that, as Clayton Whisnant points out, “some of the men 
associated with these earlier groups…found their way to a third group that formed in May 
1951, the Club of Friends,” which, under editor Johannes Dörrast, would begin 
publishing the magazine Die Freunde, subtitled the “Monatschrift für ideale 
                                                
60 Die Freundschaft, 2.4 (1951), 21.  
61 Die Freundschaft, 2.3 (1951), 21. 
62 Die Freundschaft, 2.4 (1951), 22.  
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Freundschaft.”63 It is in any case clear that by the summer of 1951, Die Freundschaft was 
no longer in publication. 
 
PAN 
 
From the very beginning of the decade, West German homophile magazines 
cooperated with and influenced each other, as the announcement of the release of PAN in 
the April 1951 issue of Die Freundschaft indicates. Based in Hamburg and published by 
artist Charles Grieger, PAN was billed as the “literarische Monatsblätter der 
Freundschaft,” dedicated to the cultivation of “Freundschaftslektüre,” which connected 
the magazine to German cultural legacies extending back to the late eighteenth century, 
as later chapters will discuss in greater detail. Issues consisted on average of forty-eight 
pages, most of the contents belonging to the canon of “Freundschafts-Literatur” with 
contributions from “old and modern international writers.” Addressing the reader 
directly, PAN promised to become “ein lieber Freund, der Ihnen einsame Stunden 
verschöhnt und ganz auf Ihre Neigungen und Empfindungen eingeht. Hier können Sie 
sich für wenig Geld eine Ihren Interessen enstprechende wertvolle Bibliothek 
aufbauen!”64 Friendship was thus used as a central metaphor for the relationship model 
that the magazine hoped to cultivate with readers, in addition to supplying a large body of 
cultural and historical references. The first issues of PAN cost 1 DM, although rising 
paper prices made it necessary for the press to increase the price to 1,50 DM after the 
                                                
63 Steinle, “Homophiles Deutschland,” 202; Whisnant, “Between Persecution and Freedom,” 224-225.  
64 Die Freundschaft, 2.4 (1951), 21. 
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third issue in June 1951 so that the magazine could continue appearing without third-
party advertisements.65 Readers could subscribe to the magazine for 6 DM per half year 
or 12 DM for an entire year, and as with Die Freundschaft were ensured that issues 
would be sent discretely in neutral envelopes.  
The June 1951 issue also announced that editor Grieger would begin acting as 
publisher as well.66 With this change, the magazine began appearing on the first of every 
month rather than the 15th, and stayed in publication through the end of the year, ending 
its run after nine issues with a double issue in December 1951/January 1952. In addition 
to serving as editor and publisher, in September 1951 Grieger also took on the role of 
printing the magazines through his own in-house press (Hausdruckerei) after changing 
presses twice from Hugo von Have (nos. 1-3, March-April, June) and Schleicher & Co. 
(nos. 4-5, July-August). This change allowed him to expand his influence in West 
German homophile publishing, and in October the Charles Grieger Verlag even began 
producing the first magazine for homosexual women Wir Freundinnen: Monatschrift für 
Frauenfreundschaft.67 In addition, Grieger produced the so-called “PAN-Sonderdrucke” 
and “Mappenwerke,” which had been advertised prominently inside the covers of earlier 
issues, but which had not yet been printed or delivered to customers because of delays in 
setting up the in-house press.68 From advertisements for the “Sonderdrucke,” it is evident 
that only two were produced: Oscar Wilde’s “Der Priester und der Messerknabe” and 
                                                
65 PAN, 1.3 (1951), insert. It should also be noted that although the magazine began publication in March 
1951, there was no May issue; the June issue was number three.  
66 PAN, 1.3 (1951), 48.  
67 See also Guenther-Pal, “Projecting Deviance,” 177.  
68 PAN, 1.6 (1951), inside front cover. 
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Jean Paul’s “Der Feiertag der Freundschaft.” They cost 5 DM each, were printed in 
pocket size (Taschenformat) on handmade French paper (“französischem Bütten”), and 
included reproductions of drawings by Charles Grieger.69 Grieger was a talented 
illustrator who had begun producing drawings and collages in the postwar period that 
centered on satirical depictions of antifascist themes.70 Issues of PAN typically contained 
anywhere from five to six of his own original drawings. Most of the drawings were of 
young men (or simply their faces), alone or with another man, though Grieger also 
occasionally depicted more fantastic or whimsical subjects such as a satyr (Pan), a forlorn 
clown, or a man dancing.71 For those readers who were primarily interested in such 
images, Grieger offered collections of his drawings in so-called “Mappenwerke” or 
folios, in series titled “Jünglinge,” “Griechenland,” and “Harald Kreutzberg tanzt.” Issues 
of PAN also provided readers with samples of the press’s broader offerings. Thus the 
October 1951 issue, which was notably dedicated to Greece, contained Grieger’s 
drawings after images found on Greek earthenware and coins alongside literary texts and 
scholarly essays such as the novella “Der Knabensieger von Olympia” and “Das 
Homoerotische in der antiken Kunst” by regular contributor Paul Hugo Biederich.  
                                                
69 PAN, 1.6 (1951), inside front cover. 
70 See for example Grieger’s 1949 collection of collages in Nie Wieder. Catalog of the Leipzig Antiquarian 
Book Fair, 10. http://www.abooks.de/TL11/deu/Kat/Kunst.html accessed 11 June 2011.  
71 PAN, 1.3 (1951), cover; PAN, 1/4 (1951), 17. 
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Illustration 3: PAN, October 1951. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
 
In addition to Grieger’s drawings, the magazine printed a few photographs of 
nude models, and on a few occasions included a drawing that was not by Grieger himself. 
Otherwise, most of the magazine’s forty-eight to fifty pages was dedicated to written 
texts, and with the exception of one to two pages of “Anmerkungen” at the end of each 
issue, these texts consisted for the most part of canonical and contemporary literature, 
essays in the field of classical history and cultural scholarship, and, in spite of its 
overwhelmingly literary focus, an occasional political piece. Similar to Die Freundschaft, 
PAN printed texts from a variety of genres by many different authors who had written on 
themes of friendship or homosocial and homoerotic motifs. Examples of fictional works 
included stories by Ludwig Tieck and short stories for lesbian readers by contributor 
Othella Ladd; poems by Anacreon, Shakespeare, Lord Byron, August von Platen, André 
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Gide, and lesser-known poets such as the sixteenth-century Spaniard Lopez de Ubeda; 
serialized novels by Alex Scouffi, whose Hotel zum Goldfisch was also advertised in Die 
Freundschaft; and excerpts from novels such as Roger Peyrefitte’s Heimliche 
Freundschaften and Johannes Dörrast’s Unbürger, which was not coincidentally printed 
and sold by Charles Grieger Verlag.72 Nonfiction and scholarly works included serialized 
excerpts from Plato’s Phaedrus; essays on Greek notions of friendship and “friend-love” 
(Freundesliebe) and on diverse literary topics such as “the problem of homosexuality in 
the American novel”; and aphorisms by Nietzsche and Wilde. PAN seldom printed 
overtly political pieces. One rare example was a synopsis of Maurice Sachs’s book Mein 
Leben ist ein Ärgernis. References to Sachs’s book subtly hinted at an increasing if still 
tame political consciousness grounded in the growing awareness of a shared experience 
of persecution. Nevertheless, the fact that the synopsis of Sachs’s work appeared in an 
advertisement for the book, sold by Grieger’s press for 9,80 DM, suggests that the editor 
regarded this type of political positioning as an exception to PAN’s standard content.73  
 
DIE INSEL 
 
The year 1951 saw the emergence of other titles as well such as Die Freunde and 
Die Gefährten, which I have not had the opportunity to look at but hope to include in a 
                                                
72 It should be noted that works not originally written in German were printed in translation and the 
translators’ names given along with the text or in the “Anmerkungen.” 
73 PAN, 1.6 (1965), insert.  
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later study.74 Like Die Freundschaft and PAN, these other titles were relatively short-
lived. By contrast, Rolf Putziger’s Die Insel, which also debuted in 1951, represents a 
unique success story among West Germany’s homophile magazines, printing as many as 
150,000 copies in a month at one point.75 Beginning publication in November 1951, and 
renamed Der Weg zu Freundschaft und Toleranz in September 1952, the magazine was 
published by Rolf Putziger until May 1959. Unlike Rudolf Ihne, Charles Grieger, and 
most of the other publishers discussed in this chapter, Putziger’s publishing enterprise 
was not tied as closely to Hamburg, changing location four times within the city before 
finally moving to West Berlin in 1956.76 In June 1959, Wolf H.F. Prien would take over 
from Putziger as publisher, and Der Weg would remain in publication until 1970. Given 
the scope of my study, I will only consider issues of the magazine from its inauguration 
in 1951 through 1957. For the sake of clarity, I will begin with a discussion of Die Insel 
to establish the early history of the magazine (November 1951-August 1952), its 
relationship to other homophile publications, the conditions of the magazine’s 
publication, and its format and content, which, for my purposes in this chapter, did not 
change with the magazine’s title.  
The first issue of Die Insel sold for 1 DM. It was printed monthly, and was 
available at newsstands or by subscription for 5 DM for six issues or 10 DM for twelve. 
                                                
74 For more details on Die Freunde, including a discussion of the legal challenges faced by the magazine’s 
editor Johannes Dörrast in the context of Adenauer’s West Germany, see Whisnant, “Between Persecution 
and Freedom,” 225-240. 
75 Rosenkranz and Lorenz, Hamburg, 80, 85. Rosenkranz and Lorenz do not provide further detail on when 
the magazine reached this number in its long run. Yet the number attests to the popularity of Putziger’s 
publication over and against other homophile titles in any case.   
76 Under Prien the magazine would move two more times, to Holm-Seppensen in 1962 and to 
Buchholz/Nordheide in 1964. Rosenkranz and Lorenz, Hamburg, 85.  
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The publisher assured readers that subscriptions would be delivered in neutral, sealed 
envelopes. Much like Die Freundschafti, Die Insel included a variety of texts from 
diverse genres, yet with a decidedly stronger interest in printing mainstream authors. 
Poems by writers such as Ringelnatz, Goethe, Winkelmann, and Platen from the German 
canon joined verses by Michelangelo, Whitman, and Wilde. Quotes and aphorisms, 
which were always included in the magazine’s front matter and interspersed throughout 
the magazine, were taken from Lessing, Schiller, Friedrich der Große, Nietzsche, 
Somerset Maugham, and even the West German Bundespräsident Theodor Heuß, whose 
1952 speech for the “Woche der Brüderlichkeit” provided the theme for the introduction 
to the April 1952 issue. Heuß’s words read, “Der Weg der Brüderlichkeit wird also oft 
genug eine Sache der Tapferkeit sein; und zwar der Tapferkeit gegen sich selbst 
gegenüber überkommener Denkgewöhnung, die zur Denkfaulkeit geworden ist; 
gegenüber der Trägheit des Herzens, auch gegenüber einer eingängigen Formelwelt von 
gefrorenen oder gefrierenden Begriffen.”77 Similar to metaphors of romantic friendship, 
brotherhood in this context linked the magazine to larger national and international 
discourses of liberal democracy.78 Citing Heuß suggested that the publishers of Die Insel 
were not solely—or even primarily—interested in sexual emancipation, but rather in 
demonstrating that homosexuals were also concerned with West Germany’s successful 
transition to democracy. That Die Insel chose to excerpt from a speech on 
                                                
77 Die Insel, 2.4 (1952), 4. 
78 Churchill, “Transnationalism.” 
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“Brüderlichkeit” is also significant, and further points to the gendering of political 
discourse in homophile magazines.  
Although Die Insel relied on recognized canonical figures for many of the shorter 
texts, in many instances Putziger departed from convention in the selection of longer 
fiction. The magazine showcased original and contemporary short stories by lesser-
known contributors such as “Aljoscha,,” who also wrote for PAN, Hanns G. Schulz-
Lessen, and Jack Argo (Johannes Werres), whose short story “Die ungewöhnliche 
Chance” in the March 1952 issue detailed the intimate friendship between two young 
men named Rudi and Eddie. Die Insel printed excerpts from longer works that focused on 
homosocial and homoerotic themes such as a chapter from Otto Zarek’s Weimar novel 
Begierde. Roman einer Weltstadtjugend (1930) and a letter from Antoine de Saint-
Exupery to a close friend taken from his collection Bekenntniss einer Freundschaft. 
Briefe an einen Ausgelieferten (Ger. 1955). Nonfiction texts included discussions of 
topics of interest to readers such as a discussion of “Homosexualität und 
Verweichlichung,” and articles on the Kinsey Reports, both serialized over several issues, 
and regular contributions on the campaign to repeal Paragraph 175 and the “ethische 
Aufgaben der Homoeroten” by recognized figures such as Dr. Bernd Martin and the 
sexologist Dr. Kurt Hiller. Hiller, who took over leadership of the Wissenschaftlich-
Humanitäres Komitee from Magnus Hirschfeld in 1929, fled Germany in 1934. He 
returned to West Germany in 1955, and played an important role in reestablishing the 
field of sexology in the postwar decades. Although his attempt to found a second 
Wissenschaftlich-Humanitäres Komitee in 1962 ultimately failed, his contributions to 
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homophile publications undoubtedly had an effect on the ways in which 1950s readers of 
Die Insel and other magazines continued to understand their sexuality through the lens of 
science.79 
In addition to written texts, Die Insel followed other magazines in its inclusion of 
images, although unlike Die Freundschaft it did not print any photos of completely nude 
models. The front and back cover and four pages at the center of each issue’s roughly 
twenty-five to twenty-eight pages were devoted to black and white photographs of young 
male models, typically shirtless and engaged in some kind of outdoor activity. Yet 
models were also often shown together in intimate situations, such as looking at a copy of 
what could be the publisher’s collection of photos (printed and sold separately), or 
spending time together during the holidays. 
 
Illustration 4: Die Insel, March 1952. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
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Readers could order photo collections directly from the publisher. Each set of eight 
original photos cost 6,80 DM, including postage, and would be sent to the customer in a 
neutral, sealed envelope. Of course, third-party advertisements also provided the 
publisher with income with which to sustain publication. Many of the same clubs familiar 
to readers of Die Freundschaft also purchased space in Die Insel, and the magazine 
printed an increasing number of announcements for other organizations and events such 
as the Internationale Freundschaftsloge based in Bremen and Internationaler Kongreß 
für sexuelle Gleichberechtigung, held in Frankfurt from 29 August to 2 September, 1952. 
The conference was a watershed for the gradual return in the 1950s of sexual science in 
the pre-1933 tradition, and should be understood in the context of what historians 
Elizabeth Heinemann and Dagmar Herzog have rightly alluded to as the decade’s own 
“sex wave.”80   
DER WEG 
 
In September 1952, Die Insel was renamed Der Weg zu Freundschaft und 
Toleranz. Still published in Hamburg and edited by Rolf Putziger, the magazine’s title 
was the only thing that changed. The price was still 1 DM per issue, and Der Weg 
continued to be available on newsstands or by subscription. In explaining the change in 
title, Putziger wrote in the September 1952 issue:  
Wir folgen damit einem Drange, der wahrlich nicht von Innen kommt. Es gab 
 Schwierigkeiten mit dem Insel-Verlag, der Verwechslungen seiner Erzeugnisse 
 mit denen unseres Hauses befürchtet. Auch die “hohe Obrigkeit” schloß sich 
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 dieser Ansicht an, was uns unerklärlich erscheint, zumal in den Jahren vor 1933 
 eine Zeitschrift ähnlichen Charakters mit dem gleichen Titel ungehindert von 
 Seiten des Insel-Verlages jahrelang erscheinen konnte.81 
 
Putziger was referring here to the Weimar-era magazine Insel, which belonged to a 
number of magazines published by activist Friedrich Radszuweit, the founder of the 
Deutscher Freundschafts-Verband.82 Putziger seemed unable to understand why in the 
postwar years, the Insel-Verlag should now object to the possibility of its own 
publications being confused for a magazine for homosexual readers, but expressed his 
confidence that “ein neuer Titel ungezählte Freunde und Leser in Deutschland und in 
aller Welt nicht davon abhalten wird, uns auch weinterhin die Treue zu halten.”83  
Indeed, readers of Der Weg remained true to the magazine throughout the 1950s 
and into the next decade. Although it is difficult to determine what the reasons for the 
magazine’s relative success might have been in comparison to some of the titles that 
lasted only a few issues, I would like to suggest that it was at least in part related to 
Putziger’s evident ability to address readers’ needs for erotically appealing visual 
representations of men. Most of the images were black and white photographs of partially 
naked men, often posing in the tradition of physique phogography. Many of the 
photographs were taken in house, and readers could purchase collections of his work 
through the magazine or, by 1955, at the bookstore “Der Weg” on Uhlandstraße in 
Berlin. Increasingly, however, the magazine also included images taken by other 
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photographers of models and even of competitive bodybuilders, indicative of a shift in 
male body aesthetics characteristic of the postwar decades. Other erotic images, such as 
drawings by Jean Cocteau or Boullet, also regularly appeared in Der Weg. Although 
other magazines included images, the photographs printed in Der Weg gave expression to 
the erotic desire that was so often sublimated and talked around in the written texts in 
homophile magazines. As I discuss further in the following chapter, in seeking to 
articulate a vocabulary for homosexual experience in postwar West Germany, authors 
struggled to address homosexuality without, however, overcoming the taboo on 
“speaking its name.” Not bound to or weighed down by scientific or literary conventions, 
the visual tropes evident in the photographs printed in Der Weg in particular ensured the 
magazine’s success through a tacit acceptance of homoerotic desire, as I discuss in 
greater detail in chapter two.  
In spite of this diversity of images, the magazine’s format and content changed 
very little from when it was founded as Die Insel in late 1951 through 1957. The cover, 
for example, remained more or less the same until April 1957 when, in keeping with the 
magazine’s increasingly evident interest in meeting the scopophilic needs of readers, the 
main element of the cover became a black and white photo of a male model. All other 
elements including the title, the issue number, the year, and the price were subsequently 
printed in small letters in the upper right-hand corner. Other small changes were made as 
well. For example, in October 1953 the price of a single issue of Der Weg was raised to 
1,50 DM, where it would remain until November 1957. And in April 1955, the magazine 
removed “im Zeitschriftenhandel erhältlich” from its front matter, replacing it with “wo 
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nicht erhältlich, bitte direkt vom Verlag anfordern.” Even given this reduced distribution 
and the uncertainties of homophile publishing that had caused so many of the other 
magazines to fold in such a short time, Der Weg remained in publication until 1970.  
 
VOX 
 
In contrast to Der Weg, VOX: Stimme freier Menschen was one of the shorter-lived 
homophile magazines, appearing for a mere four issues from February to June 1953. 
Published by Gustav Leue and edited by Johannes Dörrast, who had been involved in 
publishing for the youth movement before 1933 and reemerged as a prominent figure in 
homophile publishing in the 1950s through his contributions to PAN and his 1951 novel 
Unbürger, VOX picked up where Dörrast’s earlier magazines Die Freunde and freond left 
off.84 Initially, the magazine seems to have aspired to publish issues twice a month. In 
addition to printing “Sie hören und sehen VOX wieder am 15. Februar 1953” on the back 
cover of the February 1 issue, the publication information given by the magazine 
informed readers that VOX appeared every fourteen days, “jeweils am 1. und 15. des 
Monats.”85 By the third issue (April), however, the publisher changed the magazine’s 
frequency to once a month. In addition, there doesn’t seem to have been a May issue; 
issue number four is dated June 1. The editor did not provide any explanation for the 
missing issue.  
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A single issue of VOX cost 1 DM. A subscription for six issues cost 5 DM domestic 
and 10 DM abroad as print material (Drucksache), with an additional 2,50 DM added for 
letter-rate postage (Brief). Revenue also came from selling advertising space, and the 
magazine boasted that because it reached readers all over the world, an ad would 
certainly help increase businesses’ profits.  
 
 
Illustration 5: VOX, February 1953. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
 
Similar to other homophile magazines, VOX advertised what were called “Bücher freier 
Menschen,” which were selected based on their potential interest to readers. These books 
were in most cases the same titles to which the publisher, in this case Gustav Leue 
Verlag, held the rights. Thus VOX advertised for Dr. Botho Laserstein’s Angeklagter 
stehen auf! Wie verteidige ich mich im Strafverfahren, which provided readers with legal 
advice, particularly on how to protect themselves from “Dirnen, Zuhältern, Strichjungen 
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und anderen Erpressern.”86 Readers could order a complete list of the books available 
through the publisher for .40 DM in stamps. In addition, VOX sold ad space to businesses 
whose services seem perhaps only marginally related to the magazine’s overall profile. 
For example, a reader who turned to the magazine for the latest installment of Romeo 
Monterosso’s serialized “fantastischer Zukunftsroman” Wenn Götter stürzen would also 
learn where to buy “französische Filmwäsche,” “lange Netzstrümpfe” and other luxury 
items in Pforzheim.  
 
 
Illustration 6: VOX, March 1953. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin.  
 
Essays and other written pieces, which constituted roughly 75% of the magazine’s 
average of forty-five pages (paginated continuously), were divided into seven categories: 
“Aktuell,” “Politik,” “Recht,” “Kultur,” “Nachlese,” “Literatur,” and “Echo,” a section 
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dedicated to readers’ letters and responses to the magazine. In the April issue, VOX added 
the phrase “Eine Kultur-Kritische Zeitschrift” to its subtitle, highlighting a tendency that 
is evident in the magazine from its inaugural issue to print thought-provoking and critical 
essays and satirical articles with relatively fewer writings on friendship and friend-love, 
which were typical of other homophile magazines.87 These more critical pieces included 
essays by well-known authors such as Thomas Mann, Ludwig Klages, and Hermann 
Kesten along with biting polemical pieces by the jurist Dr. Botho Laserstein and regular 
satirical contributions from a Johannes Unbürger.88 VOX also published poems and lists 
of remarks on specific topics such as “Tips für Landessittenprüfer,” which included the 
titles of several canonical books, from the Old Testament to Faust, that could be 
considered immoral, and “Wer kennt ihn nicht…den Kunstbanausen,” a collection of 
observations on cultural philistines.89 At first glance, the fact that there were only four 
issues of VOX appears to point to the newly emergent difficulties of sustaining 
publications for homosexual readers in an increasingly conservative West German 
society after 1953. Yet when we consider the relative success of Putziger’s Der Weg it 
becomes clear that other factors were at play at well, including publishers’ abilities to 
consistently appeal to readers expectations and desires. While political essays and 
satirical pieces were surely important for raising readers’ political awareness, the 
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disappearance of VOX after only four issues begs the question of how central written 
texts were in comparison to photographs with regard to a magazine’s long-term success. 
Significantly, VOX included fewer photos than other homophile magazines. 
Readers who were interested in photos of the male physique could look forward to the 
appearance of the magazine Männer, a “Fotomagazin für männliche Körperkultur” with 
portraits, group photos, sport photos, and Aktstudien in full color. The publisher 
encouraged readers to subscribe and save three Mark on the cover price of six issues.90 
The relative scarcity of photos in VOX itself points both to the more serious political 
profile of the magazine and to the increased scrutiny to which homophile publishers were 
subjected from 1953, the year in which the Gesetz über die Verbreitung 
jugendegefährdender Schriften took effect. The images that were included in VOX were 
typically drawings by Charles Grieger and other artists such as Franz Masereel and 
Georges Bastion. Photographs were limited to the front and back covers, most likely 
because covers were the only parts of the magazines to be printed on glossy paper stock, 
which other magazines such as Die Freundschaft and Die Insel inserted among the pages 
of cheaper pulp on which written texts were printed. Yet reproductions of artwork could 
be printed easily on the same paper as articles and essays, and were often included as 
visual commentary on the texts that they accompanied. Images were also presented in the 
regular feature “VOX-Galerie,” which seems to have taken the place of PAN as the 
exclusive showcase of Charles Grieger’s work. 
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HELLAS 
 
Bridging concern for readers’ erotic desires and pretenses to high culture, Hellas 
was first published in October 1953 and appeared until August 1954. The magazine 
appeared monthly in the Christian Hansen Schmidt Verlag. Single issues of Hellas cost 
1,50 DM, a half-year subscription cost 7,50 DM and a full year 15 DM. These prices held 
for the magazine’s entire run. Christian Hansen Schmidt Verlag ranked among the 
“wichtigsten Pfeilern der Publizistik für homosexuelle Männer während der ersten Hälfte 
der 50er-Jahre.”91 After starting Hellas, publisher and editor Schmidt quickly began to 
expand his operation, announcing the take over of Humanitas, the official magazine of 
the Bremen-based Gesellschaft für Menschenrechte, in the November issue of Hellas.92 
Readers in Bremen now had to write to Hamburg in order to subscribe to a magazine that 
was rooted in their city, providing further evidence of the growing interconnectedness of 
homophile publications. The press also expanded into book publishing, releasing a series 
called “Bücher der Freundschaft,” similar to Charles Grieger’s Sonderdrucke, but costing 
a mere 2,50 DM. Readers were given a preview of the first book in the series, Der Ruf 
der Nacht by an author named Marené, in the inaugural issue of the magazine.93 
Unlike the earliest homophile magazines, Hellas did not publish any 
advertisements or personal ads within the magazine itself. Following a precedent 
established early on by Die Insel and Johannes Dörrast’s Die Freunde, the advertisements 
for businesses (Inserate) and personal ads (Kleinanzeigen)—undoubtedly important 
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sources of revenue as they were for the other magazines that printed them alongside 
literary texts and images—were included in a separate publication called Briefbund. Yet 
the only mention made of Briefbund, or of the publisher’s other offerings, was in the 
“Mitteilungen des Verlages,” regularly printed on the inside of the back cover. Indeed, 
Hellas made very few attempts to address readers directly through requests for readers’ 
feedback or columns devoted to readers’ letters and thoughts. In fact, the magazine only 
occasionally published anything from readers at all. One notable example is in the 
February 1954 issue, which included a copy of a personal ad taken from Briefbund along 
with one of the many letters that the ad had received in response. Again, however, this 
type of interaction between the magazine and its readership was comparatively 
uncommon.  
Instead of advertisements, personal ads, and readers’ letters, Hellas devoted the 
majority of its roughly forty pages to literary texts, chiefly prose fiction and poems, and 
essays. As the title indicates, the magazine’s primary interest was in fostering the notion 
that “Homosexualität in der Antike üblich, allgemein anerkannt und toleriert worden sei,” 
and in keeping with this commitment to classical culture, many of the original 
contributions by L.C. von Neudegg and Erwin Haarmann (editor of Humanitas) were 
devoted to topics related to classical notions of friendship.94 The magazine also 
sporadically included reviews of films, plays, and books; scholarly pieces on 
Winckelmann by regular contributor Larion Gyburc-Hall along with an excerpt from 
Winkelmann’s own work on ancient art; and inspirational pieces encouraging readers not 
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to despair or feel lonely, often from an overtly Christian perspective. Finally, Hellas 
printed a variety of images, from the black and white Aktfotos published by other 
magazines, to color reproductions of classical and medieval art. For nearly its entire run, 
the cover of Hellas consisted of a color background depicting ruins from antiquity 
superimposed with a different image each month. Often, this image was of a canonical 
work of art, such as a detail from Michelangelo’s fresco in the Sistine Chapel depicting 
the head of a young man.  
 
 
Illustration 7: Hellas, November 1953. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin.  
 
Just as often, however, the image was of a piece of art with a seemingly tenuous 
relationship to homoerotic themes, such as the picture of terra cotta nativity scene 
produced in Vienna in 1772, which adorned the cover of the magazine in December 
1953.  
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Interestingly, the final issue also made a more concerted attempt to win 
subscribers by lauding the magazine as “die seriöse deutsche Monatszeitschrift…Die 
Kunstdruck-Einlage ist von vier auf acht Seiten mit künstlerischen Zeichnungen und 
Fotos erhöht worden.”95 Such attempts to promote magazines by positioning and 
comparing them to other titles reveal the commercial interests of publishers, and delimit 
the contours of a growing homophile readership aware of subtle differences in the 
profiles and contents of different magazines. In this case, the publisher of Hellas 
contrasted his magazine with Putziger’s Der Weg, which he refers to elsewhere as a 
popular rag. Thus the challenges faced by homophile publishers were not only of a legal 
nature, but also require us to consider the commercial aspects of publishing in the 
postwar context. 
OTHER TITLES 
 
The increasing power and capital of Hamburg publishers and they city’s 
prominence as the center of homophile publishing in the postwar decade may also have 
impacted the success of magazines produced in other parts of Germany. The Hamburg-
based magazines were in general better funded, taking advantage of a larger local 
readership attracted to the relatively vibrant scene in that city, which Clayton Whisnant 
depicts in his work on the Hamburg gay scene.96 A comparison with the publications of 
the Reutlingen-based organization die runde for example, suggests that the relatively high 
production values of magazines such as Die Insel, Hellas, and Der Ring was dependent 
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on the larger readerships that these magazines enjoyed, and the more robust publishing 
enterprises that produced them. Indeed, although the group die runde existed from1950 to 
1969, hosted a regular “Stammtisch” for members in Stuttgart, and organized yearly 
excursions on Fathers Day with singing, bowling, and shooting events,97 the 
organization’s publications die runde (renamed Der Rundblick in 1964) and the 
occasional supplement nebenbei. von uns - für uns.98 did not appear to enjoy the same 
success. As historian Karl-Heinz Steinle notes, die runde was often produced secretly and 
was “hectographed,”99 a duplicating technique similar to carbon copying that requires 
very little space and investment. Indeed, die runde can more properly be called a 
newsletter, although even this term implies a grander publication than what die runde 
actually was; the publishers in fact referred to it simply as a “Vervielfältigung,” a 
duplication (an artifact that surpasses even magazines and newsletters in its ephemeral 
nature and disposability). 
I only had the opportunity to review one issue of die runde, which I came across 
while looking through a box of mixed materials that the archivist made available to me. It 
was printed in 1958, at Easter time, and consisted of ten pages of text, stapled together at 
their edges rather than at a spine, with no images except for the rudimentary drawing of a 
sun rising behind a brick wall on the cover and, on the inside cover, the organization’s 
seal, a triangle inside of which was printed a magenta flame symbolizing “eternal life and 
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eternal friendship” and the words “suum cuique” (“to each his own”).100 As Karl-Heinz 
Steinle notes, this motto, made infamous in German translation at the entrance to the 
concentration camp Buchenwald, was not initially supported by all members of the 
group. Yet in a gesture of reinterpretation typical of homophile publications, editor Harry 
Hermann sought to imbue the phrase (in Latin) with a more “positive” meaning.101  
 
 
Illustration 8: die runde, Easter 1958. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin.  
 
Perhaps the most revealing bit of information we can glean from this copy of die 
runde is the publication information printed along with the organization’s seal on the 
inside cover. It reads: 
 die runde, Ostern 1958 ist eine Vervielfältigung zum privaten Gebrauch im Sinne 
 des §15 des Urheberrechtsgesetzes vom 16.6.1906. Sie dient der Aussprache in 
 unserer Runde und ist nicht käuflich. Die Artikel und Abbildungen bleiben 
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 Eigentum der Verfasser. Aus diesem Grunde ist ein Verleih oder eine Weitergabe 
 an Dritte nicht gestattet. Nachdruck einzelner Artikel nur mit Genehmigung der 
 Verfasser. 
 
Following the front matter, this issue of die runde included a handwritten poem; an essay 
titled “Die sittliche Bedeutung der sexuell Amoralen;” a letter “an dich”; a short excerpt 
from a book Die Wirkstoffe des Lebendigen’ an article countering the conflation of 
homosexuality, pederasty, and “Jugendverführer”; and a summary of pertinent news from 
mainstream media. In short, texts similar to what was found in magazines published in 
Hamburg and Berlin, which further attests to connections among homophile publishers 
and readers across local borders.  
In fact, in spite of its low profile, copies of die runde were circulated successfully 
enough to link readers across West Germany,102 connecting the Reutlingen-based group 
with other groups elsewhere, and making important contacts with respected doctors, 
politicians, and legal experts as far north as Hamburg where they were read by activists 
such as the lawyer Albrecht Dieckhoff.103 Dieckhoff was responsible for the translation 
of the Wolfenden Report into German, which in 1957 led to the repeal of Great Britain’s 
anti-sodomy law.104  As a lawyer, he defended men accused of violations of Paragraph 
175, and in the late 1950s frequently traveled to Stuttgart “to report on recent discussions 
of Paragraph 175 and advise members [of the group die runde] on any legal troubles they 
were having.”105 Thus in spite of the prominence of the Hamburg-based magazines, 
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other, smaller publications such as die runde attest to growing networks of readers across 
West Germany who were linked primarily by the homophile magazines that they read.   
DER RING 
 
As the decade wore on these networks grew to include readers across national and 
international borders as well, and magazines such as Der Ring departed from more 
historically German idioms that relied on notions of romantic friendship to cultivate 
international profiles. Der Ring first appeared in April 1955 as a new title with a profile 
that differed in many important respects from its precursors. Chief among the differences 
was the magazine’s claims to espouse an international perspective. Beginning with the 
“Jubiläums-Ausgabe” in April 1956, the cover showed the title of the magazine written in 
gold on a ring circling the globe with the title printed again in English and in French 
above. Below the image of the globe the magazine boasted that it was “eine international 
Zeitschrift.”106  
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Illustration 9: Der Ring, April/May 1956. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin.  
 
Der Ring was published by Gerhard Prescha in Hamburg, and sold for 1,50 DM per issue 
for most of its run. In fact, the price was only raised twice: once to 2,50 DM for the 
June/July 1956 issue, which was longer than the standard at fifty-six pages, and once 
again to 2 DM for the magazine’s very last issue. Der Ring’s self-proclaimed 
international profile motivated the publishers to include essays on the homophile 
movement in other parts of the world, including extensive articles on the COC (Cultuur 
en ontspanningscentrum) in Amsterdam, and advertisements for publications such as the 
American homophile magazine The Mattachine Review and for clubs and meeting places 
outside of Germany in Paris, Brussels, Stockholm, Vienna, among other cities.107 Ties to 
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other places and publications are also evident in the many texts that Der Ring included 
that were first printed in other magazines. While earlier magazines had published 
excerpts from books released by their own presses and occasionally by other publishers, 
Der Ring took articles from a wider range of sources. Moreover, some articles that were 
originally published in the Der Ring were accompanied by permission to publish in other 
foreign magazines. For example, an essay by regular contributor RAI-RO from 
Wuppertal-Elberfeld was preceded with, “Dieser Aufsatz ist—seiner grundsätzlichen 
Bedeutung wegen—unter Angabe der Quelle zur Veröffentlichung auch in ausländischen 
Zeitschriften freigegeben.”108 And although the magazine’s international ties were 
principally with other western European countries and the United States, in the June/July 
1956 issue, the magazine included a letter from a “gleichgesinnter” man in an unnamed 
“Satelitenstaat” on the other side of the “Iron Curtain” who pleaded with readers of Der 
Ring to correspond with him.109 Though he does not mention what country he is from, his 
comment that his German is poor indicates that he was not from East Germany.  
Der Ring published less literature than its precursors, devoting roughly fifty 
percent of its total space to political, scholarly, and pop-science articles such as “Das 
Phänomen ‘Homophilie’ läßt sich nicht totschweigen,” “Homosexualität und Astrologie” 
or reports on the situation of homosexuals in Austria and crossdressers in England. At the 
very center of the magazine were four glossy pages with images of men, most often black 
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and white photographs, but also reproductions of paintings by American artist George 
Quaintance, for instance, whose colorful depictions of muscular cowboys engaged in 
homoerotic and homosocial activity in the American West were also made available in a 
series of Bildbänder, sold separately by Gerhard Prescha Verlag. The exotic costumes 
and settings characteristic of Quaintance’s paintings further underscore Der Ring’s 
internationalist profile.  
The magazine dedicated a significant portion of its space—eight pages of an 
average of forty-eight—to different kinds of ads. Recommendations for books “die man 
lesen sollte” occupied two full pages, and included titles from the German canon such 
Winckelmann by Gerhart Hauptmann, Briefe von der Freundschaft by Hofmannsthal, and 
Der Wendepunkt by Klaus Mann; works that had become standard in the “homophile 
canon” by Dr. Botho Laserstein, Roger Peyrefitte, André Gide, and Oscar Wilde; and 
newer international titles such as Das sexuelle Verhalten der Frau and Das sexuelle 
Verhalten des Mannes by the American zoologist turned sexologist Alfred Kinsey (for a 
price of 38,50 DM per volume). Finally, Der Ring also printed shorter texts such as 
poems, quotes, sketches, interesting bits of trivia, and even notes addressed to readers, 
things that in other magazines would have belonged in the section dedicated to 
“Anmerkungen” or “Mitteilungen des Verlages.” In issue number 1/2 from 1957, for 
example, the publisher reminded two “Hamburger Selbstabholer” who had placed 
personal ads in the issue from August/September 1956 that they had forgotten “daß sie 
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beim Verlag eingegangene Zuschriften bisher nicht in Empfang genommen haben.”110 
Characteristic of the magazine medium, such mundane texts typically went side-by-side 
with more cultured and “sophisticated” writings on art, literature, and science.  
Beginning with the double issue 4/5 from 1956 (April and May), Der Ring also 
included a section for women readers. The result of, in the publishers’ words, many 
inquiries from “Freundinnen” whether there was a similar magazine “für uns Frauen,” the 
eight-page insert titled Aphrodite included letters, scholarly essays on topics concerning 
lesbian women, poems, stories, and beauty tips, all printed on pink paper.111 Although 
Aphrodite did not constitute a truly independent publication, along with Wir 
Freundinnen, which was only published from October 1951 to March 1952 by Charles 
Grieger, it is signficant as one of only two publications produced for homosexual women 
in 1950s West Germany.112 With page numbers in Roman rather than Arabic numerals, 
Aphrodite was listed separately in Der Ring’s table of contents, although it was included 
in the total page count of the magazine: forty-eight on average, as the publisher 
sometimes boasted on covers of later issues. Moreover, Aphrodite was inserted near the 
very center of the magazine, after page twenty of Der Ring, but it was not the most 
central section of the magazine. That space was reserved for photos of men. Since it was 
difficult to print photographs on pulp, and in keeping with convention, photos were 
printed on glossy paper at the magazine’s core. Although differences in paper stock and 
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additionally problematizes the predominantly male-oriented perspectives of homophile magazines, see 
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the limitations of small presses seem to have made it difficult to disperse images 
throughout the entire issue, the end effect was that “issues” of Aphrodite were cut in half 
by photos half-naked men. Nevertheless, it is notable that a publication conceived in the 
main for male readers included material for lesbian women, which had not been 
attempted since the first homophile magazine Die Freundschaft in 1950. 
From April 1955 through its final issue in August 1957, the Gerhard Prescha 
Verlag was beset by legal difficulties and repeatedly brought up on charges of promoting 
homosexuality and endangering youth. As early as November 1955, editor Gerhard 
Prescha was sentenced to twenty days in jail or a fine of 100 DM for producing a 
magazine “‘die für die Homosexualität eintrete,’ dass sie ‘den Homosexuellen 
nachdrücklich in der Betätigung dieses Triebes bestärke und ermüntere’, die Einstellung 
der Behörden zur Homosexualität angreife und verurteile sowie die Homosexuelle Liebe 
glorifiziere.”113 Frequent subsequent trials and charges made it difficult to keep the 
magazine in continuous publication, and the publishers often printed explanations and 
apologies for the delay in sending out issues on time, begging readers to understand that 
the delays “lagen—im wahrsten Sinne des Wortes—auf dem Gebiet der ‘höheren 
Gewalt’.”114 In some cases, for example in October 1956, whole issues were merely 
skipped.115 The final issue from 1957 was released in the wake of Prescha’s most recent 
encounter with the courts for “Verbreitung jugengefährdender Schriften,” for which he 
was sentenced to four years probation, and ordered to make the July issue the magazine’s 
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last.116 Because Prescha, unlike other publishers, knew that he could not continue 
producing his magazine, he was able to inform his readers that Der Ring would no longer 
be published. Prescha wrote:   
 Der ‘Ring’ muß, gezwungen durch das Hamburger Urteil vom 5. Juli und seine 
 unmittelbaren Folgen, sein Erscheinen mit diesem Hefte einstellen, weil das 
 Damoklesschwert über dem Haupte seines Herausgebers jeden weiteren aktiven 
 Widerstand, jedes künftige Verharren im publzistischen Kampfe gegen den 
 leidigen Paragraphen 175 und seine verheerenden Auswirkungen zum 
 selbstmörderischen Beginnen stempeln würde.117 
 
The end of Der Ring reveals the difficult conditions of homophile publishing in the 
second half of the decade, and indeed the increased challenges faced by homosexuals in 
West Germany under the Adenauer administration, which by the late 1950s had 
succeeded in firmly institutionalizing the protection of the West German family. Under 
Franz-Josef Würmeling, appointed by Adenauer in 1953 to head the new 
Bundesministerium für Familienfragen, the family took primacy of place both as an 
indication that West Germany had succeeded in departing from its recent totalitarian past, 
and as guarantor of the social and economic stability of the nation’s future.118 The 
increased legal challenges faced by homophile publishers as the decade drew to a close 
were motivated by the rhetoric of family politics, and were once again underscored in 
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October 1957 when the Federal Constitutional Court ruled to uphold Paragraph 175 as it 
had been amended and intensified by the Nazis in 1935. Arrests increased, peaking at 
more than 4000 in 1959,119 and between 1950 and 1965, nearly 45,000 men were 
sentenced for violations of the Paragraph.120 And although Der Weg was able to weather 
the storm and stay in publication until 1970, readers of homophile magazines 
increasingly turned to foreign publications such as the Danish vennen and the ICSE-
Kurier, published in Amsterdam, for news, information, and diversion. die runde also 
continued to be produced sporadically into the 1960s (as Die Rundblick from 1964), but 
publisher Hermann was careful to emphasize that it was an “interne Publkation der 
Kameradschaft ‘die runde’,” and printed nothing that might have drawn increased official 
attention such as photos or personal ads.121 Nevertheless, in the space of roughly seven 
years, West German homophile magazines succeeded, I argue, in articulating a number of 
unique homosexual publics, calling to mind pre-1933 publishing traditions, and 
furthermore addressing the intellectual, emotional, and erotic needs of readers in the 
context of postwar reconstruction.  
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Chapter Two: Reading West German Homophile Magazines 
Although West German homophile magazines were unified to a degree by efforts to 
advance the repeal of Paragraph 175 and the challenges of publishing material for 
homosexual readers in a conservative context, a closer reading of the publications that 
form the corpus of this study reveals a number of important differences in readership 
profiles, aims, and interests. These differences become evident when we take into 
account the magazines’ content and thematic elements along with their formal structures 
and the specific vocabulary used to refer to, represent, and discuss homosexuality. As I 
have shown in the first chapter, where the literary magazines PAN and Hellas relied on 
high culture to provide readers with diversion, VOX and Der Ring were more concerned 
with political advocacy, while Der Weg broke new ground by subtly suggesting the 
primacy of visual media over written texts. The multiplicity of ideas and representations 
of homosexuality in the magazines, further inflected by the dynamic nature of the 
periodical medium itself, suggests that the articulation of a postwar homosexual public 
was characterized by lively debate and a significant degree of engagement both with past 
discourses of same-sex desire and with broader discussions that characterized the context 
of West German reconstruction at large.   
In this chapter I conduct a series close readings of individual issues of each of 
seven West German homophile magazines to the end of gaining insight into the ways in 
which contributors and readers talked about and debated their own experience as 
homosexuals in 1950s West Germany. The magazines that I focus on are Die 
Freundschaft, PAN, Die Insel, VOX, Hellas, Der Ring, and Der Weg. Through an account 
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of the linguistic, thematic, and rhetorical strategies used both in individual contributions 
and in the issues as a whole, I hope to take stock of the vocabulary used by homosexual 
men to discuss same-sex experience and sexual variance in the first decade of the Federal 
Republic, and to understand how periodical media functioned more broadly to create 
homosexual publics under conditions of West German reconstruction and in spite of the 
challenges faced by homophile publishers and indeed by homosexual men more 
generally. As this chapter will demonstrate, homophile magzines frequently looked to the 
past—to the idiom of romantic friendship in the German tradition, for instance—in order 
to reference same-sex desire without naming it directly.122 At the same time, the 
magazines sought to draw readers into the unique publics that they engendered, 
addressing them as friends and taking on advisory roles in the hope of helping 
homosexual West Germans out of their isolation and loneliness. In this regard, we can 
surmise that homophile magazines played an important role in the emotional, intellectual, 
and erotic lives of readers. Most significantly, engaging readers in larger national debates 
on topics such as German victimhood, human rights, and erotic photography among 
others, which concerned their heterosexual contemporaries as well, homophile magazines 
participated more broadly in their own brand of recontstruction, and helped to define the 
contours of the 1950s West German public sphere.  
Some of the questions I hope to address are what terms were most commonly 
used by the magazines to refer to homosexuality? In what contexts and environments did 
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these terms appear? What continuities are evident in terms such as Freundschaft and 
Freundesliebe? What do relatively novel terms such as Homophilie reveal about changes 
particular to the postwar context? Through my analysis of these issues, I hope to come to 
an understanding of the role that homophile magazines played in providing readers with a 
vocabulary for the articulation of their same-sex experience in 1950s West Germany. In 
doing so I also highlight a number of important points of engagement between homophile 
magazines and mainstream German history and cultural traditions. I argue that the 
magazines effected a synthesis of pre-1933 traditions on the one hand and cultural 
tendenceis unique to the postwar period on the other, and that in this regard, they partook 
of discourses above and beyond their most pressing concerns with legal reform. In this 
sense, homophile publishing and cultural production provides us with a unique glimpse 
into the ways in which members of a non-normative sexual public were affected by but 
also participated in West German reconstruction. Finally, this chapter will also lay the 
foundation for the cultural and historical discussions that follow in parts two and three of 
this study and for future research on the sexual history of West Germany.  
In choosing the issues that I examine here, I have been guided primarily by an 
interest in providing a survey of all genres represented in the magazines. Thus I have 
striven to maintain a balance between poetry and prose fiction; essays on cultural topics 
as well as on medical, legal, and scientific themes; news and communications from the 
press; personal ads and advertisements for meeting places and consumer goods. Although 
space restrictions have made it impossible to analyze every poem, excerpt, personal ad, 
image and so forth from each of the issues, I have sought to strike a balance among all 
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genres. On occasion my choice of issues was also based in part on the significance of one 
issue over others. Thus in discussing Der Ring I chose the final issue in the magazine’s 
run because of the information it provides on the increased difficulties faced by 
homophile publishers in the second half of the decade. And in my discussion of Der Weg 
I opted to analyze an issue from 1957 because of the major changes in the magazine’s 
cover and in the overall approach to the aesthetics of homophile culture that took place in 
that year.  
Beyond those criteria, I have also been guided by an interest in reproducing a 
degree of randomness that I regard as characteristic of the experience of reading 
magazines itself. It can be assumed that while the magazines had regular subscribers, 
many of the men (and women in a few cases) who found themselves in possession of a 
copy of Die Freundschaft, Der Weg, Hellas or another magazine may not ever have seen 
another issue. As I mentioned in chapter one, magazines were frequently passed 
informally from reader to reader, thus a certain amount of randomness must be allowed 
for in thinking about the ways in which homosexual West Germans came to read 
homophile magazines. A degree of serendipity also plays a role in what issues have 
survived for us to analyze some six decades later. Thus as researchers, we too have to 
allow for the limitations of the archives that we work in; in my case, for example, I was 
only able to look at the three issues of Die Freundschaft on hand in the archive of the 
Schwules Museum.  
Moreover, allowing for a degree of randomness and chance in our analysis of 
magazines in fact seems justified by the medium itself, characterized as it is by what 
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literary critic Mark Parker has termed a “looseness of...reading protocols.” Applying 
Bakhtin’s notion of heteroglossia to literary magazines, Parker writes:  
A magazine, considered abstractly, presents readers with a field of possibilities 
and leaves it in large part to them to decide what approach to take or what 
conclusions to take away. In fact, compared with a novel or other kinds of written 
discourse, a magazine does little to enforce the most basic rules for closure, such 
as a prescribed order of perusal. Given the looseness of the reading protocols for 
magazines, one could imagine any number of idiosyncratic and contradictory 
experiences across their audiences – and unparalleled openness within the 
form.123 
 
Thus while magazines can be read from cover to cover, the multiplicity of narratives and 
textual genres present in every issue of a magazine also allows for a less rigidly 
sequential reading. Indeed, in comparison to monographs, periodical media are 
characterized by their relative lack of rigidness regarding reading protocols. I have sought 
to keep this “looseness” in mind in choosing both the issues that I analyze here and the 
texts that I have chosen to foreground in my discussion.  
DIE FREUNDSCHAFT 
As the first West German publication for homosexual readers, Die Freundschaft 
had its work cut out for it. The magazine took advantage of the relatively lax censorship 
conditions provided for by the federal constitution in the earliest part of the decade.124 In 
1949, the West German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) prohibited censorship, adopting the 
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formulation “Eine Zensur findet nicht statt” from the Weimar constitution.125 Yet by 
1953 and the ratification of the Gesetz über die Verbreitung jugendgefährdender 
Schriften, it became evident that a lack of direct censorship provided little protection for 
homophile publishers.126 As the cover of Die Freundschaft makes clear, even before the 
1953 law, the content and readership of the magazine qualified as illicit; along with the 
title, price, issue number, a table of contents, and an image, the magazine printed the 
words “VERKAUF AN JUGENDLICHE VERBOTEN” in bold and in a larger font than 
the rest of the text on the cover. These words adorned the cover of the April 1951 issue, 
for example, where they accompanied a drawing of three naked youths playing on a 
rocky seashore. The juxtaposition of the warning against selling the Die Freundschaft to 
minors with an image of the youths points to a tension that was central to homophile 
publishing throughout the 1950s, and which is particularly evident in Die Freundschaft as 
the first postwar homophile publication. On the one hand, publisher Rudolf Ihne clearly 
felt that it was imperative to indicate to potential readers—and all others who saw the 
magazine on newsstands—that Die Freundschaft contained material that could be 
considered objectionable in postwar West German society where concern for youth went 
hand-in-hand with rising conservatism and family-oriented politics.127 On the other hand, 
in keeping with pre-1933 publishing traditions, 1950s homophile magazines such as Die 
Freundschaft took on the task of providing material for readers’ same-sex fantasy, 
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informing readers of news and developments in debates over homosexuality, and 
facilitating meetings through personal ads and advertisements for bars and clubs. Thus 
homophile magazines existed—albeit briefly in most cases—in spite of (or in the face of) 
the many challenges that publishers and readers faced.128 This tension, underscored by 
the words “VERKAUF AN JUGENDLICHE VERBOTEN,” must be considered one of 
the central conditions of West German homophile publishing.  
In keeping with the cover image from the April 1951 issue as well as with the 
magazine’s title, contributions to Die Freundschaft centered on themes of romantic 
friendship between men. As the first homophile publication, Die Freundschaft relied on 
the rich poetic and literary tradition of romantic friendship as a metaphor for 
representing, discussing, and often dissimulating the same-sex desire evident in many of 
the texts that the magazine printed. Friendship emerged as a popular literary trope in the 
German tradition during the romantic period and in particular in the works of authors 
associated with Sturm und Drang.129 In the early twentieth century, these older notions of 
romantic friendship and “friend-love” (Freundesliebe) were recalled in the first magazine 
published for homosexual readers, Adolf Brand’s Der Eigene, and would provide the 
cultural ethos for the first anthology of gay literature compiled by Elisar von Kuppfer in 
1900 and for Hans Blüher’s writings on the role of Eros among men, and furthermore 
come to undergird military camaraderie (Kameradschaft) as an important value for the 
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German military.130 Friendship had also long been linked to Greek antiquity, a 
characteristic that homophile magazines such as Die Freundschaft took advantage of in 
order to lay claim to a robust cache of cultural capital.131  
In the early 1950s, Ihne’s magazine reactivated notions of romantic friendship for 
West German readers, bringing together texts that shared little more than the portrayal of 
intimate and homoerotic interactions between men, couched in the codes and 
representational conventions of friend-love.132 The legacy of romantic friendship is 
evident, for example, in the April 1951 issue of Die Freundschaft. In poems and stories, 
images and essays, the magazine reached back into the German literary past for examples 
of intimate friendships between men. Thus the issue appropriately opened with a poem 
that the magazine claimed hung in the bedroom of King Ludwig II of Bavaria. In five 
stanzas the poet praises friendship as the highest value, comparing it to a “Kleinod…voll 
heilger Wunderkraft” that should be protected and valued above all else. The poem 
concludes with the lines, “Doch würdest Du dem Bettler gleich, // bleibt dir ein 
Freundesherz, so bist Du reich! // Und wer den höchsten Königsthron gewann // und 
keinen Freund hat, ist ein armer Mann!” This final line gains particular significance when 
we consider the way in which the magazine frames the poem. In addition to the heading 
informing the reader that this poem hung in the bedroom, no less, of King Ludwig, in a 
smaller font beneath the poem we read of the terrible fate of the king, who as we learn, 
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drowned in Starnberger See on 13 June 1886. We also read that King Ludwig was “der 
Freund Richard Wagners.” Although the poem does not explicitly claim that Ludwig or 
Wagner were homosexual, within the magazine, romantic friendship is implied as a 
model for th reletionship between the two historical figures, effectively creating a fantasy 
in which these two important personages become characters involved in the intimate 
relationship described by the poet. The magazine does not tell us who the poet is. The 
poem—appropriately titled “Freundschaft”—was in fact written by nineteenth-century 
German author and scholar Friedrich von Bodenstedt. Reprinted in a 1951 homophile 
magazine, the poem provides a vocabulary for the expression of same-sex desire that is 
rooted in an older, mainstream tradition of romantic friendship that, as the juxtaposition 
of poem and biographical information suggests, suffused nineteenth-century German 
culture.  
Although friendship was of course not necessarily homoerotic, the interpretation 
of the relationships portrayed in texts such as Bodenstedt’s poem was guided by the 
frame of the magazine itself, which functioned for readers as a space in which, to borrow 
from Michael Warner, they did not have to be in the closet.133 Within this frame, 
friendship functioned as a “mask” for same-sex relationality, constructed through various 
complex allusions and suggestions that were nevertheless clear references for the readers 
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of homophile magazines.134 In fact, another poem in the April issue plays precisely with 
the erotic potential latent yet ready to be uncovered behind the mask of romantic 
friendship. In “Freunde,” author Hansgerhard Weiss suggests that feelings between 
friends often run deeper than can be observed by those outside of the friendship. He 
writes, “Sie scheuen, auf ihrem Weg sich zu stören, // es sucht sich ein jeder sein Ziel 
ganz allein. // Doch wissen sie, daß sie zusammengehören, // um einer dem andern 
Gefährte zu sein, // der immer den richtigen Ton mitempfindet.”135 Here we read of a 
very intimate friendship, more intimate than the two friends dare to let on. Yet at the 
close of the sixth stanza, the poet writes that although they can hide their feelings from 
the world, they cannot hide from each other: “Da gilt keine Hemmung, kein banges 
Verstecken, // in welche Schuld gleich die Seele gerät. // Man kann einem Freunde 
Geheimstes entdecken. // Er richtet und fragt nicht – denn er versteht.” Freundschaft thus 
provides a space for the expression of intimate and utterly personal feelings and desires to 
which no one is privy but the two men involved. 
Some of the most interesting explorations of romantic friendship appeared in 
stories and other texts published in the magazines that took place in wartime settings, and 
detailed the experience of homosexual German soldiers. For example, over three issues in 
1951, Die Freundschaft ran a serialized short story titled “Savoir Vivre” by a regular 
contributor named Axel Ander. The April issue printed the conclusion of this 
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“Erlebnistbericht aus Paris,” which detailed the experience of a German soldier in 
occupied Paris from the perspective of the French man who takes him in, Dr. Henry 
Bouleau.136 The soldier, Conrad Lohr, has gone AWOL because of the difficulties of 
living as a homosexual in the German army. One day, when Bouleau returns home from 
work, he finds a note from Conrad in which the he tells the doctor that he has fled and has 
taken some of Bouleau’s valuables to survive. In the end Conrad is captured by German 
soldiers and executed. A distraught Bouleau goes to the Nazi commander of Paris to 
inquire about Conrad. Sitting across from the commander Martinek, Bouleau thinks, 
“Armer Teufel, das Opfer der unbeugsamen Härte eines Volkes, das zum System den 
Zwang erhob und Unduldsamkeit auf seine Fahnen schrieb.”137 In his defense of Conrad 
and other “gleichartete Menschen,” of which Bouleau openly acknowledges he is one, the 
doctor argues that homosexuals are “ebenso als Mann zu werten wie jene;” disassociates 
homosexual men from women, claiming that he finds “ein weibliches Gehabe bei einem 
Mann” unnatural; and further asserts that homosexuals are psychologically more mature 
since they are forced “in ihre Umwelt tiefer einzudringen und den Charakter ihrer 
Mitwelt viel vorsichtiger abzutasten.”138 Finally he turns to love. We read that love is also 
the “Lebenstrieb” for “solche Männer,” which can be fulfilled when they find “eine echte 
Freundschaft.”139 It is utterly unbelievable that such a conversation between a Nazi 
officer and a French homosexual doctor would have taken place. Yet in this far-fetched 
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fiction crafted for postwar homosexual readers, the author relies on a notion of ideal 
friendship as a paradigm for same-sex love and relationality. It is also notable that the 
author uses same-sex desire to humanize and ultimately victimize the German soldier 
Conrad over and against his cold Nazi commander, a recurring trope in homophile 
magazines that I discuss further on.   
That such themes appeared in magazines published for homosexual men in the 
conservative and repressive context of Adenauer Germany is not really surprising. The 
sense of privacy and secretiveness provided by the mask of friendship allowed, I argue, 
same-sex desire to appear comparatively innocuous, functioning to dissimilate the 
homoerotic desire that, for the magazines’ readers, could lead to arrest and shame in the 
larger West German public sphere. Moreover, the rich poetic tradition of romantic 
friendship in German literature provided readers with an alibi for homosexuality that, 
unlike the language of dominant medical and legal discourses, addressed readers’ 
emotions and desires rather than their clinical diagnosis or status under the law.  
Beyond its function in the emotional and imaginary lives of readers, as a 
metaphor friendship also served an important practical function in the context of postwar 
West German reconstruction. Homosexual men occupied a precarious position in the 
postwar Federal Republic, where Paragraph 175 continued to be enforced, and open 
discussion of homosexuality made West Germans susceptible to social censure and 
blackmail, a fact that homophile publishers were well aware of.140 Indeed, magazines had 
long been used by blackmailers and police alike to zero in on readers who used the 
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publications as sources of information on meeting places and as places to find sex 
partners, friends, and pen pals. In the Weimar Republic, police regularly controlled the 
personal ads printed in gay magazines. In the 1920s, for example, Berlin police gradually 
became aware that many of the ads were used to arrange meetings for sex, and between 
1922 and 1925 nearly 300 cases resulting from “lewd personal ads” (unzüchtige Inserate) 
were reported.141  
The inclusion of personal ads in magazines continued to prove problematic in the 
1950s. In the April 1951 issue Die Freundschaft, for example, the publisher announced in 
bold letters that the personal ads section would henceforth be published in a separate folio 
to avoid further scandals with officials. The magazine explained at the bottom of the page 
that a court in Hamburg had filed suit against the editor of the magazine for “Kuppelei 
und Verbreitung unzüchtiger Schriften,” citing a personal ad in the October 1950 issue of 
the magazine.142 Other magazines such as Die Freunde and later Hellas followed suit, 
publishing personal ads in separate supplements that were only made available by mail to 
subscribers for fear that blackmailers and police might misuse the ads or misconstrue 
readers’ wishes.143  
Earlier issues of Die Freundschaft included nearly two full pages of personal ads. 
The issue from the previous month (March 1951), for example, included at least sixty-
two individual ads, many from readers in Hamburg, but many others from as far away as 
Italy, The Netherlands, and even California. Most were short but some were several lines 
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long. At .30 Pf. per word, a longer personal ad of around five lines might have cost the 
reader of Die Freundschaft nearly 7.00 DM, not including an extra .20 Pf. for bold print, 
.50 Pf. for assigning an ID number, and 1.00 DM for forwarding any letters received by 
the press. Private addresses were not given because of the risk of blackmail and arrest. 
Given the space limitations and the costs of having a personal ad printed in the magazine, 
readers made use of a “simplified register” to “convey a maximal amount of maximally 
appealing information,” relying on short descriptive adjectives, and omitting unessential 
elements such articles and subject pronouns.144 Yet in spite of their simplicity, the 
personal ads printed in homophile magazines were incredibly complex texts that shed 
light on homosexual West German readers’ diverse desires and fantasies as well as the 
“meanings they [readers] attach to their age, their socioeconomic class, their culture, and 
their race.”145  
In the March 1951 issue of Die Freundschaft, for example, the first characteristic 
mentioned in a several of the personal ads is a profession.146 We read ads from an 
“Akademiker” living in the Rhein valley, a “Dr. phil.” from Munich, and “junger 
Industriekaufmann” who does not disclose his location. We find an ad from a 
“Kraftfahrer” based in Berlin, a “Gewerbelehrer” from Württemberg, and a rather vague 
“Angestellter” from Hamburg. In the economy of exchange that personal ads testify to, 
this information was important; many other men posted ads in search of help and 
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employment. For example, one of the shorter ads in the issue simply reads: “Notruf. Wer 
hilft jungem Mann aus großer Not?” The writer here uses his youth as a commodity in 
exchange for assistance, presumably but not necessarily financial. Similarly, a self-
proclaimed “American-Boy” (26 years old), writing in English from Paris, sought 
“correspondence with German-boy” along with a photo. Other men expressed interest in 
travel partners, language exchange, and intimate connections with other men under the 
guise of friendship. Most significantly, the personal ads attest to the use of language in 
very calculated and efficient ways to fashion desirable profiles in order to make 
connections with other readers for sex, intimacy, and exchange. 
In order to prepare readers for the risks of reading homophile publications (and 
perhaps the potential risks of buying space for personal ads), magazines such as Die 
Freundschaft printed advisory texts and warnings to readers against having their copies 
of the magazines confiscated since possession of a homophile publication could provide 
an important link to potentially criminal behavior. Indeed, contributors to Die 
Freundschaft were at pains to educate the magazine’s readers on all manner of 
objectionable behavior, thereby striving to avoid associations between the magazine’s 
homosexual readership and “deviant criminals.” In texts intended to educate and inform 
readers on the latest discussions in the fields of sexology, psychology, criminology, etc., 
texts by “Dr. Yang Ying,” for example, admonished readers not to cultivate relationships 
with adolescents because of the danger of their immaturity and the risk of blackmail.147 In 
another article in the April 1951 issue titled “Wußten Sie schon?” the magazine defined 
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terms such as “Inversion,” “Tribadie,” and “Fetischismus” in no uncertain terms, 
delimiting a set of sexual behaviors that the contributor considered beyond the pale.148 
For instance, the magazine “informed” readers that fetishists were often driven to theft by 
their penchant for particular objects, effectively linking sexual behavior with criminal 
behavior. These cautionary texts were printed alongside other contributions such as an 
excerpt from the work of Ferdinand Karsch-Haack’s work.149 Karsch-Haack was a 
frequent contributor to Magnus Hirschfeld’s Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen before 
1933, and represented the legacy of Weimar-era sexology that had been hijacked by the 
Nazi science. Thus the boundaries between legitimate scientific essays and cautionary or 
normative texts were often blurred.  
To be sure, the advisory texts in Die Freundschaft seemed motivated by genuine 
concern for safety and protection of readers. The April 1951 issue, for instance, included 
an article titled “Der Erpresser.”150 The author, a Hamburg lawyer named Herbert R.L. 
Hornung, revealed that blackmail cost West Germans an estimated 100 million DM a 
year, using this as an entry point from which to discuss the repeal of Paragraph 175. He 
insisted that all legal means be used to protect homosexuals from blackmail, and 
discussed the increasingly common use of Paragraph 154b of the Strafprozessordnung, 
which regulated sentencing, and under which men accused of violating Paragraph175 
would not be charged if they could prove that they had been blackmailed.  
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Blackmail had long presented a considerable threat to homosexual men under the 
repressive conditions created by Paragraph 175. Throughout the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, countless homosexual men fell victim to blackmail, a crime that 
utterly exploits the tensions between public and private inherent in the notion of the 
“open secret,” and collapses not only the limits of propriety but also class boundaries. In 
fact, homosexuality and blackmail share an uneasy history. Historian Angus McLaren 
writes that in the eighteenth century, “Sexual blackmail was first and foremost a 
symptom of a heightened concern with stigmatized homosexual acts.”151 Throughout the 
nineteenth century, wealthy men who sought sex with other men often fell victim to 
extortion, in spite of the tremendous taboo surrounding acts of sodomy or homosexual 
behavior.152 In the early twentieth century, campaigns for homosexual emancipation 
revealed the dangers of blackmail to readers of magazines such as the Jahrbuch and Die 
Freundschaft. And Richard Oswald’s 1919 sex-education film Anders als die Andern, in 
which the main character Paul Körner falls victim to a blackmailer and eventually kills 
himself, was made in large part to raise public awareness of the dangers caused by 
blackmail as a social problem. Thus blackmail was a significant conditioning factor in the 
public emergence of homosexuality.  
In the 1950s, blackmail remained a very real concern for homosexual men against 
which homophile magazines clearly felt they needed to warn their readers. With arrests 
for violations of Paragraph 175 on the rise throughout the decade, blackmail generated a 
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tremendous amount of fear and anxiety about simply being identified as a suspect, 
regardless of whether a man chose to fulfill his sexual desires with other men, 
Homosexual men in West Germany were thus under threat of official penal action, and 
were also targeted by blackmailers. Curiously (though not surprisingly), in seeking to 
advise readers on how to avoid objectionable or risky sexual practices, such as 
purchasing sex from hustlers, homophile magazines frequently recurred to desexualized 
“friendship” as an ideal relationship model for which readers should strive in their search 
to escape isolation.   
As letters printed in the section “Leserzuschriften” at the end of issues reveal, not 
all readers were pleased with Die Freundschaft’s profile. Although a certain amount of 
redaction is evident, the editor nevertheless published letters that were not always 
complimentary. For example, one letter dated 4 March 1951 from R.C. in Wiesbaden 
revealed that he and his friends did not take Die Freundschaft seriously since the 
magazine, in his opinion, had not yet found its “Linie” or a tradition in which it could 
position itself.153 He writes, “Man weiß nicht recht, was Sie eigentlich wollen…Man 
nahm die Freundschaft nicht Ernst!” He goes on to say that neither the scientific texts nor 
the “schöngeistige Betrachtung des HS-Problems” were anything but absurd and “Drei-
Groschen Romantik!” He admonishes the magazine for not preparing better and 
appearing “schlagartig als Kampfschrift…Denn allein darin liegt Ihr [the magazine’s] 
Wert!” Thus readers such as R.C. would have preferred the Die Freundschaft to take a 
more overtly political approach, departing from its reliance on high culture to address the 
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“HS-Problem” directly. The author’s critique is, in short, of the magazine’s failure to 
address the “HS-Problem” as such; that is, he reproaches the magazine for avoiding 
discussion of the “HS-Problem” altogether in favor of a reliance on notions of romantic 
friendship. To be sure, other letters were more positive and did not find as much fault 
with Die Freundschaft’s lack of an explicitly political perspective. For example, a reader 
named Walther in Berlin who worked as a typesetter wrote that if the publisher were in 
Berlin, he would volunteer his time to help out and “serve our common cause.”154 And 
Karl in Berlin applauded the magazine, calling their efforts “großartig” and their courage 
“bewunderungswürdig.” He continued, “Je unvernünftiger und arroganter die ‘Normalen’ 
sich benehmen, desto fester müssen alle sich zusammenschließen, die von ihnen über die 
Achsel angesehen oder gar verfolgt warden.”155 How Die Freundschaft changed its 
format or focused its efforts differently in response to these readers’ reactions is, 
however, uncertain. The April 1951 issue was the magazine’s last. Yet the precedent that 
the magazine set in returning to legacies of romantic friendship, “friend-love,” and 
camaraderie as part of a rich vocabulary for referring to and discussing homosexuality 
would remain important for other West German homophile magazines to follow.  
PAN 
 The literary magazine PAN, published by Charles Grieger and advertised in Die 
Freundschaft, similarly promoted notions of romantic friendship as an important 
component of its profile and its role in readers’ lives. As the title of the magazine 
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indicates, PAN’s purview extended to antiquity, and dedicated considerable space and 
even the entire October 1951 issue to subject of homoeroticism in ancient Greece. The 
November 1951 issue, which I examine here, also explored homoerotic and homosocial 
bonds between men, but curiously a number of the texts from the issue took place in 
wartime settings, and provide insight into the ways the lives of soldiers have also often 
been the subject of homoerotic fantasy. The wartime experience of soldiers provided a 
thematic field in which writers for homophile magazines further explored the reaches of 
friendship and same-sex desire, such as in “Savoir Vivre” discussed above and in texts 
printed in other homophile magazines throughout the postwar period. In addition to 
providing further insight into the application of the tradition of friendship (or in this case 
camaraderie) to same-sex fantasy, such texts also attest to a great deal of thematic overlap 
between homophile cultural production and mainstream West German culture during 
reconstruction.  
The figure of the German soldier occupied a central place in the immediate 
postwar years and throughout much of the 1950s. As historian Robert Moeller has 
argued, the soldier became a figure through which West Germany attempted to come to 
terms with the legacies of wartime aggression and Nazism.156 In seeking to commemorate 
German losses during the war and fashion “West Germany’s public memory,” the federal 
government regularly “called attention to those for whom the war was not yet over,” 
namely German POWs imprisoned in the Soviet Union until 1955.157 Homophile 
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magazines participated in this larger national discourse as well. For example,  The 
November 1951 issue of PAN opened with three texts devoted to the figure of the 
German soldier. What is unique about these texts is that they use homosexuality as a 
trope to suggest the victimization of the German soldier over and against the Nazi soldier, 
or to depict the German soldier as the unfortunate victim of forces more powerful than 
himself. 
The issue opened with a drawing by a W. Krause (one of the few artists other than 
Grieger whose work was included in PAN). When looking at the image, it is immediately 
clear that the young man depicted is a solder: he is wearing a tattered uniform and he 
holds his left arm in front of him in a makeshift cast and sling. His expression is dower 
but unmistakably youthful. His lips are pursed. His hair is mussed. His eyes are open 
wide and gaze directly at the viewer. By itself the drawing is unremarkable, and the 
soldier is not, in fact, immediately recognizable as German. Yet when considered in 
conjunction with the poem on the facing page (page 3), the drawing obtains new 
meaning. The poem is titled poem “Den Jungen Soldaten des letzten Krieges.” It was 
written by Johannes Dörrast, editor of Die Freunde, author of the novel Unbürger, and 
regular contributor to West German homophile magazines.158 Juxtaposed with Krause’s 
soldier, the poem completes the narrative initiated by the image. In four stanzas, Dörrast 
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commemorates young German soldiers who sacrificed themselves for a cause that was 
not, as the poem suggests, theirs. The poem opens by listing the places where “sie,” “the 
young soldiers of the last war,” gave their best: Volkhov, Ukraine, France, Greece, El 
Almein. The second stanza turns their “Kraft” into sacrifices made for a “Vaterland” that 
made orphans of them. By the third stanza, the soldierly actions that lead off each rhymed 
couplet in the poem (“stürmten,” “siegten”) continue to add to the sense that the soldiers 
who fought for  “ein Kreuz von kaltem Eisen...” were in fact the victims of deceit. The 
verb “kämpften” here underscores their bravery but quickly gives way to “hofften” and 
finally “litten” before the poet reveals that they were all “betrogen” and “belogen.” In the 
final stanza, which recapitulates the places mentioned in the first, the soldiers’ “beste 
Kraft” expended in the foreign places where they fought is changed to “sie ließen ihr 
junges Blut” and the acts “stürmten” and “siegten” become “kämpften tapfer” and 
“starben.” In sixteen lines, Dörrast turns soldiers bravely engaged in battle for the 
“Vaterland” into the youthful, suffering victims of a deceitful regime. What is notable is 
his reliance on the soldiers’ youth to insinuate their victimhood. The title underscores this 
youth from the beginning, and it is further asserted through the figure of the orphan 
(“Waise”). Glancing back to Krause’s drawing on the previous page, the figure portrayed 
becomes, I suggest, the visual embodiment of this orphan, the young soldier who fought 
bravely for a “Vaterland” that in turn lied to him. The expression in the soldier’s eyes 
becomes clear: he is angry, sad, and perhaps desperate.   
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Illustration 10: PAN, November 1951. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
 
To be sure, suggesting that German soldiers—in particular young ones—were 
victims of an oppressive regime was hardly unique to homophile magazines, and in fact 
connected the magazines’ readers to broader historical and cultural discourses in the 
immediate postwar period that sought to disassociate what might still be considered 
German from what had been tainted by Nazi ideology. In this way the German soldier 
and the Nazi soldier obtained distinct characteristics and functioned alongside each other 
in the creation of what Moeller has termed a “usable” past.159 In mainstream literature, 
for example, Heinrich Böll’s 1949 short novel Der Zug war pünktlich told the story of a 
young and naive German soldier named Andreas as he traveled across Germany and into 
occupied Poland with two other soldiers whom he gets to know along the way. At one 
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point, one of Andreas’s companions, der Blonde, relates the experience of being seduced 
by his commander, which has left him “corrupted,” “rotten to the core,” and “diseased.”  
Indeed, it is notable that, like the poems and stories published in homophile magazines, 
Der Zug war pünktlich similarlly “instrumentalizes homosexuality.”160 Yet in his 
narrative, Böll effects a “conflation of homosexuality with fascism” both as a “reification 
of heterosexuality and the family” and as part of Germany’s attempts to come to terms 
with its past, as Alison Guenther-Pal has compellingly argued. 161 In contrast to the texts 
published in PAN and other homophile magazines, Böll’s short novel uses homosexuality 
to suggest criminality and depravity, and in order to distinguish the victim, in this case 
der Blonde with whom Andreas shares his days on the train, from an abusive lieutenant 
commander who seduces the young men in his troop.162 Conversely, in the texts set in 
wartime that were printed in homophile magazines, homosexuality functions as a 
characteristic of the young soldier who becomes a victim of the regime that he serves. To 
return briefly to “Savoir Vivre” from the April issue of Die Freundschaft Conrad is 
executed because he went AWOL, but in focusing the story on Dr. Henry Bouleau’s 
encounter with him—in which Conrad confesses that he is homosexual, and tells Bouleau 
that he fled Nazism because he was not able to live out his desires in such a repressive 
regime—homosexuality becomes a character trait that distinguishes the German soldier 
as victim from the Nazi soldier as perpetrator.  
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Similarly, in the story “Die Totenwache,” published in the November 1951 issue 
of PAN, Nazism is only alluded to as the most recent iteration of a more general human 
tendency towards bellicosity.163 We learn that the main character Benning is homosexual 
when he discovers his friend Hans dead in a trench on the Russian front. Upon seeing 
Hans again, Benning thinks: 
Hans. Daran hatte er nicht gedacht. Ein tiefer Schmerz durchzuckte ihn. Der 
 Stahlhelm war dem Toten vom Kopf gefallen, das halb zur Seite gewandte 
 Gesicht wirkte wie eine Gemme, darüber das dunkelwellige Haar. Die gebrochene 
 Augen blickten wie erstaunt in das Sternengefunkel hinauf, Benning mußte an 
 griechisch Plastiken denken. Nichts von einer Verwundung, nur ein dunkler Fleck 
 neben dem Toten, das Lebensblut. Hans Schierhorn.164 
 
Hans is described here through Benning’s eyes in idealized terms that recall the tradition 
of friendship. Benning’s ability to regard this corpse—one among many—in aesthetic 
terms both humanizes him and signals Benning’s intimate connection to him, a 
connection which has not yet been made evident, however. Benning idealizes his face— 
comparing it to a cameo—and his dark, wavy hair. His “broken” eyes look with surprise 
into the starry heavens, recalling yet again, I suggest, the expression of the young soldier 
in Krause’s drawing of the young soldier at the beginning of the issue. Finally, upon 
seeing Hans’s corpse, Benning immediately thinks of Greek statuary, further reinforcing 
the tradition of romantic friendship, and calling up associations with the classical 
representations of the male body upon which homophile magazines often relied in 
printing erotic imagery that simultaneously laid claim to the pretenses of classical high 
culture.  
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Benning’s mind then returns to his own past and the summer afternoon at home 
(“in der Heimat”) when he met Hans. They spent the afternoon together, talking about 
life “und was es bringen würde,” embracing, and finally kissing. “Plötzlich hatte Hans 
ihn umfaßt und geküßt.”165 After that day, they never saw each other again until this 
moment. Reflecting on the time he spent with Hans and finding him dead in the trenches, 
Benning’s emotions well up against those responsible for Hans’s death. We read:  
 Benning sah hinauf zum Sternenhimmel, er blickte auf den Toten neben sich. 
 Trauer erfüllte ihn, aber auch ein ungeheurer Zorn gegen die Verantwortlichen, 
 die es zuließen, daß das Leben junger Menschen so sinnlos zerstört wurde. Ganz 
 vorsichtig und leise strich er über das Haar des Toten, er hütete sich, die Tote 
 Haut zu berühren, die er im Leben gekannt hatte. Und dann, als er sah, wie ruhig, 
 wie friedlich der Ausdruck des Toten war, überkam auch ihn Ruhe und Frieden, 
 ganz still saß er da, er achtete nicht auf das Zwitschern der Geschosse um sich 
 herum, auf das Knattern entfernter Maschinengewehre, er sah nur immer dies 
 Antlitz vor sich im Grase.166  
 
Through Benning’s recollection of his feelings for Hans, Hans is transformed into the 
victim of the “senseless destruction” of life at the hands of “die Verantwortlichen.” The 
Nazis are never mentioned directly. Rather “die Verantwortlichen” is left open and 
vague, suggesting the responsibility of the Nazi regime, to be sure, but also perhaps of 
other powers such as the Russians against whom Benning (and Hans) are fighting. What 
is most significant, however, is that, similar to “Savoir Vivre,” same-sex desire motivates 
the victimization of a young soldier. And “Die Totenwache” goes further still in 
completely abstracting Benning’s feelings for Hans from the conditions of his death and 
the war, elevating the dead soldier’s corpse to the level of the aesthetic that allows 
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Benning to forget the gunshots and din of battle around him, and lose himself in the 
“Antlitz” of his erstwhile companion.  
Indeed, through nostalgic abstraction, Hans becomes something of a martyr for 
the young German “victims” of the Nazi war. Shortly before the conclusion, we read, 
“Noch einmal gab er [Benning] sich der Erinnerung an diesen Sommernachmittag in der 
Heimat hin, und jede Bitterkeit wich jetzt aus der Trauer um den Toten. Hans hatte dieses 
vollkommene Glück erlebt, und so ist sein Leben auch ein vollkommenes gewesen.”167 In 
spite of Hans’s death and the injustices of war, the story asserts that he had a full life. In 
doing so, the author, much like Benning, avoids all critical engagement with the war and 
with German soldiers’ role as perpetrators. In the context of the magazine in which it was 
published, and in dialog with the other texts published in this issue, the brief encounter 
between Benning and Hans supersedes all historical reality in the interest of providing 
readers with a topical love story.  
In the early twentieth century, soldierly camaraderie was formulated as an 
extension of Freundesliebe, the driving force behind the advance of civilization and, 
more significantly, the key to a nation’s military strength and success. In his 1925 book 
on the figure of the Männerheld and “comrade-love” (Kamaradenliebe), for instance, 
G.P. Pfeiffer discussed “physiological friendship” between men, drawing on a number of 
examples of the relationship between soldiers and commanders and soldiers to argue that 
“war and camaraderie” are “inseparable concepts.”168 Pfeiffer analyzed a number of 
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military campaigns, including the American Civil War, and argued that “comrade-love 
and male heroism were the most valuable driving forces in all wars, which effected the 
complete devotion of one’s own person to leader and friend, to the fatherland!”169 
Writing after Germany’s loss in World War I, Pfeiffer argued that a return to the ethos of 
comrade-love would ensure the nation’s future, “allowing our fatherland to again become 
great and mighty!”170  Although after World War II such formulations assuredly recalled 
German aggression and nationalist sentiment, West German homophile magazines such 
as PAN nonetheless sought to reactivate the ethos of soldierly camaraderie for postwar 
readers. 
Beyond interpreting the bonds between soldiers during wartime as intimate same-
sex relationships, contributors to homophile magazines also sought to demonstrate that 
homosocial intimacy was not a uniquely German or European phenomenon. The 
November 1951 issue of PAN included a translation of a series of aphorisms on 
friendship “aus dem Indischen” through which an association of the German tradition of 
friendship with a non-Western literary tradition was established. In the piece, friendship 
is once again meant to convey a deep intimacy between men, characterized by exchange 
without words reminiscent of Hansgerhard Weiss’s poem published in Die Freundschaft. 
We read, “Denn ohne Worte werden in der Freundschaft alle Gedanken, alle Wünsche 
und alle Erwartungen geboren und geteilt in beifallloser Freude.” (46), and further on, 
“Es sei kein Ziel in der Freundschaft, es sei denn in der Vertiefung des Geistes, in der 
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Vollendung von Leib und Seele” (46). This sentiment, expressed variously in the German 
tradition in the masculinist works of Benedict Friedländer and Hans Blüher on the role of 
Eros in culture,171 for example, recalls the ways in which early-twentieth-century activists 
for emancipation sought to validate homosexual experience by suggesting that love 
between friends contributed to the improvement of the individual and ultimately the 
advancement of civilization.172  
Connecting to non-Western cultures was an important strategy as well for 
demonstrating the universality of modes of aesthetic expression on themes of same-sex 
desire, as historian David Churchill has recently shown for American homophile 
publishing.173 By demonstrating that homosexuality was a universal and ahistorical 
phenomenon not limited to national or local conditions or to the vicissitudes of history, 
West German magazines argued for increased tolerance and the repeal of Paragraph 175. 
Even primarily literary magazines took part in such efforts. PAN, for example, printed 
scholarly articles on world literature that dealt with the topic of homosexuality. The 
November 1951 issue included an article on the “Problem der Homosexualität im 
modernen Amerikanischen Roman” in which author Christian Graf summarized and 
critiqued several recent novels, three in some detail, focusing on the representation of 
sexual variance and/or homosexuality in the characters. Although Graf’s insights into 
Thomas Ward’s Stranger in the Land, Charles Jackson’s The Fall of Valour, and Gore 
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Vidal’s The City and the Pillar are interesting, the most compelling component of the 
article is the introduction in which Graf compares Germany’s long tradition of thinking 
about the “Problem” of homosexuality with the relative silence on the matter in the 
Anglophone world. Graf writes, “Während in Deutschland das Problem und die 
Fragestellungen der Homosexualität, mit Ausnahme des Dritten Reiches, seit Jahrzehnten 
wissenschaftlich behandelt werden konnten, ist dies in den english-sprechenden Ländern 
doch nur vereinzelt geschehen...”174 Graf thus sees his own moment as a continuation of 
the pre-1933 tradition of addressing the question of homosexuality, and furthermore links 
it to a German national tradition that has existed for decades. From his perspective, the 
twelve years of Nazi dictatorship are reduced to a caesura, an anomalous interruption, 
that did not, however, destroy the lively culture of debate on issues of sexual variance 
that characterized the Weimar Republic.  
In the United States, by contrast, Puritanism restricted discussion until the 
publication of the Kinsey Reports. Here, Graf joins many other contributors to homophile 
magazines that viewed Kinsey’s studies on sexuality in the human male (and female) as 
an essential component of the postwar struggle to secure sexual equality through 
science.175 Yet Kinsey only serves as an entry point into his discussion of the six novels, 
which for Graf also play a role in further opening the discussion on homosexuality in the 
American context. Following Churchill, I suggest that the reading of American novels 
here played an important role in the first instance in testifying to the universality of 
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homosexuality.176 By making German readers aware of how foreign authors approached 
themes of sexual variance, Graf provided them with another important “proof” that 
homosexuality constituted a topic of interest around the world, but also that it was a 
suitable topic for mainstream literary production. In other words, same-sex desire could 
not simply be dismissed as the base predilections of the Ancients or the result of 
historical and social differences.177  
DIE INSEL 
As I discussed in chapter one, Die Insel and Der Weg (renamed in September 1951) were 
for all intents and purposes the same magazine. Yet because of the duration of the 
magazine’s run through the 1950s and 1960s and indeed into the early 1970s, I will 
consider each title separately in my close analysis, examining an early issue of Die Insel 
in what follows here, and concluding this chapter with an issue of Der Weg from 1957. 
As I alluded to in chapter one, Die Insel adopted certain distinctive features that seem to 
have ensured its long-term success. Although factors including editor Rolf Putziger’s 
decision to relocate his press to West Berlin in 1955 likely also played a role in the 
magazine’s long-term success into the next decade, I will focus here on the content and 
format of the magazine, and discuss some of the differences that, in my estimation, made 
Die Insel/Der Weg the longest-running West German homophile publication. Chief 
among the magazines distinguishing features were its brevity and simplicity of format, 
the inclusion of more overtly erotic photos, and an overall heightened sense of aesthetics 
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and presentation. In particular, the many representations of the well-trained male 
physique, I suggest, offered readers the erotic material that they would come to expect 
from publishers at a time when, as historian Elizabeth Heinemann has revealed, the West 
German erotica industry experienced rapid growth.178 Furthermore, the primacy of visual 
texts in Die Insel and later Der Weg betrays a larger cultural shift towards visual media 
over and against conventional written forms of textual representation in the postwar 
decades.   
The inaugural issue of Die Insel. Monatsblätter für Freundschaft und Toleranz, 
published in November 1951, featured a black and white photograph of two young men 
in white button-down shirts. Captured in profile, both figures peer out of the frame to the 
right. The blond subject in the foreground wears his hair in a pompadour, a hairstyle 
popular in the 1950s. The image takes up a full three-quarters of the cover, with only the 
top portion of the page dedicated to the title written in cursive, the subtitle, the 
publication information, and the price (1 DM). With this, the centrality of images to 
Putziger’s publication is made very clear. The inside cover was also devoted to a 
photograph, a statue of a naked man sitting on what appears to be an anvil with his right 
hand on his hip and his left arm resting on his left knee. The figure looks down and to the 
right. Images of statuary and reproductions of other works of art were common in Die 
Insel and other homophile magazines as well. Indeed, many of the photos emerged from 
the tradition of physique photography, in which models were often posed in imitation of 
classical sculpture, thereby extending the claims of art to the representation of the male 
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physique, and diverting attention from the otherwise erotically charged nude or semi-
nude body. In this regard, art functioned very much like friendship as a lofty ideal 
through which homoeroticism could be obscured yet never completely erased.   
On page three among the front matter, a quote from Winckelmann positioned this 
first issue of Die Insel squarely among other early homophile magazines and in the older 
vocabulary of romantic friendship. Indeed, that the citation was taken from Winckelmann 
further underscores the 1950s magazine’s reliance on the cultural legacy of friendship, 
discussed above. The quote reads, “Freiheit und Freundschaft sind beständig der große 
Endzweck gewesen, der mich in allen Sachen bestimmt hat: die erste habe ich erjagt, und 
durch diese kann ich hoffen, diese andere künftig ohne Abwechslung zu genießen.”179 
The connection made in the quote between friendship and freedom, understood as 
mutually dependent here, resonates with the ethos that early 1950s homophile magazines 
sought to establish. Moreover, in the German tradition, Winckelmann, whose work on 
classical art laid much of the foundation for Germany’s philhellenism, forged a strong 
link between friend-love and the aestheticization of the male body,180 which was further 
underscored in Die Insel by the inclusion of physique photography.  
Die Insel extended the meaning of friendship further to refer to its own role in the 
lives of readers, assuming the responsibility of acting as their friend and adviser. In 
Putziger’s introduction to the magazine in the November 1951 issue, titled, “Ein Wort 
voran...,” he refers to the readers as “unsere Freunde.” He then defines in somewhat 
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vague terms who those “friends” would be: “Mit der vorliegenden Nummer 1 erscheint 
‘die Insel’...zum erstenmal. Es geht damit der Wunsch eines Interessenkreises in 
Erfüllung, der bislang den Mangel an spezieller Zeitschriftenlektüre doch sehr zu spüren 
bekam.”181 For those who read this issue, the constituents of this “Interessenkreis” did not 
require any more specification, yet the readership was further defined through what the 
magazine promised to offer. We read, “Wir wollen unseren Freunden Wissenswertes und 
Unterhaltsames aus aller Welt berichten, ergänzt durch künstlerische Bilder und 
literarische Beiträge, die Sie in ihrer charakteristischen Art unmittelbar ansprechen 
werden.”182 Again, Putziger refers obliquely to the readers’ interests, and he commits the 
magazine to appealing to those interests through instructive, literary, and visual texts. 
Continuing to fashion the magazine as a friend to readers, the editor goes on to write, 
“Vor allem aber wollen wir mit Rat und Tat zur Seite stehen und Ihnen helfen, mit dem 
‘täglichen Kram’ fertig zu werden. Wir wollen für Sie ‘die Insel’ sein, auf die Sie sich 
aus einem Meer von Dummheit und Intoleranz retten können. Sie sollen das Gefühl 
haben: DU BIST NICHT ALLEIN.”183 Thus the discourse of friendship functioned in 
two ways. On the one hand, it provided a rich body of allusions and terms for referring in 
a veiled manner to same-sex desire. Yet it was also used by magazines such as Die Insel 
as a metaphor for the role of the magazine itself, which promised, like a friend, to 
alleviate readers’ feelings of isolation in the 1950s West German context.  
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After reaching the central message “DU BIST NICHT ALLEIN,” the editor 
continues to define the magazine’s public, emphasizing again that there are many others 
(“Tausende und aber Tausende”) who feel the same way, and introducing, albeit subtly, 
the magazine’s political point of view. Putziger writes:  
 Es wird jedem Vernünftigen einleuchten, daß man Menschen mit der ihnen von 
 der Natur mitgegebenn, also gottgewollten Veranlagung der 
 Gleichgeschlechtlichkeit nicht zeitlebens das ‘Recht auf Liebe,’ das 
 Zusammensein mit einem anderen Menschen gleicher Veranlagung, versagen 
 kann. Und das noch unter Androhung von Verbrechensstrafe. Wo bleibt da die 
 heute so viel zitierte ‘Menschlichkeit’? Wir werden nicht aufhören, auf diesen 
 Fleck auf der weißen Weste unserer jungen Demokratie hinzuweisen, bis Abhilfe 
 geschaffen ist.184 
 
While these words make the magazine’s political interests clear, in concluding Putziger 
goes on to articulate certain conditions for participation in the magazine’s campaign. In 
short, he further narrows the public that the magazine addresses. He continues:  
 Wer nun aber Radau- und Skandal-affären von uns erwartet, den müssen wir 
 enttäuschen. Wir wollen nicht unser Mütchen an ‘den anderen’ kühlen in 
 rüpelhaftem Straßendeutsch (wie leider schon vorgekommen). Das schadet 
 unserer Sache mehr, als daß es ihr Nutzen bringt. In fairer und sachlicher Weise 
 wollen  wir auf alle Übelstände hinweisen und unsere Bedenken vortragen. 
 Nur so wird man uns ernstnehmen und sich auf die Dauer unseren berechtigten 
 Forderungen nicht verschließen können: Abschaffung, zumindest aber 
 Neufassung des so berüchtigten §175!185 
 
As though he has lost his conviction, the editor hedges his bets, and disassociates the 
magazine from other publications (presumably Ihne’s Die Freundschaft or Dörrast’s Die 
Freunde) that, in Putziger’s estimation, rely on scandals and “Straßendeutsch” to attract 
readers and promote their cause (“Sache”). What is more, the last sentence starts out with 
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the demand to repeal Paragraph 175, but ends on a decidedly tamer note, a request for 
amendment. Putziger’s introduction to Die Insel thus speaks in a number of different 
registers in outlining the magazine’s profile and addressing its public. He calls to mind 
the discourse of friendship to suggest the function that Die Insel hopes to have for 
readers, then, building on a friend’s role as adviser and confidant, he connects readers in 
the common cause of pushing for full rights and repeal of Paragraph 175. In the end, 
however, his text reflects a sensitivity to the conservative West German context under 
Adenauer, and an acute sense of the need for homosexuals to assimilate and strive to 
appear “normal.” Thus in contrast to some other magazines, such as VOX (1953) or later 
Der Ring (1955-1957), Die Insel starts out very cautiously. Yet the magazine’s 
tremendous success in contrast to other homophile publications begs the question of 
whether this strategy was not, in the long run, the most effective.  
With respect to literature, the first issue of Die Insel included an excerpt from 
Weimar Jewish author Otto Zarek’s pulp novel Begierde. Roman einer Weltstadtjugend 
(1930). Zarek himself was homosexual and Jewish, and fled Germany in 1933, his 
writings having been banned by the Nazis.186 Although Begierde was not exclusively 
about homosexuality, the excerpt printed in Die Insel tells of Sascha who eagerly 
anticipates his “erstes Rendezvous” with Norbert, although his “principles” (“Prinzip”) 
dictate that he fight his desires. In the end, however, his desire to meet Norbert at the 
Bahnhof Zoo train station overtakes him. Zarek writes, “Aber stärker war der Trieb, der 
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Liebe nachzufolgen, sich ihr hinzuwerfen, das Sinnloseste und Demütigendste zu tun, 
wenn es der Liebe dient.”187 Waiting for Norbert to arrive among the “Armeen der 
Heiterkeit” emerging from the station, a lengthy description of the bustling urban setting 
accompanies Sascha’s growing anticipation and his fear that Norbert will not show up. 
Sascha is anxious that someone told Norbert what he really wanted (“Ja, man hat es ihm 
gesagt”), while in his thoughts he seeks to rationalize his desire, “‘... Ich wollte nichts 
Böses,’ beteuerte Sascha sich selbst, ‘ich wollte nur bei ihm sein. Ich wollte nur...”188 
Finally, at the end of the excerpt Norbert appears. We read, “Als er aufsah, kam Norbert 
auf ihn zu. Drei Schritte trennten sie noch. In dem Bruchteil einer Sekunde umfaßte 
Sascha die Gestalt des jungen Menschen... Er rief ihm schon von weitem entgegen, daß er 
ein wenig verschlafen habe. Diese Sekunde hatte weggelöscht, was Sascha gelitten 
hatte.”189  
The inclusion of this excerpt from a Weimar novel—by a Jewish homosexual 
author, no less—contrasts with the tendency of homophile magazines to print excerpts 
from works written much earlier, from classical Greek literature to nineteenth-century 
literature, or alternatively from contemporary lesser-known authors. The description of 
the masses of people and the general chaos surrounding Bahnhof Zoo connects readers to 
an urban imaginary that was also associated with sex commerce well into the postwar 
years.190 Moreover, by choosing a text set Weimar Berlin as the setting for a rendezvous 
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between two men, Die Insel effectively reactivates a prewar ethos that was characterized 
by robust gay cultural production, including numerous magazine titles, and a relatively 
liberal attitude with regard to sexual variance (at least in urban settings). Indeed, Zarek’s 
use of the word “Liebe” rather than “Freundschaft” betrays, in my mind, a very different 
sensibility with regard to the articulation of same-sex desire in literature.  
Die Insel furthermore sought to continue building connections with pre-1933 gay 
cultural production. This first issue included a request by the magazine under the heading 
“Können Sie uns helfen?” in which the editor asked readers to send in “interessierendes 
Text- und Bildmaterial aller Art wie z.B. Romane, Erzählungen, Gedichte, 
wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen, auch Zeitungsartikel und Ausschnitte, Fotos, 
Bilder...kurz alles, wovon Sie glauben, daß es für uns von Interesse ist.”191 The editor 
further emphasized, “Besonders interessiert sind wir auch an älteren Jahrgängen (auch 
Einzelheften) von Freundschaftszeitungen aus den Jahren vor 1933.”192 In closing, the ad 
promised a “guten Preis” for materials sent in by readers, and connected their 
contributions—contemporary as well as pre-1933 texts—back to “unsere Sache” which 
Putziger alluded to in his introduction.  
The text following Zarek’s signaled a dramatic shift in the issue’s focus and 
appearance, as readers were again connected to classical German culture and the tradition 
of romantic friendship through an essay by Matthias Claudius titled “Von der 
Freundschaft,” in which the late-eighteenth-century poet expounds on the qualities of 
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Freundschaft.193 Yet it is also significant that the Claudius text is printed in an older font, 
visually indicating the shift in literary idiom from a modern Weimar novel to an 
Enlightenment text. The third text printed in the issue returns to a modern font, and tells 
the story of army “Kadetten.”194 The reader is yet again transported, this time to a 
military setting, which as I discussed above, provided a rich set of experiences and 
metaphors for homosexual men in the postwar years that homophile magazines regularly 
drew on. The story, written by an author named “Granand,” is explicitly erotic, thus 
turning a homosocial context into an explicitly homoerotic one. Word play and double 
entendre give the story a ribald, titillating quality without ever suggesting that the two 
main characters, the cadets Rimpau and Schäfer, are homosexual. Schäfer comes to see 
Rimpau who sits among other soldiers and cleans guns. When Rimpau asks Schäfer what 
he wants, Schäfer, feeling guilty, responds, “Na, tu nur nicht gleich so!” To this Rimpau 
responds, “Du brauchst ihn wenigstens nicht während der Beschäftigungsstunde 
festzuhalten.”195 On the surface, Rimpau is speaking about his gun. Yet the pronoun 
“ihn,” detached as it is from its antecedent, clearly refers to something else, and the erotic 
significance of the cadets’ interaction is difficult to ignore. Later in the story, the jealousy 
that Rimpau feels when he sees Schäfer looking a fellow soldier further indicates a 
deeper attachment between the two men that, even when subsumed under the category of 
military camaraderie, becomes evident within the frame provided by the magazine.  
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Interspersed within Granand’s “Kadetten” were four images. One black and white 
photo in particular underscores the phallic imagery that the story plays on in the gun-
polishing scene between Rimpau and Schäfer. Three pages into the story, we see a naked 
man kneeling in the sand. The subject’s physique is lean and slightly muscular. He is 
holding a metal rod in front of himself with both hands. One end of the rod leads the 
viewer’s eyes up and out of the frame to the right, the other directs the viewer’s attention 
to the subject’s naked lower torso and legs. The subject himself looks down. At first 
glance he would appear to be gazing at the rod as it runs between his legs and into the 
sand beneath him. A closer look, however, reveals that he is really looking down at his 
penis, which is obscured from the viewer by the angle and position of the subject’s body.  
 
Illustration 11: Die Insel, November 1951. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
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In similar fashion to the way that images in other homophile magazines functioned in 
conjunction with the written texts that they accompanied, so to does this image reinforce 
the association in the story between an object such as a gun or a metal rod (whose phallic 
suggestiveness hardly has to be mentioned), and the erotic tension that resides just below 
the surface of the text. The image of the naked man with a rod consummates the erotic 
fantasy initiated by the story. Conversely, given the immediacy of the image, it could also 
be argued that the image was meant to prompt readers to spend some time reading the 
written texts in order to fill in the story behind the image. In this way, even images that 
did not evince an immediate connection with the texts that they accompanied could, I 
suggest, nonetheless spark readers’ erotic imaginations, and perhaps lead them to read on 
for further details. Of course, it is clear from the separate “Bildbände” advertised in many 
homophile publications that photographs and other images were a prime selling point of 
the magazines. As I discuss further on in this chapter, the increasing centrality of images 
to homophile publications was an important indicator of changes in the aesthetics of male 
body representation in publications for homosexual men. Yet the inclusion of ever more 
daring photographs of male models can also be read as a signal both of the growth of the 
erotica industry in the context of increased consumerism and of a larger shift evident in 
1950s cultural production from literary to visual modes of representation. 
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HELLAS 
The predominantly literary publication Hellas is notable for its return to classical models 
of friendship and its commitment to a subtly anti-modern perspective that articulated 
Homophilie through a strong emphasis on the classical canon (both Greek and German) 
and a curious undercurrent of Christianity.196 Indeed, in addition to its reliance on 
classical art and literature, the format and overall appearance of Hellas was meant to 
suggest a higher level of sophistication than other homophile magazines, as the use of 
continuous pagination in the manner of literary or scholarly journals points to. The cover 
alone hints at the magazine’s pretense to provide readers with edifying entertainment 
from the canon of high culture. Hellas retained the same background image on its cover 
throughout most of its run.197 The image is a colored drawing of Greek ruins: a marble 
column standing on ancient steps in an arid landscape. Behind these ruins we see the 
ruins of another building and on the horizon a small village. A small insert was 
superimposed on this background drawing just below the title in the upper left-hand 
corner. The image in the insert changed with each issue. On the cover of the February 
1954 issue, for example, we see a young shirtless Italian, though the images were not 
always of male models,  ranging from medieval statuary to pictures of altarpieces. The 
constancy of the background image—Greek ruins—combined with the changing insert 
hint at what I view as Hellas’s perspective on the role of culture in the lives of its 
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homosexual readers. The magazine attempted to recapture the ethos of romantic 
friendship drawing on idealized notions of Greek antiquity—filtered through 
Winckelmann, Goethe, and other German romantics—for mid-century modernity. This, 
combined with allusions to the importance of Christianity in readers’ lives, make Hellas 
one of the more nostalgic homophile publications.  
In the February 1954 issue, which I analyze here, friendship was channeled 
through the figures of Winckelmann and Leondardo da Vinci in particular. As I alluded 
to earlier, Winckelmann’s homosexuality and his importance for the German tradition of 
art history and aesthetic critique made him a common reference point for homophile 
magazines. But Hellas engaged the art historian’s work on a much deeper level, printing 
in the February 1954 issue both a biographical sketch, and an excerpt from his writings 
on a statue of Apollo, accompanied by a photograph of the same statue. In a short essay 
titled simply “Johann Joachim Winckelmann,” author Larion Gyburc-Hall, a regular 
contributor to this and other magazines, mythologized Winckelmann’s passion for 
beauty, and linked it to the hardships he had to overcome in order to pursue his passion. 
Opening with a quote from Goethe’s work on Winckelmann, in which the poet writes that 
Winckelmann “felt born” “zu einer Freundschaft dieser Art,”198 Gyburc-Hall portrays the 
classical scholar and art historian as a tormented man who pursued his research in spite of 
numerous challenges, driven as he was by his desire to understand beauty.199 After 
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meeting with great success in Rome, and publishing works that have been credited with 
laying an important foundation for art history, Winckelmann was killed in Trieste by a 
young man whose company the German sought out.200 Gyburc-Hall writes:  
 Aber hier, auf der Höhe seines Ruhms, sollte mit einem Male alles zu Ende sein. 
 Als Winckelmann am 1. Juni 1768 auf der Rückreise Triest berührt, begegnet er 
 Franzesco Arcangeli, einem minderwertigen Menschen, der sich in sein Vertrauen 
 schleicht und dem der Arglose seine Orden und Medaillen zeigt, worauf dieser 
 beschließt, ihn zu ermorden. Am 7. Juni 1768 erliegt der größte deutsche 
 Kunsthistoriker fünf Dolchstichen seines Mörders.201  
 
The figure of Winckelmann, understood as a proponent of romantic friendship, allowed 
contributors to homophile magazines to substantiate their claims to classical culture, and 
to further assert that the synthesis between Greek antiquity and German Klassik was, in 
fact, largely influenced by Winckelmann’s homosexuality. Aesthetic sensibility and 
homoerotic desire emerge from the same pursuit of beauty. Moreover, in the context of 
homophile publications, Winckelmann’s life story can in many respects be read as an 
allegory for the challenges faced by the magazines’ readers. In particular, Winckelmann’s 
death at the hands of “einem minderwertigen Menschen” reflects a persistent anxiety 
expressed in cautionary texts printed in homophile magazines about the dangers of 
associating with hustlers and potential blackmailers. Thus Winckelmann becomes not 
only an important figure that bridges classical culture and homophile culture; through his 
biography he also becomes a character whose negative experience as a homosexual was 
made to resonate with the everyday concerns of 1950s readers.  
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In addition to his biography, Winckelmann’s own thought on classical art was 
cited in Hellas. The February 1954 issue printed an excerpt from his Geschichte der 
Kunst des Altertums in which Winckelmann discusses the statue of Apollo standing in the 
Belvedere in the Vatican.202 Although it could be argued that Winckelmann’s discussion 
and interpretation of the statue are purely scholarly, the choice of this particular excerpt 
was, I suggest, motivated by the evident interest in the representation of the male 
physique, which, in keeping with other visual representations of men’s bodies in 
homophile magazines, sought to sublimate the obvious eroticism of the body within the 
artistic pretenses of the Aktstudie. Indeed, the photographic reproduction of the Apollo 
statue on the facing page epitomizes this ambiguous dialectic between eroticism and art: 
in the photograph (a collage), a fig leaf has been placed in front of Apollo’s genitals. This 
very obvious “cover-up” mirrors Winckelmann’s own reading, which recurs to lofty 
metaphors to discuss the muscular physique cast in marble. As our eyes follow the 
statue’s curves in the photograph, we read “Ein ewiger Frühling, wie in dem glücklichen 
Elysium, bekleidet die reizende Männlichkeit vollkommener Jahre mit gefälliger Jugend 
und spielt mit sanften Zärtlichkeiten auf dem stolzen Gebäude seiner Glieder.”203 Then, 
however, Winckelmann pulls back, expanding not on the depiction of the body, but rather 
dwelling on the “unkörperliche Schönheiten” that the statue embodies. In spite of his 
retreat into idealized male values, the eroticism nevertheless comes through in 
Winckelmann’s description of the characteristics that the statue does not have: “Keine 
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Adern noch Sehnen erhitzen und regen diesen Körper, sondern ein himmlischer Geist, der 
sich wie ein sanfter Strom ergossen, hat gleichsam die ganze Umschreibung erfüllet.” 
And further on, “Ich vergesse alles andere über dem Anblicke dieses Wunderwerkes der 
Kunst, und ich nehme selbst einen erhabenen Stand an, um mit Würdigkeit 
anzuschauen.” Winckelmann’s “precise, even tactile description that is nonetheless 
bathed in an ideal light” leaves us wondering what the author is forgetting—taken in as 
he is by the statue’s “erotic overtones”—and what his “Stand” would otherwise be if he 
were not striving to capture the values that he imposes on the statue.204 
 Another prominent figure cited in the February 1954 issue of Hellas was 
Leonardo da Vinci. We see an image of his Mona Lisa, only the caption does not call the 
painting the Mona Lisa. The title is given both in French and German along with the 
caption “Junger Mann als Frau gekleidet (‘Die Gioconda’ genannt) von Lionardo da 
Vinci (Louvre).”205 The accompanying text again fills in the story surrounding the image 
and its caption. In a short biographical essay, the Paris-based writer R.J. Fouan offers a 
brief sketch of the lesser-known sides of the Renaissance artist. Fouan writes: 
  Daher ist es interessant, wenn man aus den Dokumenten seiner Zeit erfährt, daß 
 der junge Vinci zunächst einer Art ‘enfant terrible’ und ein Dandy gewesen ist. Er 
 liebte raffinierte Eleganz mit einem Stich ins Exzentrische, hatte sehr 
 persöhnliche, eigenartige Einfäller in Dingen der Mode, und es machte ihm gar 
 nichts aus, die Leute zu erschrecken und vor den Kopf zu stoßen, zum Beispiel 
 einfach kurze Hosen anzuziehen, wenn andere Herren der Mode entsprechend sie 
 lang trugen.206 
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Portraying a very different figure than that which we have of Winckelmann, the text 
nonetheless seeks to justify da Vinci’s appropriation into a sort of homophile canon by 
subjecting him to a similar act of desexualization. The author relates that da Vinci was 
accused of sodomy, but rather than questioning the accusation or the criminalization of 
sex between men, he recurs to classical tradition to explain da Vinci’s “crime” as a 
historical difference:  
 Man fühlt, daß der florentinische Meister eine sehr bewegte Jugend unter 
 Kameraden von leichten Sitten gehabt haben muß. Aber ist er nicht auch Schüler 
 von Michelangelo gewesen? Das genügt wohl, um seine Neigung zu erklären. 
 Man weiß, daß dieser ungewönliche Lehrer seinen Schülern riet, untereinander 
 zarte Beziehungen zu pflegen, um den schöpferischen Geist zu wecken.207  
 
The text evinces a tempered admiration for da Vinci. In keeping with the overall profile 
of Hellas, Fouan seems to want to salvage the artist for his cultural achievements while 
simultaneously sanitizing him of his sexuality through historical and cultural relativism. 
In fact, desexualizing da Vinci was, I argue, a condition for his inclusion in the 1950s 
homophile canon. The artist’s homosexuality is retained as the source of his artistic 
creativity, yet “Sodomie,” as historically problematic as that term is, is subsumed under 
the insinuation of a “tendency”: “Wenn eine starke Sinnlichkeit aus Liondardos Werken 
spricht, so dürfte es von dieser Neigung herrühren. Sehr oft mußte er sie in der oben 
erwähnten Weise tarnen.”208 The author’s sympathy for Lionardo’s need to camouflage 
his homosexuality is evident. Yet paradoxically, it is expressed in language (e.g., “diese 
Neigung”) that in turn replicates the same act of dissimulation and camouflage.  
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Hellas also published contemporary stories, though a similar longing for the past 
is evident in these, too. For example, Jack Argo’s (Johannes Werres) short half-page 
sketch “Der bestechende Gegensatz” is reminiscent of other texts printed in homophile 
magazines that told of a chance encounter or romantic rendezvous in the past, which is 
again brought to mind through a chance encounter between the two men. In his sketch, 
the narrator sees a florist whom he had seen boxing at the gym a year earlier. The narrator 
now sees the boxer in a completely different setting, cutting, arranging, and selling 
flowers in a greenhouse. The contrast of hardness and softness that this boxer turned 
florist embodies for the narrator makes him appealing, and he writes, “Für mich hatte 
dieser persönlich erlebte Gegensatz von Härte und Weichheit etwas ungemein 
Bestechendes, geradezu Aufregendes, und im Weitergehen darüber nachsinnend, 
empfand ich eine genugtuende Freude über diese merkwürdige, so ganz persönliche 
Begegnung...”209 The nostalgia apparent in the text connects it to other similar texts in 
homophile magazines that thematize a fleeting past moment of passion or desire, and is 
consistent with Hellas’s overall turn to the past in particular. Many of the more modern 
texts are written in a tone of fantasy and reminiscence, and are imbued with nostalgia and 
melancholy much as the texts that appropriated classical notions of friendship are 
nourished by mythologized notions of friendship in ancient Greece. Indeed, as if 
underscoring precisely this, the February 1954 issue of Hellas printed later in the issue a 
quote by Frank Tillard, whose essay “Unveräußerlichte Liebe,” opened the same issue. 
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He wrote, “Die schönsten Stunden wiederholen sich – in unserer Erinnerung.”210 The 
pause signaled by the dash here is significant. Tillard does not deny the reader his share 
of good times, but those times are best enjoyed in the memories of them rather than in the 
future that the verb “sich wiederholen” would otherwise imply. 
Hellas did not typically include letters from readers or personal ads; that task was 
reserved for the magazine’s separate supplement Briefbund. Occasionally, however, the 
magazine did print responses to personal ads. For example, in the section “Wir wollen 
darüber sprechen” in the February 1954 issue, readers found an ad by a man from an 
“Industriegebiet.”211 An inhabitant of a big city and single, the man remarked that he 
knew “viele oberflächliche und selbstfällige Menschen,” and that he was thirty-eight but 
felt like he was sixty. He sought correspondence with someone from the country or from 
“inrgendeinem verlassenen Weltwinkel, weil er auch allein ist und Zeit zum Briefe 
schreiben und lesen hat.”212 According to the editor, many responses to this ad had been 
received by the press, one of which the magazine printed along with the ad. The letter is 
interesting in its entirety, and I include an image of it below.  
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Illustration 12: Hellas, February 1954. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin.  
 
The function of culture in the respondent’s letter is especially noteworthy. He writes, “Ich 
rate ihnen, sehen Sie das alleinsein nicht so schlimm an. Sie können gute Bücher lesen—
Musik hören—; was ist der Zweck des Lebens? Ständig an sich arbeiten und seine 
Persönlichkeit entwickeln!”213 Since homosexuals were excluded from building families, 
the notion that their contributions could come in the form of self-cultivation and cultural 
production was commonplace in homophile magazines. It was repeated, for example, in 
the report on the activities of the Hamburger Kreis printed at the end of issues of Hellas. 
In his report on the group’s discussion of the role of homosexuals in society from January 
1954, Hartwig wrote, “Der heterophile Mensch sei durch die Familienbindung schon 
weitgehend mit Beschlag belegt [...] In der Homophilie läge der naturbedingte Zweck der 
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Vergeistigung.”214 Echoing a perception that extended back at least to the turn of the 
century, homophile magazines asserted that contributions to society from homosexual 
men—women were typically excluded from this particular conception of 
homosexuality—were demonstrable not in human reproduction, but in the reproduction 
of culture. As we shall see in chapter five, this notion was contrary to mainstream 
assertions by West German scholars such as sociologist Helmut Schelsky that 
homosexuals were not in the least capable of producing culture. 
Finally, the reliance on high-cultural notions of romantic friendship also 
implicated Hellas (and other early homophile magazines to a degree) in a turn-of-the-
century Männerbund ideology that was characteristic of one of the earliest associations 
for homosexual men, the Berlin-based Gemeinschaft der Eigenen. This tradition emerged 
to the exclusion of women, and the group’s profile was founded on the repudiation of 
effeminacy in men, as I discuss in greater detail in chapter three. In another letter 
published in the February 1954 issue under the heading “Mehr Natürlichkeit,” one reader 
applauded the magazine’s commitment to publish only articles and stories without “ein 
gewisser süßer und weinerlicher Zug.”215 He goes on to make clear what he means by 
this, writing,  
 Ich kenne zahlreiche Freunde, die von der weichen, unmännlichen Art bestimmter 
 Homoeroten abgestoßen werden, die im Leben wie in der Literatur das Natürliche 
 bevorzugen. Für mich ist das männliche Ideal unmöglich mit einer süßlichen 
 Schwärmerei zu verbinden. Ich bitte Sie, bringen Sie keine Erzählungen, die von 
 einer Courths-Mahler-Stimmung geschwängert sind.216  
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He ends with, “Die Menschen unserer Zeit und auch die Meisten unserer Artgenossen 
sind hart genug um den herben, ungezierten Ton in Inhal tund Stil zu ertragen. Wir 
brauchen realistisches Schrifttum und keine Mimosengeschichten.”217 The editor 
responded completely in agreement, but added “wir bitten ihn [the writer of the letter] 
nicht zu verkennen, daß es leichter ist, eine ‘süße’ Geschichte zu schreiben, als die 
herben Züge homoerotischen Schicksals ohne Ressentiment in einer gehobenen 
Schönheit zu zeigen, und zwar mit einem bewußt positiven Ziel.”218 Here the masculinity 
of Hellas’s readership is reaffirmed and recalls the ethos of the Männerbund to the 
exclusion—and derision—of aesthetic values that were perceived by this reader and the 
magazine’s editor to be effeminate. Thus in content, form, and tone, Hellas sought to 
reactivate the cultural ethos from the first half of the century in constructing its 
readership. In this regard, it participated a larger national trend of looking to the past to 
recapture what historial Volker Berghahn has referred to as the “‘good’ cultural and 
ideological traditions” from before 1933 for the sake of West German reconstruction.219   
VOX 
Gustav Leue’s VOX departed in a number of important ways from earlier 
magazines such as Die Freundschaft (1950) and Die Insel (1951). And although it began 
publication in 1953, thus before Hellas, the magazine provides evidence of a significant 
turning point in homophile publishing with regard to its appearance and approach to the 
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position of homosexuality in public discourse. Since it was only printed four times during 
its short run, I focus here on the inaugural issue from February 1953. The magazine’s 
subtitle “Stimme freier Menschen” gives some indication of its profile. Where Die 
Freundschaft, PAN, and Die Insel were immediately identifiable as homophile 
publications—particularly through images, but also through the topics that each magazine 
covered—VOX sought to engage readers in broader national and international debates. To 
this end, it printed a wider variety of texts that were not always written for the magazine 
itself or in the cause of homosexual emancipation alone. Indeed, the first issue opened 
with a table of contents that announced the contributions of several prominent and 
mainstream authors including Thomas Mann, author Hermann Kesten, and jurist Botho 
Laserstein. By foregrounding the work of such mainstream authors on topics that were 
really only marginally related to the campaign against Paragraph 175, I suggest that VOX 
sought to position itself in the tradition of liberal democracy, connecting to a long history 
in German culture of using the magazine to articulate alternative perspectives in the 
mainstream public sphere, as chapter three will show. It is thus hardly surprising to find a 
quote by Goethe along with other front matter on the inside front cover. It reads, “Was 
wäre ich ohne dich, Freund Publikum! All mein Empfinden Selbstgespräch. All meine 
Freude Stumm.”220 Opening in this manner, VOX represented, in my estimation, a unique 
turning point in West German homophile publishing, brought about in 1953 specifically 
by an increasingly acute awareness of the challenges faced by homophile publishers, but 
also by growing connections with other branches of the homophile movement in other 
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countries. In 1953, the Gesetz über die Verbreitung jugendgefährdender Schriften went in 
to effect, and homophile publishers including Charles Grieger and VOX publisher 
Johannes Dörrast struggled to find formulas that were less overtly homoerotic or 
evidently homosexual and thus less susceptible to censorship.221 Additionally, however, 
VOX began to look outward, seeking to connect readers with larger national and 
international discussions in the areas of politics, culture, science, literature, and the law, 
and in this regard the magazine pointed to an emerging awareness of the increasingly 
transnational nature of the homophile movement.222 An examination of the first issue will 
demonstrate the ways in which the magazine sought to connect to larger national and 
international discourses, and in doing so simultaneously departed from a strong reliance 
on the particularly German idiom of romantic friendship that had characterized many pre-
1933 magazines and the earliest West German homophile publications.   
To introduce readers to the new magazine, editor Johannes Dörrast wrote “3 x 3 
ist doch 9,” the title referring to the tendency of the “Massenmensch” to impose his 
particular type of conventional logic on reality rather than thinking through life’s 
“Rätsel.”223 In the essay, Dörrast contrasts the “Massenmensch” with the “freier 
Mensch,” the latter of which the magazine is purported to serve. The “freier Mensch” 
thinks through reality, and does not accept convention for it’s own sake. Dörrast 
attributes to the free person the desire to “suchen,” “fragen,” “vergleichen,” “errechnen,” 
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“abwägen,” and finally “übereinkommen.”224 The “Massenmensch,” on the other hand, is 
given to actions such as “propagieren” (i.e., “Propaganda”) and “wundern.” It goes 
without saying that the magazine is meant to address the former. In this address to the 
free individual, VOX recalls also the turn-of-the century magazine Der Eigene—the first 
magazine published for homosexual male readers—whose editor Adolf Brand was guided 
by Stirnerian anarchist thought to reject massification or anything that he perceived as 
threatening the autonomy of the individual. 
At several points throughout the essay, Dörrast inserts brief promotions for the 
magazine, asserting that VOX “...will das böse Gewissen des Massenmenschen sein! 
VOX will nicht, daß sich die Menschen werben lassen für eine Wahrheit, die man nicht 
verstehen, die man ‘glauben’ muß. VOX läßt sich nicht einbleuen, daß dreimal drei zehn 
ist! Dreimal drei ist neun!”225 He goes on to once again extol the values that he considers 
the province of free people, writing, “Diesem Fragen und Suchen, allen Fragenden und 
Suchenden, öffnet VOX seine Blätter. Allen jenen, die jenseits von Massenwahn und 
Massenangst einen bescheidenen Beitrag zur Kultur unserer Tage leisten wollen, stellt 
sich VOX zur Verfügung.  Allen Suchenden und Fragenden will VOX ein treuer Freund 
werden.”226 By opening its run in this way, VOX both flattered readers and prepared them 
for the tenor of many of the contributions to follow in the issue and, indeed, throughout 
the magazines short, four-issue run.  
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Some homophile magazines such as VOX also sought to cross over to mainstream 
discussions and align themselves with growing debates on human rights and the 
challenges of becoming a democratic nation.227 To that end, VOX published texts by 
nationally and sometimes internationally recognized writers. The table of contents 
emphasized the names of the contributors along with—significantly—their locations; the 
titles of the texts were not included here.228 (Other magazines prioritized the titles of 
contributions and the names of authors.) Thus in the first issue, readers were offered 
“Gedanken” by Christian Graf in London, Hermann Kesten in Munich, Thomas Mann in 
the USA, and Johannes Unbürger in Traunstein, along with “Bildbeiträge” by Georges 
Bastian, Charles Grieger, and others. Additionally, although earlier magazines certainly 
also relied on works by recognized and frequently established canonical authors—
printing excerpts from Plato, Winckelmann, Wilde, Gide, and so on—those texts 
typically spoke more directly and exclusively to homosexual readers, albeit in veiled 
language of friendship and friend-love. VOX, however, published a number of articles 
that do not, at first glance, appear to fit into the conventional formula laid out by the first 
homophile magazines.  
Three contributions by well-known authors opened the issue. For example, 
Hermann Kesten’s lecture from a 1953 book premier in Munich immediately followed 
Dörrast’s introduction. The author, best known for his prewar writing associated with 
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New Objectivity, went into exile in France in 1933, but returned to the Federal Republic 
after the war, and, much like Heinrich Böll,229 made a name for himself as an author 
turned advocate for civil liberties and freedom of expression. In his lecture, titled 
“Erotische Literatur und die Freiheit des Schriftstellers,”  Kesten provides a literary 
historical survey that casts today’s “Revolutionäre,” “Extremisten,” and “Feinde der 
herschenden Gesetze und der regierenden Staatsordnung” as tomorrow’s “Heilige,” 
arguing that all great writing is “erotisch expressiv.”230 In this regard, he divides literature 
into two types, arguing: 
 Was die Literatur betrifft, will ich mich der Kürze wegen auf die Dichtung, auf 
 die Belletristik beschränken und erst mal fragen: Gibt es überhaupt solch eine 
 unerotische Literatur? Ich sage, nein. Es gibt nur eine Literatur, die wahr spricht, 
 und eine, die schön färbt, eine, die aufdeckt, und eine, die verhüllt, eine, die von 
 der Liebe so redet wie es die Liebe verdient, nämlich ohne falsche Scham, wie 
 man vom täglichen Brot redet oder vom Wetter oder vom Tot und Leben, und 
 eine andere, die in Symbolen, in Andeutungen, in Abbreviaturen, ja voller 
 Prüderie und Heuchelei davon nicht redet, was jeder vernünftige und gesunde und 
 fühlende Mensch mit schöner Regelmäßigkeit und viel Vergnügen, ja, ich möchte 
 geradezu sagen, mit Wollust treibt.231 
 
It is interesting that, while Kesten promotes the first type of literature, and spends the rest 
of his essay arguing for the author’s freedom of expression, homoerotic literature under 
the pressures of censorship mandates and public opprobrium historically relied on the 
same “Symbole,” “Andeutungen,” and “Abbreviaturen” that Kesten refers to here. Under 
such conditions, as Kesten proceeds to suggest, citation has become an important mode 
of discussing the erotic in the words of canonical authors without attracting the attention 
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of censors.  Thus citing “die Bibel und Homer und Goethe und Schiller und Marx und 
Büchner” is not a problem, as Kesten writes:  
 In der Bibel, im Koran gibt es die unverhülltesten erotischen Stellen der 
 Weltliteratur. Was sind die Ausschweifungen eines Casanova, die Erotomanie 
 eines Plato oder Aristophanes gegen das himmlische Freudenhaus der 
 Mohammedaner, gegen die nackte und feigenblattlose Erotik des Hohen Liedes, 
 des weinberauschten Noah, der mit seinen Töchtern schläft, indem seine Söhne 
 zuschauen, biblische Voyeurs, Inzest, Ehebruch, Beischlaf, außereheliche 
 Vielweiberei, Sodomiterei, Homosexualität sind das A und O der Bibel.232 
 
Kesten goes on to observe that problems arise when one publishes the same thoughts 
found in such illustrious texts as the bible—i.e., erotic or simply “unverhüllt”—in one’s 
own words and under one’s own name. He concludes by asserting, “Diese Heiligen 
waren meist erotische Visionäre, das eben macht sie human.”233 Fittingly, the February 
1953 issue of VOX also included a list of texts for “Landessittenprüfer,” which 
categorized canonical works such as The Old Testament and several works by Goethe as 
“unsittlich”; The Iliad and Das Niebelungenlied as “Verherrlichungen des Krieges”; 
Schiller’s Die Räuber and Hauptmann’s Die Weber as “Verherrlichungen des 
Verbrechens”; and Shakespeare’s Othello and Feuchtwanger’s Jud Süß as “Anstiftung 
zum Rassenhaß.”234  
In keeping with the magazine’s purported interest in promoting individual liberty, 
VOX published an essay by Thomas Mann that he wrote to German POWs incarcerated in 
the US on the continual struggle to balance people’s drive for “Freiheit” and the 
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exigencies of the “Gemeinschaft,”235 and an article titled “Dein Wille – frei?” in which a 
Dr. V. Schmidt distinguished between psychological and metaphysical freedom of will to 
argue for love and altruism.236 To be sure, it is often difficult to discern any explicit 
connections with any cause of homosexual emancipation in some of the contributions to 
VOX. Yet connections with larger West German discourses, such as the debate over 
German POWs still imprisoned in the Soviet Union, are immediately apparent. Again, 
however, VOX relied on a tradition already evident in early-twentieth-century magazines 
for homosexual readers that expressed demands for sexual liberation in the language of 
individual autonomy. Moreover, as I suggested above, VOX sought to make evident the 
links between campaigns for the repeal of Paragraph 175, for instance, and other national 
and international discussions regarding personal liberty and democracy. 
In an article titled “Laßt uns wieder etwas töten,” jurist Dr. Botho Laserstein 
addressed the theme of individual liberty in more concrete and immediately relevant 
terms in a reproduction of a discussion by an international group of professors and 
lawyers on the topic of the death penalty, which presumably took place in occupied Paris. 
A regular contributor to the magazine, Laserstein made a name for himself in postwar 
West Germany as an advocate for civil rights and homosexual emancipation. He was 
perhaps best known for his book Strichjunge Karl. Ein kriminalistischer 
Tatsachenbericht, which was published in 1954 in three issues of the Bremen-based 
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magazine Humanitas.237 Laserstein met with much resistance for his advocacy, and 
committed suicide in 1955.238 His contributions to VOX were often legally sophisticated 
discussions of topical issues such as the Adenauer government’s failure to recognize all 
victims of Nazi persecution. In his contribution to the first issue of VOX, he depicts two 
fictional characters facing off on opposing sides, Professor “Dafür” and Senatspräsident 
“Dawider,” and weighing in on the social advantages and disadvantages of capital 
punishment. Dafür supports the death penalty, arguing that it is the only punishment 
equal to the crime of murder, and asserting that “übertriebene Humanität gegen den 
Mörder” would lead to “Unmenschlichkeit gegenüber der menschlichen Gesellschaft und 
dem friedlibenden Staatsbürger.”239 Dawider counters that there are more serious crimes 
than murder, and that to prevent murder all that is necessary is to sentence criminals to 
life-long sentences. He argues, “Ich bleibe dabei: die Todesstrafe ist eine altertümliche 
Strafe an Leib und Leben, die nicht mehr in unser modernes Strafsystem paßt.”240 
Another participant in the discussion interjects at points to offer evidence that criminals 
can be reformed, contradicting Dafür’s insistence that “Mörder sind unverbesserliche 
Verbrecher...”241 As the discussion continues, Dafür’s ellipses become more common, as 
Laserstein reproduces the professor’s argument in increasingly short and abbreviated 
paragraphs. Finally, two other discussants jump in at the conclusion and offer a summary. 
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A Belgian judge has the last word. Confessing that he cannot decide if the proponents or 
the opponents of the death penalty are right or wrong, he concludes, “In einer Zeit aber, 
in der der Staat so of seine majestätische Verachtung des Menschenlebens unter Beweis 
gestellt hat, bin ich persönlich mit allen menschlich denkenden Menschen und Juristen 
gegen die Todesstrafe. Ihr abschreckender Wert ist zweifelhaft, ihre Gefahr für 
unschuldige Angeklagte aber erwiesen.”242 David Churchill connects similar strategies of 
connecting readers of homophile magazines to national and international debates of 
human rights. As he points out, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted 
by the United Nations in 1948, and became an important and topically relevant point of 
reference in the homophile movement to argue for the decriminalization of 
homosexuality based on demands for equal treatment.243 By offering readers a discussion 
of the legality of the death penalty, Laserstein’s article similarly connects VOX readers to 
these important topics current in West Germany during reconstruction and in the west 
more generally.  
In a similar vein, other contributions to the February 1953 sought to humanize 
homosexuals through personal-interest stories, relying on the sympathy of readers to 
promote emancipation. In the “blauviolette Skizze” “Schicksal in Moll” by Theo Kersten, 
we read about a fifty-year-old man who lives an extraordinarily routine and boring life. 
The narrator tells us about the man’s week: his visits to his friend Walter on Thursday 
and Monday, and to his sister on Sunday; picking up his wash from the washerwoman 
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whom he then invites to dinner so as not to spend Friday evening alone; Saturday when 
he goes swimming; Tuesday when he gets paid; and Wednesday, which he has free, when 
he visits his “Lokal.”244 Here the story becomes less routine. We read: 
 Sein Lokal liegt am Neuen Markt. Seltsame Käuze amüsieren sich dort mit bunten 
 Burschen oder kaufen sich einen vom Strich und nehmen ihn mit nach Hause. Er 
 amüsiert sich nicht in seinem Lokal und er kauft sich auch keinen vom Strich. Er 
 geht in sein Lokal und setzt sich in seine Ecke – jeden Dienstag, und der Ober 
 kennt ihn schon und bringt ihm seinen Kaffee – und er bleibt dort bis 3 Uhr 
 morgens und schaut sich die Tunten an und ekelt sich vom Strich und geht dann 
 um 3 Uhr nach Hause.245 
 
The man then goes to his small “room” which he has decorated with family photos and 
with “entzückende Jungenköpfe” that he cut from the “Illustrierten.”  
The sketch ends where it begins, repeating “Er ist ein armer Mensch” before concluding:  
 Er geht jetzt nicht einmal mehr in die Operette. Ich könnte ihnen noch mehr vom 
 Wie und Weshalb seines Lebens erzählen. Aber wen interessiert schon das 50 
 Jahre währende Sterben eines Menschen? Sollte er Ihnen einmal begegnen, so 
 verzeihen Sie ihm dann bitte, daß er nicht aufschaut, sondern einfach weiter ins 
 Leere geht. Er weiß halt nicht, daß Sie auch sehr einsam sind.246  
 
In his attempt to awaken readers sympathy for this “armer Mensch,” Kersten establishes a 
tacit yet, I would argue, unmistakable connection between the kind of mundane and 
lonely life led by the nameless fifty-year-old homosexual in this “sketch” and the larger 
context in which he lives. Moreover, it recalls the purported function of other magazines 
such as Die Insel that homophile publications offered more than entertainment and news, 
but stood in as friends for homosexual readers, who, it was presumed, led lives of 
isolation and detachment from broader society. 
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Beyond these pressing concerns with legal and civil rights, contributors to the 
magazines also opposed what they viewed as the general moral hypocrisy of the state 
under Adenauer. In biting and frequently sarcastic short essays for VOX, contributor 
Johannes Unbürger (lit. John Anti-Citizen), who also wrote for other magazines such as 
PAN, lambasted the state for the moral double standards that resulted from the 
discrepancies between the law and the actual everyday lives of West Germans. In the 
short piece “Moral? – schön! aber nicht – wenn sie Geld kostet,” he talks about his 
neighbor, 42-year-old Elisabeth Gillmair who works “keeping the morality” at an 
unnamed Munich office.247 Elisabeth is nice and open, intelligent, and culturally engaged. 
What is notable about Elisabeth is that she has been in a relationship with a man for 
fifteen years, but has no intention of getting married. “Bemerkenswert an Fräulein 
Gillmair ist auch ihr Freund! Sie kennt ihn seit 15 Jahren. Er ist pensionierter Beamter 
und besucht sie dreimal in der Woche, dienstags, donnerstags und sonnabends. Dienstags 
und donnerstags geht er abends um 11 Uhr brav nach Hause. Sonnabends geht er erst 
sonntagabends nach Hause!”248  In the same satirical tone, he continues:  
‘An sich’ sollte er das nicht tun. ‘An sich’ sollte das auch Fräulein Gillmair nicht 
 tun. ‘An sich’ dürften die beiden auch nicht jeden Sommer drei Wochen 
 zusammen verreisen; wenn Elisabeth Ferien hat. So etwas dürfen nur Ehepaare 
 (neuerdings auch Verlobte). Elisabeth Gillmair hat über die Moral der Stadt 
 München zu wachen. Ihr Freund ist pensionierter Beamter und hat sittsam seine 
 Pension zu verzehren. Was drüber ist, das ist vom Übel!249  
 
We learn that the reason that Ms. Gillmair and her partner will not marry is that, if they 
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did, she would lose her pension. Under West German law, single women and widows 
forfeited their retirement if they remarried.250  
Unbürger concludes:  
Seit einem Jahr wohne ich in einem Vorort Münchens in einem Vierfamilienhaus. 
 Seit einem Jahr kenne ich Fräulein Gillmair und ihren pensionierten Freund. Die 
 beiden gehen jeden Sonntag in die Kirche und wählen die CSU. Ich gehe nicht in 
 die Kirche und wähle nicht die CSU. Die beiden haben ihr Geheimnis und ich 
 habe mein Geheimnis – und über Fragen der ‘Moral’ verstehen wir uns 
 ausgezeichnet. –”251 
 
Although Paragraph 175 and other social problems confronting homosexual men in West 
Germany constituted the central concerns of homophile magazines, they also used these 
narrower debates as entry points into broader critiques of West German democracy and 
the fissures and faults that they saw in it on the basis of their own experience of 
persecution and legal repression. Moreover, VOX also spoke in terms derived from 
international debates over human rights, personal liberty, and social justice. In this 
respect, I propose that VOX attempted to train readers in modes of democratic opposition 
and debate, implicitly reinterpreting homosexual readers as an active and engaged citizen 
with an interest in the work of reconstruction. 
In contrast to other West German homophile magazines, however, magazines 
VOX spoke less to readers’ sexual fantasies and desire. This is clear from the images 
printed in VOX, which were, by comparison to the photos published in Der Weg from the 
same time, were not in fact very erotic. For example, although the inaugural issue from 
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February 1953 printed a photo of a marble statue that portrayed an older man embracing 
a younger man, the cover of the second issue showed a cartoon figure superimposed on a 
black and white photo of a coach.252 The only other vaguely homoerotic image included 
in the first issue was a very simple drawing of a boy in profile titled “Araberjunge.”253 
Otherwise, the images printed in this and other issues of VOX only occasionally hinted at 
homoerotic or even homosocial interaction between men. Those images that were 
included were mostly the work of Charles Grieger, whose drawings in the earlier 
magazine PAN were often considerably more suggestive. For VOX, Grieger concentrated 
on the themes typical to the written texts to give visual form to political and critical texts, 
such as a caricature of George Bernard Shaw under the caption “Der ewige Spötter.”254  
These images were, however, comparatively scarce, and they did not possess the 
same erotic potential as the black and white photographs printed in other magazines such 
as Die Freundschaft, Die Insel, or even the literary magazines PAN and Hellas. 
Ultimately, in addition to increased official scrutiny after 1953, this may have had 
something to do with why VOX did not remain in publication longer than four months; it 
simply did find the right formula for appealing to and attracting sufficient numbers of 
readers. That said, I would again assert that the publication represents a unique attempt to 
take homophile publishing in a new direction.  
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DER RING 
 
With regard to its international perspective and commitment to political 
engagement, Der Ring, I suggest, picked up where VOX left off. It is important to point 
out that Der Ring began publishing in May 1955, but that I only had access to issues from 
May 1956.255 Here I analyze the issue from June/July 1956, which was released a little 
less than a year before Der Ring was forced by officials to halt operations. This issue 
provides us with a unique glimpse into the development of a homophile magazine at mid-
run, which we cannot glean from the shorter-lived magazines or the longest running title 
Der Weg given that it remained in publication beyond the scope of the present study.   
By the middle of its run in late spring 1956, Der Ring had been in publication 
long enough, and had amassed enough readers to project grander changes into the future. 
The magazine cultivated a modern and international profile as the publisher sought to 
attain the status of the leading homophile publication in Central Europe. With the title 
printed in German, French, and English, and a relatively large number of contributions 
translated from other languages,256 there was less room for texts devoted principally to 
the German idiom of romantic friendship. Instead, Der Ring looked outward to the 
international homophile movement, and, like VOX before it, sought to advance its 
campaign for homosexual emancipation with cultural production, to be sure, but also 
through more overt political engagement on a transnational level. This engagement likely 
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had much to do with the persistent legal hurdles that publisher Gerhard Prescha had to 
overcome in order to keep the magazine in print.257  
At mid-run, however, although the publisher was aware of the legal challenges 
that he faced, the introduction to the June/July 1956 issue betrays hope that Der Ring 
would continue to improve, increase distribution, and successfully eliminate competitors 
(at this point, Der Weg and the Swiss publication Der Kreis) to become number one in 
Central Europe. Indeed, the title of the editor’s “Geleitwort” is “Führend im 
mitteleuropäischen Raum. In the piece, he lauds the achievements of the magazine in its 
first year, and speaks of the increasingly high quality of the issues. Yet improvement, he 
asserts, is dependent on the contributions of readers, most of whom “schweigen noch, 
teils um ‘erst einmal abzuwarten’, teils aus der bekannten Neigung heraus, im 
Hintergrund zu bleiben.”258 This is not, however, cause for despair; the editor goes on to 
encourage readers to “meet” (kennen lernen) the new contributors in this double issue, 
whom he refers to as “Mitstreiter mit frischem, vielleicht sogar ungewöhnlichem Stil, mit 
guten Gedanken und viel Mut im Herzen.”259 In other words, the editor directly links the 
continued success and quality of Der Ring to the number and quality of its contributors.  
The publisher’s optimism in the magazine’s future is also clear in the changes that 
have been made from when it first began publication. By the second year, for example, 
Der Ring had changed its appearance, printing articles in two columns instead of one, 
effecting an “Auflockerung des Inhalts,” meaning a decrease in heavy scientific texts and 
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an increase in the number of “belletristische Arbeiten” that were published, and began 
including an insert for lesbian women (referred to as “Freundinnen”) titled “Aphrodite.” 
The editor expresses awareness that not all readers (assumed male) were happy about the 
decision to print “Aphrodite,” but also mentions that lesbians had nowhere else to turn. 
The overall tone of the introduction is thus positive, and the editor concludes: 
 Zahlreiche Zuschriften haben uns versichert: Das April/Mai-Heft war gut. Das 
 Juni/Juli-Heft ist nach unserer Überzeugung noch besser. Und die folgenden 
 Hefte sollen von steter Weiterentwicklung zeugen, bis unsere junge Zeitschrift 
 wirklich das geworden ist, was sie sein soll und sein will: Freund, Begleiter und 
 Ratgeber all derer, die sich die Hände reichen zum großen Bund.260  
 
It is worth noting that Prescha retains the metaphor of “Freund und Ratgeber,” similar to 
Die Insel and other homophile magazines, as a way of connecting with readers, and 
providing them with a model for how to relate to and view the role of the magazine in 
their lives. Underscoring his final point that the magazine sought to bring together 
everyone “die sich die Hände reichen zum großen Bund,” the introduction was followed 
by a small sketch of two interlocked hands.  
Then came a long and fiery essay on the legal status of homoesxual men in West 
Germany by regular contributor to homophile publications Larion Gyburc-Hall (cf. 
section on Hellas above). In a tone of anger and frustration, he asserted that this (and the 
article on homosexuality and astrology that followed) would be the last time he would 
“raise his voice in German magazines.”261 When comparing the tone of his essay, 
appropriately titled “Mein letztes Wort,” to earlier attempts by homophile magazines to 
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adopt an explicitly political stance with regard to Paragraph 175—for example, Die 
Freundschaft’s excerpt from the Danish magazine Vennen, printed towards the end of the 
magazine amidst ads and travel tips; Rolf Putziger’s cautious introduction to Die Insel; or 
Hellas’s retreat to the domain of high culture—Gyburc-Hall’s article is novel in its 
directness, openness, and tone. Moreover, it functioned on a number of levels to inform 
reader of challenges faced by the Prescha Verlag, bring them up to date on the German 
courts’ perspective on homosexuality; and again reinforced a number of key homophile 
counterarguments to legislated persecution such as the right of homosexuals to express 
their true nature as heterosexuals had always done.  
Gyburc-Hall begins by citing the ruling of the district courts in the case against 
the Prescha Verlag for “Verbreitung jugendgefährdender Schriften.” The court argued 
that Der Ring was guilty of promoting homosexuality to the degree that it no longer fell 
under the protection of the constitutional guarantee to free speach, as Gyburc-Hall 
excerpted: 
 Es kann nicht zweifelhaft sein, daß all dies durch das Grundrecht der freien 
 Meinungsäußerung nicht mehr zu decken ist. Eine derartige Anreizung zu 
 Gesetzesverletzungen würde gegen die geltenden Gesetze verstoßen, denn letzten 
 Endes sind die gegen die Asübung der homosexuellen Triebrichtung erlassenen 
 Gesetze in Deutschland seit langem geltendes Recht und nicht etwa als 
 Willkürgesetz auszulegen.262 
 
The court’s ruling further linked the prohibition of homosexuality to age-old cultural 
tradition (“Kulturvölker”) in an argument reminiscent Schelsky’s sociological study of 
sexuality Soziologie der Sexualität, published in 1955 and, as chapter five will show, 
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extremely influential in conditioning public discourse on sexuality in West Germany. 
Thus, the court grounded its ruling in what it perceived as the universal and timeless 
condemnation of same-sex sexual behavior. We read, “Die gleichgeschlechtliche 
Betätigung hat bei allen Kulturvölkern und zu jeder Zeit als Unzucht gegolten. Es handelt 
sich dabei auch nicht um eine zeitgebundene oder etwa von politischen Strömungen und 
Rechten abhängige Bewertung, sondern um eine gleichbleibende, in jedem Kulturstaat 
gültige Anschauung...”263 
In a tactic common to other homophile authors, Gyburc-Hall countered by citing 
the work of a sanctioned and recognized participant in mainstream legal discourse, Hofrat 
Dr. phil. Wolfgang Benndorf, whose book Unvernunft und Unheil im Sexualstrafrecht, 
Gyburc-Hall notes, was released that same year. Gyburc-Hall introduced an excerpt from 
Benndorf’s work with, “Richtig schreibt der mutige Vorkämpfer für die Befreiung der 
sexuellen Miderheiten vom Galgen der Justiz...der selbst nicht zu dem betroffenen 
Personenkreis gehört...” Mentioning that this presumably esteemed member of West 
German society was not himself homosexual was important as it lent additional credence 
to the claim that Paragraph 175 was unjust. And to be sure, that is precisely the effect that 
Gyburc-Hall sought to achieve by including Benndorf’s words:  
 Fast die ganze homosexuelle Minorität lebt dauernd in Angst und Verbitterung, 
 obwohl nur ein Bruchteil wirklich jemals in Strafuntersuchung gezogen wird. Für 
 diese wenigen ist die Nervenqual meist unbeschreiblich. Weit schlimmer als die 
 Strafe selbst wirkt das Bewußtsein, zum ‘Verbrecher’ gestempelt zu sein.264  
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As Benndorf goes on to assert, for many men, the simple idea that their 
“Privatgelegenheiten” should lead them to be fingerprinted, photographed, and included 
“in ein polizeiliches Sittlichkeitsverbrecheralbum” was “ein erschütterndes Erlebnis,” and 
compares the entire process of labeling a man a criminal to “Nerventortur.”265 
Interestingly, as the excerpt from the court’s ruling indicates, laws against homosexuality 
were hardly new, and neither were the tactics used to record and police homosexuals. 
Skillfully, Gyburc-Hall then shifts to his own perspective as one of the men most 
directly affected by the abysmal situation that the jurist describes. His own argument is 
not, however, grounded in law or science, but rather in affective and emotional terms, and 
rooted in the cultural traditions that, in his mind, have been cultivated and nourished by 
homosexuals. He writes: 
 Wenn wir also ‘verehren und verherrlichen, was uns so heilig ist, wie den anderen 
 die Aufflut ihres Herzens’, so verhalten wir uns nicht anders als jene, die ihre 
 Liebe seit Urtagen verherrlicht haben und aus dem immer wieder aufbrechenden 
 Jubel eine Weltliteratur schufen. Und wenn wir uns suchen in Sehnsucht und 
 Fährnis, so tun wir dies aus demselben Grunde wie jene—nämlich: ‘um einander 
 zu lieben secundum ordinem nostrae naturae—nach der Ordnung unserer Natur’, 
 für deren abweichende Andersartigkeit wir nicht verantwortlich sind—ein Tun, 
 das wir so wenig zu unterlassen vermögen wie jene, ‘Notwendigkeiten uns 
 neigend, die größer sind als Lust und Leid und gewaltiger denn Wille und 
 Widerstand...’ (Rilke)266  
 
Although his language is consistent with much of the writing in homophile magazines in 
alluding to “unsere Natur,” Gyburc-Hall nevertheless attempts to give homosexual men a 
human face in addition to referencing scientific and legal discourse to argue for increased 
tolerance and legal reform. Unfortunately, as I discussed in chapter one, Der Ring would 
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not last much longer. Publication became more erratic and irregular, and publisher 
Prescha continued to encounter problems with officials. Gybuc-Hall’s tone of frustration 
and anger with the legal status of homosexual men in the Federal Republic was also tied 
to the limitations placed on free expression in homophile publishing. Indeed, it seems 
entirely appropriate given the future of West Germany’s homophile magazines; with the 
exception of Der Weg (and smaller private publications such as die runde), all the other 
homophile magazines that I have discussed would not survive past 1957.   
DER WEG 
Given its long-term success and its signifcance as an indicator of major shifts in 
homophile and West German visual culture alike, it seems fitting to close my analysis of 
homophile magazines with Rolf Putziger’s Der Weg zu Freundschaft und Toleranz. In 
April 1957, the magazine appeared with a newly designed cover, the first significant 
change in its appearance since it came into publication as Die Insel in 1951. Although the 
previous cover also regularly included black and white photographs of male models, the 
title took up a full upper third of the total space. In April 1957, however, the title was 
reduced in size and relegated to the upper right-hand corner with a new font, and 
accompanied by the issue number, the year, and the price (1.50 DM) in a small green 
circle. The rest of the space was devoted to a black and white photo of a naked young 
man leaning on a non-descript support and looking at the camera. His left hand rests on 
his right thigh, covering his penis. In the dark background, we see what looks like the 
spokes of a wagon wheel, radiating out around the model’s body. This composition thus 
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draws the viewer’s attention to the center of the photo: and the figure of a desirable 
young man. In contrast to issues of Die Freundschaft and other earlier titles, there is very 
little else to look at. For instance, there is no indication of what texts this issue of Der 
Weg might include, no authors’ names, and no subtitle. In short, there is nothing to 
distract the viewer’s gaze from the model’s naked body.   
 
 
Illustration 13: Der Weg, April 1957. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
 
In contrast to images in other homophile magazines, such as the more “artistic” 
illustrations printed in Hellas, it is difficult to ignore the eroticism embodied in this 
photograph. The model’s overall appearance recalls the Halbstarken, a cultural 
phenomenon in mid-1950s West Germany in which young men adopted modes of dress 
and self-stylization seen in James Dean movies from the US as well as in the 1956 West 
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German feature film Die Halbstarken, directed by Georg Tressler.267 Indeed, the erotic 
appeal of the photo is motivated by its use of popular visual tropes that were specifically 
associated with rebellion against social norms in the 1950s.268 The tattoo of a dagger on 
his right forearm, his slicked back hair, and his capricious gaze that seems to challenge 
the viewer all suggest that he is a “bad boy.” Visual studies scholars refer to this look as 
the “penetrating gaze” (particularly common in photographs of men) as it seems to pierce 
the viewer and “reach beyond the boundary of the frame.”269 The model seems to 
acknowledge and at the same time reject the viewer’s desiring gaze, as if asserting that 
the viewer won’t really get what he wants.  
The increasing centrality of images to Der Weg is further suggested by the 
changing ratio of photographs to written texts over the course of the decade. From the 
first issue of Die Insel in 1951 to the April 1957 issue, which I examine here, photos of 
male models came to occupy eight of the average twenty to twenty-two pages of each 
issue. Thus while Der Weg did not necessarily print more images than other homophile 
magazine or magazines from earlier years, the decrease in the amount of written text 
changed the overall impression and focus of the magazine, making images the 
centerpiece of Der Weg’s offering to readers. As I have suggested elsewhere, this 
popularization of the magazine and its gradual departure from the pretenses of a literary 
or political-cultural journal were quite possibly the primary factors in Der Weg’s long-
term success. 
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Another photograph included in the April 1957 issue of Der Weg also played on a 
popular figure from the era for its erotic appeal. We see a man wearing nothing but a 
cowboy hat, jeans, and a pair of boots. He is reclining on a table and looking at the 
viewer from under his cowboy hat with a cheeky smile. Cowboys were a common motif 
in homophile magazines, in both photographs and reproductions of paintings by the 
American George Quaintance.270 Similar to the “bad boy” on the front cover of the issue, 
the figure of the cowboy was the source for much public debate in 1950s West Germany, 
as West German authorities sought greater control over the education of young German 
men to be “neither too weak nor too aggressive.”271 In addition to the erotic appeal of a 
shirtless cowboy, as Clayton Whisnant notes, blue jeans also called to mind associations 
with working-class men, long a source of fantasy in publishing for homosexual men.272 In 
addition to bad boys and cowboys, sailors, stevedores, workers, wrestlers, and 
bodybuilders all made appearances in photos printed in Der Weg. which relied on the 
figures’ status as a member of the working-class or a social outsider to generate erotic 
appeal.  
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Illustration 14: Der Weg, April 1957. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
 
Ultimately, however, whatever figures of popular culture we find in the photos 
published in homophile magazines, the models’ well-built physiques played an essential 
role in capturing readers’ erotic fantasy, and signaled a transition from the often tame 
representation of artistically posed nudes and young men in nature in pre-1933 
publications and in the earliest homophile magazines to the flourishing porn and erotica 
industry of the postwar decades.273 Rosenkranz and Lorenz trace this aesthetic 
progression succinctly, writing: 
Nach der Hellenisierung folgte eine Alltagstypisierung mit Abbilduingen von 
 Männern aus den Bereichen Sport, Arbeitswelt und Marine, die zu einer 
 zunehmenden Erotisierung in Fotografie und Zeichnung führte. Die Stereotype 
 Jüngling, ja Ephebe, nach dem Vorbild des klassischen Altertums, wurde abgelöst 
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 von der Stereotype ‘männliche Männer’, bis der Durchbruch zur Darstellung des 
 Mannes als rein sexuellem Wesen.274  
 
Indeed, it is possible to trace the beginnings of this progression in the 
representational aesthetics of the male body back to the late nineteenth century and the 
birth of photography, when visual culture gradually began to compete with and 
eventually overtake literary culture as the primary mode of cultural production in 
Germany and the west. Even at this early stage in the history of photography, the 
muscular male body became a favorite and frequently captured subject. One of the first 
athletes to be extensively photographed was the bodybuilder and performer Eugen 
Sandow, German-born Friedrich Wilhelm Müller who is credited with pioneering the 
“public display of aesthetic muscularity for its own sake.”275 Bringing together the 
tradition of strongman performances, the invention of the camera, and the physical 
culture movement, Sandow and other bodybuilders such as the Italian Charles Atlas 
sparked an unprecedented growth in interest in the appearance of the muscular body and 
its representation.276 Soon images of the muscular body would be used to market 
consumer products, forging a connection between aestheticized and idealized images of 
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the body, advertising, and sales.277 
In this context, the erotic potential of photographs soon became evident, and 
cameras were soon being used to support a burgeoning late-nineteenth century erotica 
industry. In his important study on homoerotic photography, Thomas Waugh locates the 
proliferation of photographic images of the body within the larger context of changes in 
the ways the body was viewed in the late nineteenth century. He writes that, 
“Photography took its privileged place in this visual environment, on every level of the 
cultural hierarchy from the sacrosanct to the shockingly taboo: the sexualized body was a 
necessary underside of the official photographic idiom of the respectable hardworking 
body in the studio portrait.”278 For same-sex desiring men, photography obtained the 
capacity to eroticize the body through representations of athletic and muscular physiques.  
Physical culture continued to develop through the first half of the twentieth 
century, although the photographed body and its meanings shifted. The mainstream body 
ideal in the Weimar Republic, while still athletic, tended towards androgyny in 1920s 
when, as historian Erik Jensen writes, the physique to aspire to was “slimmed-down” and 
bordering on “scrawny.”279 In this respect, Weimar actor Conrad Veit’s lithe and slender 
physique comes to mind as characteristic of the Weimar ideal of the androgynous body, 
blurring the distinction between the male and female body. Weimar-era magazines for 
homosexual readers followed suit in the representation of the male body. For example, in 
Adolf Brand’s Der Eigene, models were typically young, even adolescent, and although 
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they were generally slim and on occasion athletic, their bodies were not muscular. Brand 
also published collections of photographs, which he advertised in the magazine, including 
Rasse und Schönheit and Deutsche Rasse. Rooted in the very particular masculinist and 
often pederastic ethos that characterized the Gemeinschaft der Eigenen and the readership 
of Der Eigene, Brand’s photographs emanate an eroticism based on the subjects’ 
youthfulness rather than on their strength. The appeal of the images was generated not by 
the camera’s focus on the subject’s well-built physique and musculature, but by his 
youthfulness and engagement in outdoor activities. 
By contrast, 1950s homophile magazines departed from the androgynous ideal in 
Weimar physical culture and in publications such as Brand’s to print overwhelmingly 
photographs of well-built and muscular bodies, clearly posed to accentuate the 
musculature of the subjects.280 Drawing on the earlier tradition of physique photography, 
the postwar pinup boy had a body that pointed to the muscle man of subsequent decades, 
foreshadowing the surge of interest in bodybuilding and physique photography in the 
1970s and 1980s, when figures like Arnold Schwarzenegger and Lou Ferrigno would 
lend an unprecedented appeal to the muscular male body through photographs and films.  
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Illustration 15: Der Weg, April 1957. Courtesy of the Schwules Museum, Berlin. 
 
US American influences were also important in defining the photographic aesthetic of the 
magazines and the body types that readers seemed most drawn to. In the early 1950s, Bob 
Mizer began publishing the physique magazine Physique Pictorial. The magazine was 
intended to showcase the physique photographs that Mizer himself took for his Athletic 
Model Guild, based in Los Angeles, and also included paintings by George Quaintance, 
an American physique artist whose oil paintings portraying nude athletes and cowboys in 
“idyllic ‘Wild West Romantic’” fashion were also printed in West German magazines 
such as Der Weg.281 The international networks that the magazines cultivated and 
exploited thus made possible the growth in the popularity of physique photography 
among West German readers.    
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Mainstream West German periodicals such as Er, the “Zeitschrift für den Herrn” 
(founded in 1950) and Bravo (founded in 1956) similarly contributed in populating 
postwar German visual culture with sexualized images of the body.282 But not of the male 
body. In Er, women were always portrayed as stylish, sexualized, and always “durch eine 
ausgesprochene männliche Brille gesehen.”283 Men were always cast as onlookers. 
Similarly, in Bravo women were typically portrayed “dass sie im männlichen Betrachter 
sexuelle Impulse zu entfachen geeignet waren,” whereas male sexuality was not depicted 
at all.284 Significantly, in both these popular titles, women’s bodies are depicted not only 
as objects of male desire, but also as commodities, dressed in the latest fashions and 
engaged in leisure activities such as shopping, dining out, and even hunting associated 
with wealth and economic stability.285  
Given the gender conventions in representing bodies in mainstream West German 
visual culture from the period, homophile magazines were unique in presenting 
sexualized images of men for the pleasure of male readers. Clayton Whisnant observes: 
This objectification brought pleasure for gay men, but more too: in a social-
cultural context that only served up female bodies as objects of visual pleasure, 
gay magazines implicitly offered reassurance that male bodies could be objects of 
desire. As someone who both enjoyed looking at men and who desired himself to 
be seen in such a light, this was enormously validating.286 
 
At the same time, suggesting that men, too, could be the objects of specifically male 
desire and consumption was a threat to the gender order of 1950s West German society. 
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Although moving away from images of young men and boys perhaps diminished long-
standing associations of male homosexuality with pedophilia, physique photos that turned 
visual tropes long associated with masculine ideals into catalysts for same-sex desire 
were no less suspect, and also caught the attention of West German authorities. In a case 
against editor and homophile activist Johannes Dörrast, for example, for violation of 
Paragraph 184, the prosecution argued: 
Was für den heterosexuellen Blick unproblematisch und harmlos erscheint, kann 
 für einen Mann, der Männer mag, also für jemanden mit dem ‘schwulem Blick,’ 
 erregend wirken. So ist die Aufnahme zweier Männer, die im Meer stehen, ein 
 klassisches Urlaubsmotiv; schaut man genau hin, fällt auf, dass sich die 
 Genitalien deutlich abzeichnen.287 
 
At issue in the ruling was a specifically “schwuler Blick,” which radically changed the 
meaning of images of men’s bodies. As I discuss in chapter four, such arguments against 
homoeroticism in visual representations of men—and in particular those that embodied 
masculine ideals of muscularity and strength—connect postwar responses to homophile 
visual culture to legacies of male body aesthetics under the Nazis.  
In the final analysis, the long-term success of Der Weg suggests that publisher 
Rolf Putziger had stumbled on a comparatively successful formula of speaking to 
readers’ sexual desire in order to secure their loyalty to the magazine.288 Ultimately, 
however, the increasing number of publications from Scandinavia, with overtly 
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pornographic images, both heralded the impending “sexual revolution” and made 1950s 
homophile magazines “appear antiquated.”289 Yet the importance of Der Weg and other 
homophile magazines in daring to suggest that men, too, could be objects of both of other 
men’s erotic fantasies and consumer desire represented an important shift in the 
aesthetics of male body representation in homophile visual culture and, in the long run, in 
mainstream visual culture, too.290  
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Chapter Three: Periodicals, the German Public Sphere, and the  
Emergence of Homosexual Publics 
From their emergence in the late eighteenth century, periodicals played a central role in 
making public alternative perspectives in opposition to mainstream culture. Early literary 
magazines were used by Enlightenment writers to demand greater artistic autonomy, and 
were pivotal in the debates over censorship and freedom of expression leading up to the 
March Revolution of 1848. They played an instrumental role in winning support for 
social democracy in the Second Reich, became the paramount medium for avant-garde 
aesthetic movements in the first half of the twentieth century, and undergirded the 
ideological campaigns of reform movements such as the nudist movement and the 
Wandervogelbewegung. In many cases, the readerships nurtured by magazines became 
powerful constituencies with visible—if not always accepted—public profiles. In the late 
nineteenth century, the first movements for sexual emancipation also used magazines to 
great effect. For example, the Berlin publicist Adolf Brand and the sexologist Magnus 
Hirschfeld launched struggles for homosexual emancipation, sexual “enlightenment” 
(Aufklärung), and the abolition of Paragraph 175 of the German criminal code in the 
pages of the magazines that they founded, Der Eigene and the Jahrbuch für sexuelle 
Zwischenstufen (Yearbook for Intersexual Variants) respectively.291 These magazines 
would provide the foundation for the robust publishing sphere that came to characterize 
non-normative sexual publics during Weimar Republic, when relaxed censorship laws 
                                                
291 “Der Eigene” is difficult to render in English. It has been translated alternately as The Own and The 
Self-Owner, with reference to the title’s Stirnerian provenance. See Steakley, Homosexual Emancipation, 
23. In this study I have left all titles in the original, offering a translation only after the first mention.  
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allowed for the proliferation of publications that fostered and sustained a vibrant 
discourse on sexuality and personal liberty.  
Early magazines published for homosexual readers, such as Der Eigene, Jahrbuch 
für sexuelle Zwischenstufen (hence JfsZ), and later Die Freundin, Insel, Hellasbote, and 
others, participated in lending homosexuality a public profile rooted in, yet at the same 
time different from mainstream conceptions of same-sex sexuality developed and adopted 
by legislators, doctors, and officials at the end of the nineteenth century.292 At the turn of 
the century, magazines became the voice of campaigns to repeal Paragraph 175 and 
censorship laws such as Paragraph 184, amended in 1900 and again in 1926 to combat 
Schmutz und Schund (smut and trash),293 which was thought to endanger German youth 
(i.e., jugendgefährdende Schriften) and threaten the moral, social, and even political 
health of the nation.294 Although Paragraph 175 has received the bulk of scholarly 
attention, both paragraphs were important conditions in the emergence of homosexuality 
as a discursive category. Historian Jens Dobler notes, “Solange homosexueller Verkehr 
als widernatürliche Unzucht verfolgt wurde, war auch jede homosexuelle Abbildung und 
die Homosexualität positiv darstellende Schrift zumindest als ‘unzüchtig’ verdächtig und 
oft auch als ‘unzüchtig’ justizabel.”295 Thus in the same historical moment that Foucault 
identifies as the emergence of the “homosexual type” in legal and medical discourse as 
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295 Dobler, Zwischen Duldungspolitik und Verbrechensbekämpfung, 508. 
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well as among homosexual men and women themselves was intimately linked to the 
legislation and control of the means through which the first homosexual publics were 
articulated, namely magazines. 
The interdependency of 175 and 184 became wholly apparent in the Third Reich, 
when, under the imperatives Gleichschaltung (consolidation of institutional powers), both 
were intensified. The German public sphere contracted, and the numerous publications 
for homosexuals that had emerged in the Weimar Republic, along with any publications 
that did not accord with Nazi racial and political ideology, were rapidly banned. The 
immediate postwar years saw little activity with regard to queer publishing—with the 
notable exception of Amicus-Briefbund in West Berlin. Yet as I alluded to in chapter one, 
a general concern and anxieties about the sexual health of the nation created an 
environment in which sex became “Thema 1.”296 Combined with relaxed censorship and 
licensing regulations under occupied control, the turn of the 1950s provided a milieu in 
which the homosexual publics fostered by magazines before 1933 could again be 
articulated. In the postwar West, however, the conditions of everyday life for homosexual 
men changed little in the wake of the much-touted Stunde Null (“Zero Hour”); they 
continued to be subjected to legislated persecution and arrest under the 1935 Nazi version 
of Paragraph 175. As the decade wore on, homophile publishing would also come under 
increased scrutiny, and legacies of censorship and government restriction of any 
publications that might be considered to endanger youth were again revived. Those 
involved in homophile publishing such as Charles Grieger, Johannes Dörrast, and 
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Gerhard Prescha found themselves fighting many of the same battles for freedom of 
expression that their predecessors had in the first half of the century. Yet another example 
of where the Federal Republic failed to deal fully with the legacies of Nazism, the 
discrepancies between the claims of reconstruction and the postwar experience of 
homosexual men call into question the ways in which the early history of West Germany 
has been written.  
In order to fully understand the significance of homophile magazines in postwar 
West German society, it is necessary to look back and trace the continuities in the 
conditions of publishing as well as the publishing traditions and larger cultural currents 
from the first half of the century that 1950s publications drew on, which is the general 
focus of part two of this study. Chapter three outlines the preconditions of homophile 
magazines, briefly tracing the history of periodical publishing in Germany and the 
relationship of magazines to the development of the modern public sphere in the 
nineteenth century as most famously described by Jürgen Habermas and reevaluated by 
numerous scholars in past years such as Petwer Uwe Hohendahl, Nancy Fraser, Seyla 
Benhabib, Michael Warner, and others.297 I use “modern” throughout to refer to the 
changes brought about by industrialization, urbanization, and German national 
unification in 1871, a year that was also significant in the genealogy of homosexuality in 
Germany. The importance of magazines to the development of the modern German 
nation has been compellingly discussed by scholars such as Kirsten Belgum, Peter 
Fritszche, and Bernhard Fulda, and I rely on their work to establish the relationship 
                                                
297 See the introduction for a more sustained engagement with public-sphere theory.  
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between larger discourses of modernization and the strategies used in early magazines for 
constructing homosexual publics.298 After discussing the historical conditions of the first 
publications for homosexual readers, I briefly analyze a selection of issues of Der Eigene 
and Jahrubuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen in order to identify the strategies that they 
used and the discourses that they engaged with in creating their readerships. This analysis 
will also shed light on important continuities and differences in the postwar years, as 
1950s homophile magazines turned, in part, to these earlier publications as models.  
Chapter four follows the history of these first magazines into the Weimar 
Republic, when they were joined by numerous other titles including Friedrich 
Radszuweit’s Blätter für Menschenrecht, Die Insel, and Die Freundin; Die Fanfare and 
Der Hellasbote; and others such as Karl Schulz’s Die Freundschaft, which I examine in 
greater detail in chapter four.299 Maintaining the precedents established by Der Eigene 
and JfsZ of relying on high-cultural and scholarly texts to entertain and educate readers, 
these truly popular magazines added other genres such as personal ads, appealing to a 
broader readership than Brand’s more elitist and exclusive Der Eigene or the more 
academically oriented JfsZ. In all, the magazines continued to unify readers through 
political essays, reviews, literature, and other material, conditioning their tastes and 
expectations, and offering them a lens through which to interpret canonical and non-
canonical texts in terms of friendship, camaraderie, and same-sex desire. These 
interpretive strategies would become crucial after 1933 when the Nazis intensified 
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persecution of homosexuals and others who did not conform to the party’s racialized 
notions of ideal sexual behavior, and banned publications for homosexual readers. Yet 
like many Germans, the robust cultural enterprise that early twentieth-century magazines 
were witness to survived, in part, in exile, in the Swiss magazine Der Kreis, for 
example.300 Moreover, in spite of stifling censorship and legislated persecution, 
homosexual men fortunate enough to avoid arrest, often through marriage or enlistment 
in the military, were often able to find a degree of erotic and emotional satisfaction in the 
masculinist culture fomented by Nazi racial ideology, as scholars such as Tim Pursell and 
Christian Klein have argued.301 Indeed, in the 1950s, much of the aesthetic production 
and cultural ethos that allowed homosexual men to weather the fundamentally 
homophobic Nazi regime was often unproblematically sustained by West German 
homophile magazines.  
 
Periodical Publishing and the German Public Sphere 
 
When the first magazines for homosexual readers appeared in Germany at the end of the 
nineteenth century, they joined the hundreds of other periodicals that were current in 
Germany at the time in a rich tradition that had transformed the German (and European) 
cultural landscape. From early scholarly journals (Gelehrtenzeitschriften) and popular 
moral weeklies (moralische Wochenschriften) that formed the foundation of the medium 
in the late eighteenth century to the Schlegels’ Athenäum (1798-1800), Stefan George’s 
Blätter für die Kunst (1892-1919), and the many other literary magazines that gave voice 
                                                
300 See Hubert Kennedy’s study and sourcebook The Ideal Gay Man: The Story of Der Kreis. 
301 See Christian Klein, Schreiben and Schatten and Tim Pursell, “Queer Eyes and Wagnerian Guys.” 
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to new perspectives on language and aesthetics; from the political periodicals that defined 
the Vormärz to the popular entertainment magazines (Unterhaltungszeitschriften) and 
illustrated family weeklies such as the Die Gartenlaube (1853-1937) that consolidated 
readers around master categories such as “nation,” “social democracy,” and “Deutsch”302: 
the full impact of magazines on German culture from the late eighteenth century into the 
twentieth century is inestimable.  
Magazines were a mainstay of everyday life throughout much of the nineteenth 
century. By 1900 there were more than five thousand periodicals printed in German-
speaking Central Europe alone, and the number of titles continued to rise into the new 
century.303 This rise in popularity had much to do with Germany’s development as a 
modern, industrial nation with a strong urban center after 1871, heralded by a number of 
phenomena that directly affected publishing and reading, including increased literacy 
rates, the appearance of lending libraries and Lesezirkel (reading groups that shared 
reading material), and new print technologies.304 Yet magazines contributed to 
Germany’s modernization as much as they benefitted from it.305 As Kirsten Belgum has 
demonstrated in her study of the popular illustrated weekly Die Gartenlaube, magazines 
were instrumental in consolidating German national identity by encouraging readers to 
imagine themselves as part of a community unified by such notions as industrial progress, 
shared family ideals, and a common history and national purpose. Referencing Benedict 
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Anderson’s notion of the “imagined community,” she investigates the ways in which Die 
Gartenlaube created German national identity through diverse texts and images that 
attracted readers from different regions and often conflicting social and class 
backgrounds. She notes that “identification with the nation” in the Gartenlaube became a 
“way of transcending conflicting and competing identities.”306 Belgum’s insight into this 
function of the illustrated family weekly, which was admittedly unsurpassed in popularity 
and overall distribution, can be extended to other late-nineteenth-century magazines as 
well.  Periodical publications relied on their capacity for drawing readers together 
through supposed commonalities in order to build political constituencies, offer 
entertainment, or propagate political and social agendas. Magazines, more than other 
textual media I would suggest, created virtual connections between readers under clearly 
defined rubrics of belonging such as national identity, party affiliation, or, as we shall 
see, same-sex desire.  
Nineteenth-century magazines were the hybrid product of a number of traditions 
in periodical publishing. Early publications such as Avisen and Messrelationen307 
provided the medium with the rhythm of regular distribution and other defining 
characteristics such as duration, repetition, and periodicity.308 But periodical media fully 
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came into their own in the Enlightenment, developing as a forum for the debates and 
discussions that took place in newly emergent public spaces such as salons and coffee 
houses. In these spaces, according to Habermas, the increasingly powerful bourgeois 
middle class voiced opinions, passed judgments on art and literature, and articulated 
demands for cultural and political change. Critical journals were an extension of these 
spaces for exchange, and Habermas accords them a central place in the development of 
the public sphere in which figures such as the “art critic” took on the role of “public 
educator” who followed no authority other than that of the “better argument” expounded 
in the pages of early journals.309 Relying on an earlier precedent set by scholarly journals 
(Gelehrtenzeitschriften), predominant in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries, critical journals provided a dynamic space where arguments could be 
developed and countered over the course of several issues.310 Soon, public (i.e., 
published) debate would benefit from the influence of more popular genres such as the 
British tradition of moral weeklies (moralische Wochenschriften). These accessible and 
affordable publications, with titles such as Mensch, Freund, Patrioten, and 
Hypochondristen, departed from the pretense and exclusivity of scholarly and critical 
                                                                                                                                            
remains compelling, and his seven categories still form the foundation for the study of the medium. Since 
Kirchner, other scholars have further refined his categories by focusing on specific genres within the larger 
medium such as illustrated family magazines (Belgum), moral weeklies (Martens), culture magazines 
(Frank), and political-literary magazines (Obenaus, Pross, Schlawe). In his study of German political-
literary magazines, Harry Pross shifts the emphasis from approaches that fetishize the medium to a focus on 
their function as organs of political and social action. He efficiently boils Kirchner’s seven categories down 
to three: duration (Ausdauer), repetition (Wiederholung), and periodicity (Periodizität). For Pross, what 
matters is the larger social function of magazines, and the role they have played in the articulation of ideas. 
See Pross, Literatur und Politik. These three categories are the ones that I have relied on in delineating the 
parameters of the modern magazine for this study. 
309 Habermas, Transformation, 40-41.  
310 Habermas, Transformation, 40. 
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journals, and cultivated “an especially close relationship with the reader” through their 
focus on moral instruction.311 They thus laid an important foundation for the 
popularization of the medium among a general readership.  
Writers, too, saw periodicals as a new and potentially revolutionary way to 
address readers, taking advantage of the openness of the medium to experiment with 
content, form, and style in ways that might have been ruinous in more expensive 
monographs.312 In Europa (1803-1805), Friedrich Schlegel’s second attempt at a 
periodical after Athenäum, the author recognized the potential of magazines, noting that 
they challenged the conventions of book publication by allowing a number of texts by 
different authors to be published in one volume, commonly united by a theme or 
particular commitment to an aesthetic program.313 This openness correspondingly 
affected the way that magazines were read, as readers were exposed to a multiplicity of 
texts from different genres and perspectives that were not bound to a plotline or a 
particular reading order.314 In other words, periodicals could be read from cover to cover, 
but they could also be read non-sequentially depending on readers’ interests.   
Finally in the Second Reich, the Revue or Rundschau brought together a number 
of disparate textual genres to provide readers with entertainment while simultaneously 
providing instruction and edification. In his extensive study of the tradition of politisch-
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literarische Zeitschriften (“political-literary magazines”), Harry Pross traces the history 
of the Revue from its adoption in Germany in the early nineteenth century from French 
and English precursors through its rise to prominence as a popular medium of both 
entertainment and social critique in Wilhelmine Germany. He writes: 
Die Wissenschaft mit der schönen Literatur zu verbinden, entsprach dem Wunsch 
nach « Unterhaltung und Belehrung in der edelsten Form und aus kompetentesten 
Händen »... Unterhaltung und Belehrung auf höchstem Niveau zu bieten, war eine 
Art volkspädagogischer Aufgabe an einer Schicht, die dafür vorgebildet und 
zugleich aufgeschlossen genug war, sich belehren zu lassen.315 
 
Soon, publications such as the Die Gegenwart (1872) and Deutsche Rundschau (1874) 
were attracting large numbers of readers who found the variety of the magazines’ 
offerings on diverse topics compelling and helpful in navigating the experience of 
modernization. Political-literary magazines offered consolidated perspectives on current 
events, and provided readers with a sense of shared tastes and perspectives on the many 
transformations that Germany underwent from 1871 into the next century.  
Given the medium’s characteristics of periodical repetition, duration, and the 
dynamic interplay between textual diversity on the one hand and clearly defined 
readership profiles on the other (i.e., the magazine as a purveyor of national identity), 
magazines were particularly propitious for building publics centered around campaigns 
for political and social change, as new political parties, clubs, and associations such as 
the Turnerbewegung and fraternities (Burschenschaften) all competed for space and 
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readers’ attention in the expanding public sphere.316 The magazine became an important 
medium for spreading the messages of such groups and attracting adherents who, through 
reading, came to identify with their perspectives. Readers gradually developed a sense of 
unity with the perspectives represented in magazines and a feeling of belonging to a 
larger group composed of strangers who nonetheless indirectly belonged to the same 
public by virtue of a particular set of tastes and opinions, a shared corpus of readings, or a 
common cause. Yet magazines’ openness and appeal to potentially dissident 
organizations proved a threat to state authority, and throughout the nineteenth century, 
several laws were passed across German-speaking central Europe to curtail freedom of 
the press. These included, for instance, the 1819 Karlsbad press laws; the ban on 
publications associated with junges Deutschland in 1835; the 1854 press laws, which 
retracted the declaration of freedom of the press in 1848; and the 1878 ban of Social 
Democrat publications. Literature, too, came under increased scrutiny, as Prussian 
authorities saw in the writings of junges Deutschland attempts by authors such as 
Heinrich Heine, Carl Gutzkow, and Theodor Mundt to smuggle “Ideen quasi über die 
Hintertür, heimlich verpackt als schöne Literatur an der politisch motivierten Zensur 
vorbei, zu einem großen Lesepublikum.”317 Journals, magazines, Flugschriften and 
Streitschriften were considered particularly risky as they could be published quickly in 
response to changing political and social debates, and their low cost of production in 
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comparison with books made them appealing to members of those classes that, in the 
state’s mind, had a keen interest in changing the status quo.318 Finally, in 1900 the so-
called Lex Heinze (revision of Paragraph 184) “made it illegal not only to distribute or 
display, but also to compose, manufacture, store, advertise, or publicly extol any obscene 
works or give these to any person under sixteen years of age.”319 The Lex Heinze had 
direct bearing on the early history of Brand’s Der Eigene and later Weimar-era 
publications produced for homosexual readers, and its legacy extended well into postwar 
West German public discourse.  
Although censorship laws were relaxed for a few years after the Revolutions of 
1848, print culture and the press in general remained an object of official scrutiny for the 
rest of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth. Before national unification in 1871, 
however, many writers, scholars, and activists took advantage of discrepancies in 
criminal codes and censorship laws among the German states. In skillfully navigating 
these loopholes, Karl Heinrich Ulrichs, Karl Maria Kertbeny, Carl Westphal and others 
began to articulate a discourse on same-sex sexuality, coining terms such as 
Urning/Uranide (“uranian”) homosexuel, and konträre Sexualempfindung (“contrary 
sexual feeling”). After 1871, changing demographics and concern for the nation’s 
population growth only increased interest in matters of sexuality.320 Significant 
intellectual energy was devoted to the question of homosexuality, as demographers 
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discussed the dangers of same-sex relationships, and legislators scrambled to protect 
marriage as “a guarantor for the development of a modern, powerful nation.”321 Popular 
interest in homosexuality also rose, and publishers such as Max Spohr in Leipzig and 
Adolf Brand in Berlin released hundreds of titles in the last decade of the nineteenth 
century.322 Ultimately, this growing discourse would also make possible the numerous 
magazines for homosexual readers that proliferated in the Weimar Republic, and would 
play a central role in establishing the contours of Germany’s twentieth-century 
homosexual publics.  
 
Magazines and Non-Normative Sexual Publics at the Turn of the Century 
The modern magazine was an urban phenomenon, made possible by new print 
technologies, and made popular by the growing need for information and representation 
among the thousands of citizens who were relocating to Europe’s urban centers. As Peter 
Fritzsche notes, print media were instrumental in helping inhabitants of the modern 
metropolis make sense of their new surroundings, the complex of ideas and stimuli, and 
the masses of people that confronted them. The public sphere was increasingly mediated 
through the words that filled the bustling—and confounding—city.323 Newspapers and 
magazines were available at the kiosks and newsstands that could be found on every 
corner of the new national capital, Berlin.324 Cities, surging with readers, offered both a 
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confounding and exciting array of media, entertainment, and opportunities for political 
and social engagement.  
For homosexual men and women, life in cities meant a mix of new possibilities 
and risks. On the one hand, cities were easy to patrol, and the Berlin police soon 
developed new technologies for searching out urban spaces and tracing violators of 
Paragraph 175. In his comprehensive and detailed study of police persecution of 
homosexuals in Berlin from 1848 to 1933, Jens Dobler examines the development of new 
policing methods and the application of new technologies such as photography to police 
investigations. His research reveals a wealth of fascinating information that suggests the 
need for more nuanced interpretations of how Germans lived and pursued their pleasures 
in the Wilhelmine capital and other growing metropolitan areas. Seemingly innocuous 
procedures of documentation that were invaluable in the organization and expansion of 
modern cities such as registers (Personenregister) and photographs, often compiled by 
police into “criminal albums” (Verbrecheralben), could also be used as “weapons” to 
survey and control the behavior of Berlin’s male homosexuals, simultaneously turning 
blackmail into a lucrative undertaking.325 Although at the turn of the century, no more 
than 500 men on average were convicted of violations of Paragraph 175 each year, 
homosexual men nonetheless had to cope with the fear that any meeting with another 
man for sex might lead to an endless chain of threats from blackmailers.326 More than 
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arrest, the threat of blackmail created anxiety among homosexual men at large; Magnus 
Hirschfeld estimated that for every ten men who were convicted for violations of 
Paragraph 175, at least 100 more were subject to the caprices of blackmailers.327 In the 
early twentieth century, many of these cases ended in suicide for fear of arrest, exposure, 
loss of employment, and social and familial shame.328 On the other hand, cities offered 
homosexuals greater opportunities to meet each other and socialize with greater ease than 
would have been possible in less urban spaces. The city allowed homosexuals to begin to 
“imagine themselves as a minority, to recognize themselves as a group with shared 
interests,” and to develop “ritualized forms of interaction which would facilitate mutual 
recognition.”329 From these new social networks, a common political sensibility gradually 
emerged in opposition to Paragraph175, and German homosexuals began to regard 
themselves as members of a distinct public within the public sphere.  
These new publics, brought together by a shared sense of persecution and by 
common meeting places and similar interests, desires, and pleasures found expression in 
the first two magazines published for Germany’s queer readers at the turn of the century: 
Adolf Brand’s Der Eigene (1896) and Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen (1897, JfsZ), 
produced by the newly founded Wissenschaftlich-Humanitäres Komitee (Scientific-
Humanitarian Committee, WHK), whose director and most prominent co-founder was Dr. 
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Magnus Hirschfeld. The publications were very different from each other. Der Eigene 
eschewed the burgeoning sexological discourse, and initially took an overtly political and 
cultural approach to homosexual emancipation, relying on anarchist thought, 
aestheticism, and classical literature to suggest that homosexuals were the bearers of 
western culture. Later in its run, the magazine would retreat into the realm of high 
culture, becoming more or less a literary journal in response to problems with censorship 
laws—especially after the 1900 ratification of the Lex Heinze—and Brand’s numerous 
arrests and imprisonment for his involvement in the sexual scandals that called into 
question the legitimacy of the Second Reich’s Imperial elite.330 In all, the magazine 
changed its approach as well as its overall tone and appearance at least three times from 
1896 to 1932. By contrast, Hirschfeld’s journal took up the tradition begun with Ulrichs 
half a century earlier, combining scientific inquiry into the nature of homosexual desire 
and behavior with the cultural production of famous homosexuals. JfsZ, which remained 
in more-or-less continuous publication until 1932, would have a lasting effect on 
publishing for homosexual readers as well as the field of sexology more broadly. Because 
these two publications were fundamental in defining the content, format, and publication 
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strategies of magazines to follow in Weimar and later in the 1950s, it is worth spending 
some time examining each.  
 
Der Eigene and the Culture of Freundesliebe (“Friend-Love”) 
The first issue of Der Eigene was published in April 1896 by Adolf Brand in Berlin-
Wilhelmshagen, and printed by the Berlin-based Albert Lehmann Verlag. A new issue 
was released on the first and fifteenth of every month, and issues were sold for 25 
Pfennig each or 1.50RM for a quarter year subscription. The magazine also printed the 
names of bookstores and vendors where issues could be purchased. In its inaugural year, 
there was hardly any reference to sex, sexuality, or same-sex themes. In fact, if the first 
volume of Der Eigene presented any threat at all to Wilhelmine society it was because of 
its inclusion of almost exclusively anarchist texts. At this point in the magazine’s history, 
it might in fact just as properly be counted among the numerous poltical-literary 
magazines that filled the racks of Berlin newsstands, mixing polemics against restrictive 
legislation with poems, stories, and occasionally songs.331  
In Brand’s numerous contributions to early issues, he evinces a strong 
commitment to individualist anarchism and the philosophy of Max Stirner. Stirner’s 
work, published in the first half of the nineteenth century, had been more or less 
forgotten—in no small part because of Marx’s extensive and harsh evaluation of Stirner’s 
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book in The German Ideology.332 Yet the Scottish-born author John Henry Mackay, most 
famous for his 1926 Berlin novel The Hustler (Der Pup[p]enjunge), ushered in the so-
called “Stirner renaissance” with his publications Die Anarchisten and his 1897 
biography of the philosopher, Max Stirner: sein Leben und sein Werk.333 Significantly, 
Mackay was also a regular contributor to Der Eigene under the pseudonym “Sagitta.”334 
To be sure, Mackay was not the only proponent of anarchist thought in late Wilhelmine 
Germany, though his interest in Stirner’s brand of individualist or egoist anarchism 
certainly coincided more with Brand’s own interests. Yet other figures too, such as 
Gustav Landauer, Erich Mühsam, and Senna Hoy also advocated for greater personal 
liberty, and furthermore engaged with the question of homosexuality as part of their 
advocacy in spite of widely held prejudices in mainstream German society.335  
In keeping with this rise of interest in anarchist thought at the turn of the century, 
I suggest that Der Eigene adopted Stirner’s philosophy in response to legislative and 
social oppression in Wilhelmine society, to be sure, but did so in an effort to translate 
same-sex desire into the language of political opposition rather than referring to the as-
yet novel discourse of homosexuality directly. In doing so, the magazine set an important 
precedent for discussing same-sex desire discretely and in veiled terms in a public 
medium such as the magazine. A brief look at the main tenets of Stirner’s thought helps 
to understand why anarchist thought was useful in coding these early discussions of 
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homosexuality, and also illuminates a persistent tendency in much twentieth-century 
cultural production by homosexuals to emphasize themes of isolation and 
disconnectedness from the mainstream in characterizing homosexual experience.336 
The principal focus of Stirner’s work was on the self. In his 1843 book The Ego 
and His Own, he affirms at length the individual’s right to self-determination or, in his 
own words, self-ownwership, which surpasses even the liberal notion of personal 
freedom. In a spirit that foreshadowed Nietzsche’s philosophy, Stirner proposes radical 
self-ownership as the foundation for a life that, even in circumstances where the 
individual is not free from state control, is nevertheless in her or his hands. He writes: 
Freedom lives only in the realm of dreams! Ownness [Eigenheit], on the contrary, 
is my whole being and existence, it is I myself. I am free from what I am rid of, 
owner of what I have in my power or what I control. My own I am at all times and 
under all circumstances, if I know how to have myself and do not throw myself 
away on others. To be free is something that I cannot truly will, because I cannot 
make it, cannot create it: I can only wish it and—aspire toward it, for it remains 
and ideal, a spook. The fetters of reality cut the sharpest welts in my flesh every 
moment. But my own I remain.337 
 
The reference to fetters and flesh obtain, moreover, an uncanny resonance when 
considering Stirner’s influence on Brand and Der Eigene. The criminalization of 
homosexuality through Paragraph175 was foremost a prohibition on particular uses of the 
body in the pursuit of pleasure. Consistent with his assertion of self-ownership, Stirner 
advocates for the individual’s right to pursue pleasure and satisfaction above all else.338 
Enjoyment thus joins self-ownership as the paramount virtues of individual existence, an 
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assertion that found tremendous resonance in early issues of Der Eigene, and that could 
be translated into terms that homosexual readers would have understood as speaking to 
their own experience of legal repression.339   
The first issue of Der Eigene opened with a manifesto in which Brand dedicated 
the magazine to “solchen Leuten, die auf ihre Eigenheit stolz sind und dieselbe um jeden 
Preis behaupten wollen!”340 He went on to laud the loners, the wise, the strong 
individualists, the artists, and all those who rise above the masses and depart from the 
path of the herd (Herdenstraße) to make their own way in the world. Brand expands on 
the ideas alluded to in the dedication in another essay titled “Eigenen-Worte”:  
 
Gut. Nun aber, wo höre ich auf? Ist das Ergehen anderer nicht am Ende auch ein 
Teil meinse Ichs? Giebt es überhaupt einen Winkel der von mir empfundenen 
Welt, den ich mit scharfer Schnittgrenze von meinem Ich zu sondern vermöchte? 
Mein Begehren, meine Freude, mein Leid, mein Gedanke, meine Verwunderung, 
meine Gewohnheit ist doch zuletzt Alles!341 
 
Brand regards the magazine as a vehicle for political change and liberation, 
founded on the notion of an independent self. This extends to his challenge of the 
German anti-sodomy law, although he does not mention Paragraph175 explicitly. In an 
essay titled simply “Die Gesetze,” he refrains from naming Paragraph175—presumably 
the real thorn in his side—and speaks rather in the language of individualist anarchism 
against the Law as the greatest impediment to the development of the free individual. He 
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writes, “Sonst aber verachte ich sie alle [die Gesetze], sie und ihre Diener,”342 although it 
is clear from the rest of the essay and the general tenor of the magazine at this early stage 
that what is at issue are laws that restrict individual liberty.  
Interest in individual liberty also infused many of the literary texts in early issues 
of Der Eigene. Contributors wrote of “breaking free from chains” and rising above the 
modern masses. For example, in a poem titled “Frühlingslied,” the poet speaks, 
addressing the sun, “End’ge die Tyrannei // Sprenge die Bande // Dass wir von Fesseln 
frei // durchschreiten die Lande!”343 In another poem titled simply “Das!” and published 
in a section dedicated to verse and aphorisms, we read, “Das verzeiht dir die Masse nie. 
Dass du als Einer mehr bist als sie.”344 The poem echoes a number of important cultural 
currents in turn-of-the-century German society, including late nineteenth-century 
aristocratic and elitist groups such as the Schwabinger Bohème in Munich and the 
George-Kreis, which promoted withdrawal from society as a way to change it, as well as 
numerous reform movements that sought to free the body from civilization and promoted 
a return to nature in daily life including diet, sports, clothing, and sex.345  
The magazine’s turn to the elitist and aestheticist ethos that characterized the 
Bohème continued into its second year. Indeed, a little more than a year after it began 
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publication, Der Eigene underwent a radical change in profile. In the March issue of 
1897, Brand announced a shift in the magazine’s focus, writing:  
Da wir in einer Zeitschrift nicht die dauernd richtige Bühne für die geistigen 
 Entladungen unseres Kreises erblicken können und der Eigene den Zweck, den er 
 für uns haben konnte, erfüllt hat, so werden wir ihn mit dem Ende des 2. Quartals 
 in einem neuen literarisch-künstlerischen Verlagsunternehmen aufgehen lassen, 
 das Hand in Hand mit wichtigen organisatorischen Versuchen gehen, über die wir 
 uns in allernächster Zeit eingehender auszusprechen gedenken.346  
 
Perhaps not coincidentally, in that same year Magnus Hirschfeld’s Wissenschaftlich-
Humanitäres Komitee began publishing Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen, which 
took a much more open, direct, and scientific approach to homosexuality. Publication of 
Der Eigene ceased after the March 1897 issue due to lack of funds, but resumed again in 
July 1898 under the same title but with a completely different appearance.347 The cover 
of the new magazine still referenced the previous commitment to individualist anarchist 
thought through the image of a stone carving portraying a nude man reaching up to grasp 
the words “Der Eigene,” as if to suggest the figure’s desire to break free and claim what 
is “his own.” Yet the new subtitle, “Monthly Magazine of Literature and Art” 
(Monatschrift für Literatur und Kunst) hinted at a complete departure from the more 
overtly political stance of earlier issues.  
From 1898 on, Der Eigene slowly began to cultivate a public united by an 
increasingly common sensibility that infused the way texts were presented and 
interpreted. Publishing was not continuous but was again halted in 1898 for lack of funds 
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and 1899 when the magazine was officially prohibited until 1903.348 Perhaps in response 
to official scrutiny, Der Eigene departed even further from its initial commitment to 
anarchist thought, and continued to fashion itself as a literary journal resembling Stefan 
George’s Blätter für die Kunst. Not coincidentally, George’s work glorified same-sex 
desire translated in terms of übergeschlechtliche Liebe, which in his poetics did not 
necessarily preclude sex but which nonetheless attained a rarified quality of “spiritual 
affection” beyond physical and mundane Geschlecht.349 This notion of love was 
fundamental in the ongoing articulation of Der Eigene’s public, supplanting the 
magazine’s focus on political freedom with spiritual and emotional freedom, and most 
importantly offering a highly poetic vocabulary for the discussion of same-sex desire that 
simultaneously laid claim to the pretenses of elitist high culture.   
By 1903 when Brand again began to publish Der Eigene, the readership was 
stable enough to support an independent organization, the Gemeinschaft der Eigenen 
(Community of the Special), founded in 1903 by Brand with the participation of Benedict 
Friedländer, Wilhelm Jansen, and others.350 This new organization was founded on the 
magazine’s increasingly masculinist and misogynistic profile, a tendency rooted in the 
patriarchal climate of late Wilhelmine society that further drove a wedge between the 
Gemeinschaft and members of Hirschfeld’s Wissenschaftlich-Humanitäres Komitee.351 
The Gemeinschaft eschewed terms adopted by Hirschfeld’s camp such as “homosexual” 
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and “invert” as overly sexualized, pathological, and effeminate. Significantly, perceptions 
among members of the Gemeinschaft that Hirschfeld’s work accentuated the “weibliche 
Züge im Habitus schwuler Männer”352 too greatly reveal the readership’s increasing 
elitism and misogyny. 
In lieu of the notion of a third sex, Brand and the Gemeinschaft proposed instead 
Lieblingminne (“chivalric affection”), coined by the painter and collaborator Elisar von 
Kupffer,353 and later Freundesliebe (“love of friend”).354 In Brand’s words, 
Freundesliebe was superior to other relationship models because: 
... it does not intentionally or unintentionally cause others harm. This stems from 
the fact that love of friend does not bear the stamp of avarice and of unscrupulous 
enjoyment but rather carries the sign of voluntary self-sacrifice and encompassing 
care for the well-being of others. It is not concerned with the most primitive 
sexual things...but with the deep, silent joy for the entire person and for the happy 
devotion to the support and enrichment of his entire personality.355  
 
As the decade wore on, both the literature and the images included in the magazine 
continued in this vein. Issues from 1906, when publication of Der Eigene would be put 
on hold until 1919, included poems on the subject of Eros accompanied by pictures of 
statues dedicated to the Greek god; an essay on the subject of nudity in art preceded by a 
painting of a naked young man reclining behind a bouquet of flowers; a short story by the 
Belgian author Georges Eekhoud titled “A Sad Encounter” (“Eine schlimme 
Begegnung”), which tells the tale of the cultivated and cagey Leonce von Maugraves who 
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has nothing but scorn for the conventions of bourgeois society; a review of the Danish 
author Hermann Bang, whose late-nineteenth-century work quickly became part of the 
growing canon of literature dealing with homosexual themes; and an exposition on the 
myth of Ganymede, Zeus’s cup-bearer and lover. The reader addressed in these texts was 
virile and cultivated, attracted to the company of other men in a quest to increase creative 
productivity through “erotic,” as opposed to sexual, energy.356 The notion that 
homosexuals’ contribution to society could come in the form of cultural production (as 
opposed to reproduction) was commonplace, and persisted well into the 1950s where it 
was again adopted by contributors to homophile magazines.  
The magazine also trained readers in particular modes of cultural critique. When 
the biography of Count August von Platen was released, for example, the reviewer, a “Dr. 
E. G.,” couched his review in a growing awareness of the role homosexuality in Western 
cultural production. He noted how the interpretation of lives of authors such as Platen had 
changed in response to this awareness, writing, “Die konträre Sexualempfindung Platens 
bietet uns erst den Schlüssel zum vollen Verständnis seines Wesens und seiner Kunst. 
Sein anomal geartetes Gefühlsleben ist es, das das Disharmonische, Zerrissene, 
Unbestimmte, Zaghafte in Platens Charakter erklärt. Kein Biograph des Dichters wird 
fürderhin seine Anomalie ausser Betracht lassen dürfen.”357 Platen’s “anomaly” thus 
became the “key” to understanding his biography and the lives of many other authors and 
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their work. These authors and the stories they told became points of identification with 
which readers of Der Eigene could identify and develop their own sense of sexual 
subjectivity in the early twentieth century.358 Readers of the Der Eigene were thus 
encouraged through reviews and an increasing number of critical essays, literary texts, 
poetry, and images to develop a perspective on art and culture that reflected their own 
desires and also allowed them to lay claim to important cultural capital through which to 
assert the validity of their experience. In the 1950s, homophile magazines would again 
come to rely on the same genres and publishing strategies to much the same end.  
  
Das Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen and the Importance of Knowledge 
From its debut in 1899 until 1923, the Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen adopted a 
decidedly different approach to campaigns for penal code reform. As the voice of the 
Wissenschaftlich-Humanitäres Komitee (founded 1897), the Jahrbuch sought to educate 
the public on matters of sexuality, and set an important precedent for the discussion of 
same-sex sexuality through discourses of science, scholarship, and research on 
homosexuality and sexual behavior more generally. Under the motto of the Komitee “Per 
scientiam ad justitiam” (“Through knowledge to justice”), the Jahrbuch exposed 
Germany’s growing homosexual readers to an expansive number of topics that had 
bearing on their everyday experience. In the more 11,000 pages printed during its entire 
run, the Jahrbuch printed a number of early sexological texts that remain foundational to 
this day, and provided later publishers with an important model for considering 
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everything from scientific approaches to homosexuality to history, politics, the law, 
religion, biography, literature, and art.359       
From the beginning, the Jahrbuch espoused the perspective of Dr. Magnus 
Hirschfeld, himself homosexual and Jewish, and co-founder of the Wissenschaftlich-
Humanitäres Komitee. Departing from the masculinist and more exclusively cultural 
approach to homosexuality evident in Der Eigene, Hirschfeld argued his position from 
the position of a scientist and educator, further developing the notion of das dritte 
Geschlecht as an extension of Karl-Heinrich Ulrichs’s earlier formulation of male 
homosexuality as the condition of having a “woman’s soul in a man’s body.”360 Although 
the readership of Der Eigene explicitly rejected such interpretations of homosexuality as 
in any way feminine—Brand went so far as to produce a misogynistic and antisemitic 
“Spott- und Kampfnummer” of Der Eigene called “Die Tante in 1925—361 the Jahrbuch 
enjoyed considerable success. The yearbook started off strong, printing “großangelegte 
Artikel” until 1908 when, after the death of publisher Max Spohr and in the wake of the 
Harden-Eulenburg scandal, the format was changed to quarterly reports 
(Vierteljahrsberichte) because of “äußerer Schwierigkeiten und innerer Uneinigkeit.”362 
The last issue of the Jahrbuch appeared in 1923.363      
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The Jahrbuch quickly became the cornerstone of a robust publishing enterprise, 
sustained by Max Spohr’s Leipzig-based publishing house, and including petitions, 
bulletins, and letters to prominent members of society, all intended to enlighten the 
German public on the nature or homosexuality and win support for the repeal of 
Paragraph 175.364 The readership of the Jahruch was fashioned primarily through the 
scientific and scholarly perspective that guided the selection of articles. Thus in contrast 
to Brand’s dedication of Der Eigene, which was clearly addressed to a male readership, 
Hirschfeld’s forward to the first issue of the Jahrbuch acknowledged gender difference, 
and couched its discussion of same-sex desire in the continuum of male to female 
characteristics that became the foundation of his theory of sexuelle Zwischenstufen. 
Consistent with Hirschfeld’s own scientific interersts, the Jahrbuch was committed to 
“researching” the physical and psychological phenomena that arise between these two 
poles. Where Brand’s readership excluded consideration of women and female 
homosexuality, the readership of the Jahrbuch relied on the inclusion of female sexuality 
for its very definition. In the tradition of Ulrichs’s notion of uranic love, homosexual men 
and lesbians were to understand themselves as men and women with certain 
characteristics particular to the opposite sex.  
Yet knowledge and science were not their own ends in the Jahrbuch, and indeed 
the publication can only be understood in conjunction with the activist work of the 
Wissenschaftlich-Humanitäres Komitee to promote “justice through knowledge,” legal 
reform of Paragraph 175, and foster sexual Aufklärung among the general public. Thus 
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the Jahrbuch sought to empower its readers to action through knowledge, for which 
Hirschfeld came under a great deal of fire.365 Nevertheless, the journal was and remained 
overtly political to the end, and it surely played a significant role in raising awareness and 
encouraging readers to sign the many petitions to parliament that the Komitee 
spearheaded from the turn of the century through the 1920s. In seeking to raise readers’ 
awareness and make them advocates for reform, the Jahrbuch explored same-sex desire 
in all its aspects, physical and psychological as well as cultural, with the goal of asserting 
that homosexuality was inborn and should therefore not be punished. In this spirit, 
Hirschfeld wrote in his forward to the inaugural issue: 
Aus der ihnen eingeborenen Natur entspringen für die Konträrsexuellen gewisse 
Menschenrechte, Pflichten und Sonderinteressen; sie werden hier sorgfältigste 
Prüfung und thunlichste Berücksichtigung erfahren. Mit diesen Vornahmen 
wendet sich unser Werk an alle Mediziner und Juristen, an alle ferner, denen das 
Goethesche Wort „Das höchste Studium der Menschheit ist der Mensch“ ein 
Wahrwort ist, nicht zuletzt aber auch an die konträrsexuellen Männer und Frauen 
selbst.366 
 
The inclusion of a citation from Goethe is symbolic of the interface between science and 
culture that the Jahrbuch strove to effect. Although outwardly, the Jahrbuch appeared 
less literary and less concerned with culture than Der Eigene, literature played an 
important role in its overall agenda. In addition to scientific essays, the journal also 
released literary texts and criticism, setting an important precedent for homosexual 
magazines that were to follow after 1945 in the Federal Republic. As literary scholar 
Marita Keilson-Lauritz has argued, cultural production was considered an essential 
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component of emancipation along with science and political commentary.367 In fact, 
Hirschfeld himself viewed literature as “sexology’s older sister.” For Hirschfeld, 
literature functioned “as the memory, as a reservoir, in which fallen, outmoded norms and 
values are preserved and can be called up and activated when needed by, for example, 
emancipation.”368  Hirschfeld felt that literature should be included even in a journal 
dedicated primarily to scholarly discourse because it allowed readers to return to 
historical moments when same-sex relationships were viewed differently and, in cases, 
not criminalized. The Jahrbuch thus included extensive bibliographies of literary works 
and other texts relevant to interested readers, listing everyone from Sappho to 
Shakespeare, Whitman, and Wilde, and spanning several centuries of literature. It also 
included literary critique and biographical essays, for example, on the spiritual life of 
Count August von Platen, and historical surveys of legislation on homosexuality 
throughout the world. Thus the Jahrbuch could hardly be considered a “purely” scientific 
magazine.  
In complex and novel ways that drew on everything from anarchist thought to 
canonical literature, Der Eigene and the Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischen stufen, thus 
fashioned Germany’s first homosexual publics, and consolidated readers to the end of 
advancing homosexual emancipation. In the range of topics covered in these early 
publications and in the diverse discourses with which they engaged—including politics, 
medicine, history, literature, science, the law, etc.—they became important precursors of 
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the many publications to follow soon after in the Weimar Republic, and would once 
again become significant after World War II as homophile publishers in the 1950s sought 
to reestablish West Germany’s homosexual publics.  
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Chapter Four: From the Weimar Republic through the Third Reich 
The ratification of the Weimar constitution in 1919 and the promises it held for 
democracy were a windfall for publishing in general and for periodicals printed for 
Germany’s ever-growing homosexual publics in particular. Indeed, in the wake of World 
War I, mass media in Germany expanded tremendously as new genres such as the tabloid 
were introduced in response to growing public demand for news and regular updates on 
topical events.369 Consequently, the number of newspapers in Germany increased to 3000 
in the 1920s and 1930s,370 and other print media also proliferated. Magazines produced 
for Germany’s increasingly self-aware homosexual minority were no exception, 
increasing from a mere two titles at the beginning of the century to as many as thirty 
during this “Golden Age” of Germany’s homosexual press.371 To be sure, the Weimar 
Republic has been much mythologized in contemporary gay culture and mainstream 
culture alike, and it is certainly in part erroneous to overextend characterizations of the 
gay “Eldorado” beyond metropolitan spaces such as Berlin.372 What is more, very little 
research has been done to date on the lives of homosexuals living outside of Berlin in this 
period of rapid change and social transformation, as historian Stefan Micheler points out 
in his article on homosexuals in North Germany at the time.373 Until further inquiries are 
made into other German cities as well as into the Kleinstadt and rural German locales as 
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spaces of homosexual experience, we must be careful not to interpret phenomena unique 
to Berlin as characteristic of the entire country.374 This caveat is particularly relevant 
when considering print media from the early twentieth century, which, as Bernhard Fulda 
notes in his discussion of newspapers, was decidedly regional and local in character and 
coverage.375 The many titles that emerged after 1919, such as Die Freundschaft, Blätter 
für Menschenrecht, and Die Insel similarly printed ads for Berlin-based clubs and 
meeting places,376 thereby connecting readers with the local scene, and further 
implicating print media in the expanding networks of production and consumption that 
characterized the period. Since Berlin was the center of the pre-1933 publications that I 
discuss in this study, the following discussion focuses on the publishing conditions 
particular to that city.  
The late historian Detlev Peukert observed in his important contribution to the 
history of the Weimar Republic that from its beginning in 1919 to Hitler’s rise to power 
in 1933, the very “fabric” of Germany’s first democratic state was rife with “cracks” that 
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betokened underlying political and social instability.377 Mass media and publishing were 
no exception. On the one hand, the trends of modernization, industrialization, 
urbanization, and increased consumption that Peter Fritzsche traces at the turn of the 
century, as I discussed in chapter three, continued to contribute to an increase in the 
number of periodicals and print media that were available to Berliners and Germans 
everywhere on newsstands, in bookstores, and by subscription. After the war, publishers 
quickly sensed Germans’ desire to consume information, and began producing 
“sensation-mongering newspapers” and tabloids to satisfy public demand.378 The market 
for Unterhaltungsliteratur, which had been steadily growing since the second half of the 
nineteenth century, grew in leaps and bounds; a 1927 survey “estimated the circulation of 
serialized popular literature” (such as detective stories, adventure stories, and “völkisch-
patriotischer Kitsch”) “at two billion.”379 It was in this context that periodicals published 
for Berlin’s growing homosexual readership also increased, beginning with Karl 
Schultz’s Die Freundschaft on 13 August 1919 (the Weimar constitution was put into 
effect the very next day), and growing to include Friedrich Radszuweit’s Blätter für 
Menschenrecht, Die Insel, Das Freundschaftsblatt, and Das 3. Geschlecht; Curt 
Neuburger’s Die Fanfare; and Max Danielsen’s Neue Freundschaft.  
Yet even as the Weimar constitution embodied a commitment to “no censorship” 
(“eine Zensur findet nicht statt”), regulations of and restrictions on publishing and 
distribution put in place during the Second Reich, such as the 1900 Lex Heinze, did not 
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simply go away. The growth in mass consumer culture signaled by the proliferation of 
print media—but also by the rise in popularity of film and fashion—led to a number of 
attempts by government officials to curtail any cultural products that might be considered 
objectionable or that, in the words of Paragraph 184a, “das Schamgefühl gröblich 
verletzen.”380 The 1926 Gesetz zur Bewahrung der Jugend vor Schund und 
Schmutzschriften went one step further than prohibiting the sale and public display of 
immoral or otherwise objectionable print media by establishing an index that allowed 
potentially threatening publications to be monitored and their publishers policed.381 
Additionally, as Jens Dobler points out, Weimar officials were largely able get around the 
constitutional guarantee of no censorship by distinguishing between Zensur and 
Vorzensur, or censorship and pre-censorship.382 This distinction provided the necessary 
leeway for Weimar-era legislators and police officers to forbid the sale of individual 
issues of periodicals aimed at homosexual readers while at the same time not banning the 
publications altogether, thereby outwardly preserving the Republic’s commitment to 
freedom of expression.383 It is perhaps no surprise that many of these same strategies, 
such as indexing, would again be used by West German officials to regulate homophile 
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publications after the ratification of the 1953 Gesetz gegen Verbreitung 
jugendgefährdender Schriften.  
 
Die Freundschaft and the Importance of Popular Appeal 
Amidst the challenges and vicissitudes of publishing and censorship in the Weimar 
Republic, magazines played an important role in expanding Germany’s homosexual 
public, reflecting larger national trends in in their turn towards more modes of production 
and distribution that increased their popular appeal. In order to make this clear, I would 
like to consider the first and one of the most prominent magazines produced for 
homosexual readers in the Weimar Republic: Karl Schultz’s Die Freundschaft. Published 
in Berlin and Subtitled Mitteilungsblatt des Klubs der Freunde und Freundinnen, Die 
Freundschaft was available at newsstands or by subscription. In response to the general 
increase in demand for print media, Die Freundschaft was printed weekly,384 and 
included literary texts, political essays, photographs, and personal and professional ads 
through which publication was funded. The magazine initially had problems staying 
afloat. It was banned as early as the second issue, appeared briefly as Der Freund, and in 
1922 was again cited by officials “wegen... unzüchtiger Inserate.”385 It then appeared 
from 1924 to 1933 without interruption.386   
With weekly circulation and a more popular approach to issues concerning 
readers, Die Freundschaft attests to the movement’s transformation into a mass 
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movement during the years of the Weimar Republic, evinced by the emergence of a 
number of new organizations founded in cities across Germany.387 As historian Andreas 
Sternweiler notes: 
 Mit der Gründung zahlloser Freundschaftsbünde überall im Deutschen Reich 
 erreichte nach 1919 die Schwulenbewegung eine neue Qualität als 
 Massenbewegung. Erstmals gelang es, die Homosexuellen in großer Zahl zu 
 motivieren und zu aktivieren, weit mehr als es die sich elitär gebende 
 Gemeinschaft der Eigenen und das eher wissenschaftlich orientierte 
 Wissenschaftlich-humanitäre Komitee je vermochten.388 
 
The differences in approach to emancipation that Sternweiler refers to are also evident in 
the format and content of Die Freundschaft when compared to Der Eigene and Das 
Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen. Die Freundschaft cost only 0.20 Pfennig per issue 
(0.75 Pf. per month or 2.20 Marks for a yearly subscription), though the price fluctuated 
greatly from the magazines release to the last issue in 1933, responding to inflation and 
the rising cost of paper.389 As revenue increased, the magazine was expanded from three 
pages of articles and one of ads to twenty-four pages total, in comparison to the much 
longer Jahrbuch. The length of Die Freundschaft made it much more accessible, easier to 
carry, and easy to pass from reader to reader, which had long given magazines and other 
periodical media a considerable advantage with regard to circulation. Price, accessible 
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format, and length thus contributed to effectively broadening the cause of emancipation 
and expanding the scope of the magazine’s public to include a more popular readership.  
The inaugural issue of Die Freundschaft opens with a question, printed in bold, in 
a large font: “Aufhebung des Paragraph175?” followed in a smaller font “Was wir 
wollen!” Like Der Eigene and the Jahrbuch started off its first issues with a manifesto of 
sorts, calling readers to action and at the same time addressing a readership whose 
parameters the magazine would gradually define over the course of its run. Like Der 
Eigene before it, Die Freundschaft was promoted as as an advocate for “free-thinking 
people.” We read, “Die Freundschaft will allen freidenkenden Freunden und Freundinnen 
ein aufklärender, belehrender und unterhaltender, in trüben Stunden aufrichtender guter 
Freund und Berater in allen Lebensfragen sein.”390 The three commitments of the 
magazine expressed here—to enlighten, to teach, and to entertain—represent, I argue, 
three central goals of Weimar-era magazines, and continued to be important points of 
engagement with readers in West German homophile publications. In particular, 
entertainment through literature and images became an essential component of magazines 
in the Weimar era, increasing their broad, popular appeal. Moreover, by including women 
among the magazine’s readership, Die Freundschaft gained access to a larger public than 
the masculinist and exclusionary Der Eigne and the comparatively inclusive Jahrbuch.  
Die Freundschaft did connect with older modes of articulating same-sex desire 
such as the language of ideal friendship. And its purported commitment to advocating for 
the “die Interessen der freidenkenden ledigen Personen in jeder Weise” betrays, I suggest, 
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a debt to the very early anarchist strain of thought that characterized the first years of Der 
Eigene (note in particular the inclusion of the word “ledig”).391 The magazine’s focus is 
on defending the rights of the individual to determine her/his own lifestyle; Paragraph175 
is unjust insofar as it prevents same-sex desiring men and women—“friends” in the 
language of the magazine—from doing so.  
Alongside political essays, literature and cultural critique played a central role in 
Die Freundschaft. Most issues included excerpts of poetry by authors such as Goethe, 
Schiller, Platen, or the Berlin poet Hans Janus. The magazine also published serialized 
stories, essays, and creative work by readers, for which contributors received an 
honorarium.392 And contributors to the magazine engaged with mainstream discourses on 
the local and national levels in ways that reveal increased awareness that Germany’s 
homosexual minority had come to constitute a considerable faction in Weimar society. 
For example, in a report on the release of the Richard Oswald film Anders als die Andern 
(1919),393 one contributor wrote on his experience in a cinema where some young men 
who the reporter characterized as “einige mir als homosexuell bekannten jungen Leute” 
caused a disturbance during the screening by yelling “Huch nein, aber Schwester.” The 
writer denounces this kind of behavior out of shame since he is aware that the film 
appeals to the broader public. He writes, “Ist es nicht im höchsten Grade, gelinde gesagt 
verwerflich, sich bei der Vorführung dieses für die breite Masse bestimmten 
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Aufklärungsfilms so flegelhaft und „tantich“ zu betragen?”394 In addition to his concern 
that other, presumably heterosexual audience members would think badly of 
homosexuals, it is interesting to note the contributor’s use of gendered language in his 
protest, specifically the term “tantich.” His assessment of his fellow spectators’ behavior 
reveals a certain misogynistic bias that played out in writings about homosexuals at least 
as early as the mid nineteenth century, in Kertbeny’s writings opposing Ulrichs’s notion 
of the Urning, for example,395 and then again in disputes between Brand’s and 
Hirschfeld’s respective camps, as I discussed in chapter three. Nevertheless, his 
awareness that he and others represent a visible homosexual minority—present at a film 
screening no less—points to the growing public profile of homosexuality, effected in no 
small part by publications such as Die Freundschaft.     
The most evident indicator of Die Freundschaft’s attempt to appeal to a larger, 
more popular readership is the inclusion of new types of ads. Much like it predecessors, 
Der Eigene and the Jahrbuch, Die Freundschaft advertised books of interest to its 
readership, and publisher Karl Schultz even opened a bookstore in later years, further 
expanding his publishing enterprise.396 Yet unlike the other two magazines, which mostly 
included ads for high-brow literature and scholarly publications, Die Freundschaft also 
advertised popular literature (Unterhaltungsliteratur). Additionally, the magazine 
engaged openly with the everyday lives of readers by including ads for shops, real estate, 
and restaurants, bars, and cafés interested in attracting a homosexual clientele. In early 
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issues, ads generally only occupied one page, but by the 1920s the magazine was 
advertising for a large number of clubs and events, such as the “Böse Buben Ball,” spread 
out over several pages.  
Personal ads included requests for travel partners, conversation partners in 
German and in other languages, buddies, lasting friendships, platonic and arranged 
marriages, loans and monetary gifts. For example, one woman posted an ad for a 
“platonic marriage.” She was a widow and single mother who sought a doctor at the age 
of thirty who had money (“Vermögen”). Young men asked for loans of money or outright 
gifts. One young respectable (“anständig”) young man sought someone to lend him 1000 
Marks over a period of three months at an interest rate of 10%, while another young 
businessman requested 500 Marks “geg. Gegenwert in entspr. Höhe.”397 Many readers 
sought sex and were willing to exchange sex for favors. Others coded their desires in 
language of romance and high emotion in ads that, when subjected to a cynical reading, 
reveal the challenges of everyday life in the Weimar Republic. In 1922, for example, one 
reader posted: “Wo finde ich den, dem ich alles sein darf fürs Leben u. der es ehrlich 
meint. Gezwungen meinen Beruf aufzugeben, such ich ab März andere Existenz bei 
älterem Herrn. Bin 24 J., gebildet, ersehne einen Menschen, dem ich aufrichtiger Freund 
sein darf. Briefwechsel erwünscht. Wer hilft?”398   
In the larger urban context, expressing one’s desire openly (albeit coded) often 
proved risky. The Berlin police often searched magazines such as Die Freundschaft and 
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Blätter für Menschenrechte, and responded to personal ads in order to entrap men looking 
for sexual partners. Historian Jens Dobler relates the case of the factory owner Hermann 
Schneeweiss who sought “horseback lessons” through the Kleinanzeigen section of 
Blätter für Menschenrechte. The Berlin police answered his ad, feining naiveté, to which 
Schneeweiss in turn responded that “I do not mean horseback riding but rather riding ‘à 
la Marquis de Sade’.”399 Schneeweiss was arrested, prosecuted, and made to pay a fine of 
one billion marks for pursuing “lewdness” under false pretenses.400 The insinuation and 
ambiguity inherent in Schneeweiss’s original ad, intended to attract a potential lover, 
could thus also be deciphered by police and used against him. In response to such cases, 
many magazines began circulating the ads on separate inserts that they only made 
available to subscription holders.  
With the addition of ads, both professional and personal, Die Freundschaft and 
other popular Weimar magazines took a further step towards defining the contours of 
Germany’s homosexual public. Now, magazines truly became forums for dynamic 
interaction not only between contributor and reader on scholarly and high-cultural topics, 
but also between readers themselves who, like their heterosexual counterparts in the 
Weimar Republic, were interested news, gossip, and entertainment as well as political 
and intellectual engagement. Ads for businesses clued readers into where they could go to 
meet others with similar interests and desires. Personal ads linked them together in 
networks that extended beyond local boundaries, and that was delimited by a particular 
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set of linguistic practices and modes of expression. Taken together with their 
predecessors Der Eigene and the Jahrbuch, Weimar-era publications thus provided a 
number of important precedents for gathering together readers and creating a public. In 
this they would all become important touchstones after World War II when homosexual 
readers in West Germany would again be brought together in the space of homophile 
magazines   
 
Homosexual Publics in the Third Reich 
The Nazi ascent to power in January 1933 represented a profound crisis in German 
publishing across the board and in particular for the numerous publications that 
homosexual readers had sustained during the fourteen years of the Weimar Republic. For 
whatever challenges laws such as the 1926 Gesetz zur Bewahrung der Jugend vor Schund 
und Schmutzschriften presented to publishers, now, under National Socialism, Germany’s 
homosexual publics were utterly stifled.401 The bars and meeting places that had become 
important centers of interaction were ordered closed by order of the Prussian Minister of 
the Interior as early as February 1933, sending a signal to the German population that 
homosexuals were not permitted the luxury of casual interaction.402 So-called “indecent 
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publications” were also banned. These were defined in the “Third Directive of the 
Prussian Minister of the Interior” from 24 February 1933 as:  
… books or other printed matter which, whether because they include nude 
illustrations or because of their title or contents, are liable to produce erotic effects 
in the beholder… The display of such publications and pictures involves a not 
insignificant threat to public order, for not only are they liable seriously to 
endanger the moral development of young people, but to some extent they are 
also an offence to adults. In the interests of the moral renewal of the German 
people, such displays can therefore no longer be tolerated.”403  
 
Gradually, the many magazines and journals associated with the first wave of 
homosexual emancipation in Germany were banned. Die Freundschaft appeared for the 
last time in March 1933, the cover printed with the warning, “Diese Zeitschrift ist im 
Buch- und Zeitschriftenhandel nicht erhältlich; sie wird nur denjenigen Personen 
geliefert, die den Subskriptionsschein unterschrieben haben.”404 Adolf Brand ceased 
publication of Der Eigene as early as 1932 for financial reasons.405 His house was raided 
five times by the Kriminalpolizei between 3 May and 24 November 1933; the police 
confiscated photos and 6000 copies of Der Eigene and Brand’s other publication Eros.406 
And on 6 May 1933, the Berlin office of the Wissenschaftlich-humanitäres Komitee was 
raided by members of the SA. Ten days later Hirschfeld’s books were cast, along with the 
works of numerous other writers, on the fire of the infamous Berlin book burning. In a 
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1934 essay, Arnold Zweig reported Goebbel’s words on the occasion, which he recorded 
in his journal on May 14, 1933: 
Dann kam eine Rede von Goebbels mit dröhnendem Lautsprecher: 
›Kommilitonen, das Zeitalter des jüdischen Geistes ist nun zu Ende. Vierzehn 
Jahre habt ihr die Schmach undeutschen Geistes ertragen müssen, habt ihr in 
Knechtschaft geschmachtet. Heute um Mitternacht nehmen wir die große 
symbolische Handlung vor, die Befreiung vom jüdischen Geiste. Der Jüdische 
Geist wird verbrannt, und in den Flammen wird der deutsche Geist emporsteigen. 
Ich übergebe hiermit den Flammen: die Schrifften des Juden Magnus Hirschfeld 
wegen Verbreitung von Unzucht und Entmannung des deutschen Volkes.‹407 
 
The absence of publications for homosexuals in Germany from 1933 to well after 
the end of the war in 1945 presents a considerable challenge to a study such as this one. 
In order to get at the experience of Germany’s sexual minorities in the Third Reich, 
scholars have relied on copious official records of trials and persecution, and indeed, as 
historian Elizabeth Heineman writes, the Nazi system of literally labeling criminals (with 
a pink triangle in the case of homosexuals) makes the official narrative relatively easy to 
uncover.408 Yet as I discussed in chapter one, considering official records alone can only 
provide us with a skewed impression of the everyday experience of homosexuals under 
Nazism, including those who were fortunate enough not to be arrested, and those whose 
complicity with the state (by enlisting in the army, for example) allowed them to survive 
the twelve years of the regime comparatively unscathed. More recently, memoirs and 
interviews with homosexual men who lived through the period and who were willing to 
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share their stories have provided a different and important perspective on their experience 
of the Third Reich.409  
Another important source is the Swiss journal Der Kreis, which began publishing 
in 1932 under the name Schweizerisches Freundschafts-Banner, was renamed Der Kreis 
in 1943, and remained in publication until 1967.410 Primarily a literary journal with texts 
published in English, French, and German, Der Kreis made efforts to preserve the 
scholarship and cultural legacies of the Weimar-era during the Nazi dictatorship,411 and 
also made great strides in connecting German-speaking readers with contemporaries 
outside of Switzerland, sending as many as 700 copies of the journal abroad each 
month.412 Most significantly (for the present study), Der Kreis provided a space beyond 
the control of the Nazi state for reports on the mistreatment of homosexuals in 
Germany.413 Although the journal never made its political viewpoints truly public,414 it 
nevertheless played a central role in creating a common awareness of persecution, and 
furthermore sustained much of the thought and cultural production that emerged in 
Weimar-era magazines through an international network of contributors including 
Americans such as George Platt Lynes, George Quaintance, and Sam Steward and 
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Germans such as Johannes Werres and Larion Gyburc-Hall.415 These contributors 
continued to publish into the postwar period in 1950s West German homophile 
magazines. Thus, in addition to preserving a space for novel discussions and 
representations of homosexuality in German when it was no longer possible to publish 
magazines for homosexuals in Nazi Germany,416 Der Kreis also provided a new 
generation of writers and artists with a venue to develop ideas and novel modes of 
expression for same-sex desire that would carry over into the postwar period.  
For the Nazis, the impressive body of thought and scholarship on sexuality—and 
homosexuality specifically—that emerged during the Weimar Republic exemplified 
Jewish efforts to weaken the Aryan race through the proliferation of loose sexual 
morals.417 In other words, as historian Dagmar Herzog writes, “Weimar was reduced to 
sex.”418 In Nazi ideology, homosexuals specifically were linked to Jews and 
communists,419 and deemed the product of “all the foul urges of the Jewish soul…utterly 
base aberrations of Syrians” who should be punished for their “extremely serious 
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crimes.”420 Beyond that, as historian Erwin Haeberle observed, “the science of sex had, 
from its inception, served a critical function, i.e., its original impetus had been the 
critique of prevailing sexual attitudes and traditional assumptions about sex.”421 Thus in 
addition to overblown anxieties about the threat of Jewish science, the critical legacies of 
sexology, as it had been put into practice by the Wissenchaftlich-humanitäres Komitee 
and embodied in its motto Per scientiam ad justitiam, simply did not coincide with the 
heterosexist and pronatalist sexual order that the National Socialists sought to 
establish.422  
Although, as Herzog has convincingly argued, the Third Reich was not in essence a 
prudish state opposed to citizens’ sexual pleasure, it is important to qualify the kinds of 
sexual pleasure that the regime sanctioned and those that it condemned such as sex 
between Aryans and non-Aryans and sex between men.423 Similarly, where the more 
liberal publishing policies in Weimar allowed for open discussion of and research into 
sexuality in the context of scientific inquiry, the National Socialists imposed restrictions 
on who could publish on topics of sexuality and what could be written.424  
Science and scholarship were not the only fields targeted by Nazi censors. 
Burning the books and publications associated with the’ “age of Jewish intellect” was, as 
Goebbels proclaimed, a tremendously symbolic act that signaled a shift in German 
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publishing and the public sphere more broadly. Under the watch of Goebbels and cultural 
ideologues such as Alfred Rosenberg, founder of the Kampfubund für deutsche Kultur, 
the antimodern anxieties that had been seething since the turn of the century were now 
vented in legislation meant to combat all “racially foreign elements, connected with the 
trash of the big city,” whose most influential mouthpiece was presumably the publishing 
industry.425 Under Gleichschaltung, the Reichskulturkammergesetz of 22 September 1933 
established a body that oversaw all sectors of publishing and publishing culture, from 
authors and editors to publishers and librarians.426 Membership in the 
Reichskulturkammer was required of anyone working in publishing, and was contingent 
on proof of Aryan status (Ariernachweis). Authors who did not belong to the RKK—
hence all Jews and many political dissidents—were banned from publishing altogether.427  
In spite of censorship and increased restrictions on publishing, homoerotic themes 
were hardly absent from writings published in the Third Reich. Because of the essentially 
private nature of reading as an act, total censorship was in fact an unattainable goal.428 In 
                                                
425 Rosenberg, cited in Lorenz, Literatur und Zensur in der Demokratie, 40.  
426 For a more detailed discussion of legislation of publishing in the early years of the Third Reich, also 
Lorenz, Literatur und Zensur in der Demokratie, 46-49.  
427 Lorenz, Literatur und Zensur, 48.  
428 Reading as an activity was especially difficult to regulate in spite of exceedingly strict censorship laws, 
constant surveillance, and a culture of coercion that encouraged Germans to purge their libraries of any 
materials that could be considered under the broadened definitions of Schmutz und Schund, unzüchtig 
(“immoral”), or contrary to the health and constitution of the Volk. In his recent study of bestsellers and 
readership communities in the Third Reich, Christopher Adam rightly reminds us that Nazi censorship of 
books was neither comprehensive nor total. In fact it could not be. The market for literature remained a 
private industry, conditioned, to be sure, by the requirement that writers become members of the RKK and 
furthermore use the so-called Schere im Kopf referring to self-censorship (15, 23). As in other areas of Nazi 
legislation, censorship of undesirable (“un-German”) literature was characterized by a lack of consistency. 
It is clear, as Leonidas Hill writes, that “the regime did not have a master plan when they took office and 
did not soon design one. For some years Nazi bans on and seizures of books in the fifteen German states 
were uncoordinated and carried out by many agencies at different levels of government” Hill, “The Nazi 
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his important contribution to the history of literature in the Third Reich, Christian Klein 
demonstrates the need to reconsider our conceptions of Nazi totalitarianism through the 
numerous examples of authors whose work went largely uncensored even in cases where 
state authorities were aware that they had a considerable homosexual following.429 In 
fact, authors who had published in Weimar-era publications for homosexual readers, 
some of whom were themselves homosexual, and authors who had long been standards in 
the growing canon of literature for homosexuals (e.g., Walt Whitman and August von 
Platen) were not banned at any point during the Nazi regime.  
To be sure, not all authors escaped banning. As Klein points out, the principal 
criterion in deciding what works to censor was the notion of racial purity. This meant, in 
the first case, banning books that, because of their pretenses to sexual enlightenment 
(Aufklärung), were implicated in “Jewish” science.430 Writers whose work dealt explicitly 
with homosexuality were included on the Liste des schädlichen und unerwünschten 
Schrifttums of 1935.431 Yet as Klein notes, even authors who were discussed in earlier 
publications for homosexual readers such as Paul Alverdes, Erich Ebermayer, Hans 
Heinz Ewers, Ernst Petzold, and Frank Thiess, and who had written pieces at one point or 
another that insinuated if not directly addressed homoerotic and/or homosexual themes 
were nevertheless included in standard literary histories as late as 1943, e.g., Kürschners 
                                                                                                                                            
Attack on ‘Un-German’ Literature,” 13. This haphazardness combined with the sheer impossibility of 
reading and controlling all printed material available in the Reich, provided loopholes where those whose 
desires placed them outside of the normative sexual order could find satisfaction as readers. 
429 Klein, Schreiben im Schatten, 10. 
430 Klein, Schreiben im Schatten, 40.  
431 Klein, Schreiben im Schatten, 41.  
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Deutsches Literatur Kalender.432 As in other areas, it seems that, more than carefully 
thought-out policies, vague notions of the “un-German” and “un-manly” guided officials 
and individuals in their efforts to cull and destroy materials that did not fit with National 
Socialist ideology.433 In this respect, censorship of morally questionable writings was 
instituted to preserve the image of the strong German man from homosexual influences, 
where homosexuality was understood to threaten both health and manliness, as I will 
discuss at greater length in what follows.  
 
Persecution of Homosexual Men in the Third Reich 
For homosexual men living in Germany in 1933, publishing bans were only the 
beginning of legislated persecution, which generated constant fear of denunciation, 
blackmail, incarceration, castration, and execution. After 1933, a number of legislative 
and social decisions effected what historian Geoffrey Giles refers to as the 
“dehumanization” that was “the prelude to the public acceptance of the persecution of a 
number of groups who were declared the enemies of Germany.”434 Initially many non-
Jewish homosexual men seemed to worry little about the Nazi ascent to power, 
considering that Ernst Röhm, leader of the SA was a known homosexual, and since 
                                                
432 Klein, Schreiben im Schatten, 44-45.  
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Hirschfeld himself seemed to have expected the NSDAP to support the abolition of 
Paragraph175.435 Nevertheless, on 14 July 1933, the “Law for the Prevention of 
Hereditary Diseases” (Gesetz zur Verhütung erbkranken Nachwuchses) was drafted, 
followed on 24 November by the “Law Against Dangerous Habitual Criminals and Sex 
Offenders.” Both laws, grounded in Nazi racial ideology, broadened how sexual 
criminality was defined, and paved the way for the use of castration and other invasive 
medical procedures performed not only on men suspected of violating Paragraph175, but 
also on thousands of others who were perceived as unfit to bear children.436 In a number 
of early court cases, homosexual men were cast as psychopaths who threatened 
Germany’s children not only because of their sexual proclivities, but also because they 
were carriers of a congenital disease.437  
The Röhm Affair of 1934 was the next move in the steady if haphazard 
institutionalization of outright persecution. While homosexuality was little more than a 
pretext for killing Röhm and other members of the SA, the way this pretext was 
formulated and released in the Nazi press reveals a great deal about the culture that the 
National Socialists strove to cultivate with regard to homosexuality. In justifying what 
                                                
435 Florence Tamagne notes that in 1932, the Mitteilung des WhK published a letter from a homosexual 
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Nationalsozialismus.  
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was little more than politically motivated murder, Hitler made a public announcement in 
which he portrayed the SA members as “sick individuals” whom it was necessary to 
eradicate. He continued that “in the future” he would, “nicht mehr dulden, daß Millionen 
anständiger Menschen durch einzelne krankhaft veranlagte Personen belastet und 
kompromittiert werden.”438 Linking homosexuality to congenital illness, Hitler’s 
statement further conditioned the German public to accept persecution of homosexuals as 
a measure in the best interest of the Volk. Persecution was thus gradually ramped up, 
culminating in 1935 when the Nazis omitted the word “widernatürlich” from their 
revision of Paragraph 175, and thereby allowed for broader application of the law in 
cases where any “lewd and lascivious acts” between men could be demonstrated. In 
enforcing the revised law, a lingering glance or an overly familiar exchange of affection 
often sufficed for men to be arrested. This seemingly simple change would lead to the 
arrest of many thousands of men during the twelve years of the Third Reich.439  
 
Men Reading Men in the Third Reich 
In spite of increased legislative persecution, non-Jewish homosexual men did not 
constitute a threat to the National Socialist Volk in the same ways that Jews did, and there 
was never any attempt beyond the intensification of Paragraph175 to systematically 
pursue and eradicate homosexuals in German society at large.440 In fact, practical 
                                                
438 Cited in Stümke, Homosexuelle, 104.   
439 For more detailed estimates, see Stümke, Homosexuelle in Deutschland, 119.   
440 In light of turns in historical scholarship since 1990 historian Günter Grau has called into question 
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Richard Plant’s 1986 The Pink Triangle. Grau points out that studies of trials involving homosexuals in 
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concerns, particularly during wartime, often made “curing” homosexuals a more viable 
option.441 Yet such attempts were in most cases disorganized and haphazard, and as 
recent scholarship suggests, the “totalitarian” National Socialist state was not without its 
administrative flaws. Inconsistencies in policy in many respects made it possible for 
homosexuals in the Third Reich to maintain a degree of agency in spite of repressive 
measures taken against personal liberty. Thus many lived out the twelve years of the 
regime in fear of arrest and possible exposure, to be sure, but were nevertheless able to 
fulfill some of their sexual and emotional desires.  
In order to do so, it was essential for non-Jewish homosexual men to rely on 
strategies of dissimilation and camouflage for survival that allowed them to avoid 
detection and arrest, 442 but that also on occasion implied complicity with the state. With 
magazines and meeting places completely shut down, homosexual men lost their primary 
spaces of interaction. To continue meeting other men for sex under the more restrictive 
version of Paragraph175 represented a considerable and often mortal risk, and it is likely 
that many men simply avoided contact with other men altogether. Others, however, 
elected to marry and thereby escape persecution and official inquiries into their private 
                                                                                                                                            
municipal and district courts reveal discrepancies in sentencing and prosecution procedures across the 
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lives. For example, Jakob K. (born 1913) was jailed (Zuchthaus) from 1940 to 1942 after 
being arrested as a “175er.” His brother, a police officer in Dortmund, bargained for his 
release on the condition that he marry, which he did in 1943.443 Although he remarks that 
he and his wife had a good partnership and even had two children, all the while he also 
corresponded with a man named Heiner whom he had first contacted in 1942 through a 
personal ad printed in the Auerbach Kinderkalender. The ad read, “Suche eine 
Brieffreundschaft mit einem intelligenten Mann in meinem Alter, bin 20 Jahre alt und 
habe Interesse an Literatur und Wanderung...”444  
Jakob K.’s ad is interesting not only as documentation of an important strategy 
used by homosexuals in the Third Reich to avoid detection, but also because of the 
linguistic legacies that it bears witness to. The ad closely resembles many of those posted 
during the Weimar Republic in magazines such as Die Freundschaft. Through words 
such as “Brieffreundschaft” that could be taken at face value, the two men entered into a 
relationship that, although apparently never physically consummated—they only met 
once in person in 1944—was intimate enough for them to exchange pictures of each 
other.445 Although it is important to remember that overstepping the boundaries of 
“friendship” presented a considerable risk for both men, at the same time, the cultural 
tradition of ideal friendship as transmitted and developed in early-twentieth century 
magazines provided, I suggest, an idiom through which same-sex intimacy could be 
sought even in the repressive and homophobic conditions of the Third Reich. The 
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445 Van Dijk, Einsam war ich nie, 71. 
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inclusion of very specific qualifiers such as “intelligent” and “in meinem Alter” is 
consistent with the language used in personal ads printed in magazines for homosexual 
readers—further clued readers into the possibility of a more intimate relationship. As had 
been the case in the early part of the century, men who sought out other men for sex and 
intimacy relied on subtle communication strategies within the sanctioned yet relatively 
broad discourses of friendship. And as we saw in chapter two, these notions were also 
central to the expression of same-sex desire in postwar homophile magazines.  
As an ancillary to friendship, camaraderie (Kameradschaft) was another important 
component of the masculinist culture of the Third Reich.446 For some homosexual men, 
enlisting in the military provided the opportunity to enjoy the company of other men 
while simultaneously avoiding scrutiny. Albrecht Becker (born 1906) was arrested in 
1935 for violation of Paragraph175 and sentenced to three years in prison. In 1940 he 
joined the army after which his homosexuality and “criminal” record ceased to concern 
the state. During the war, Becker carried a Leica camera with him and photographed his 
fellow soldiers engaging in everyday activities, showering, celebrating Christmas, 
sleeping, and swimming nude.447 Curiously, the war itself did not appear in his shots.448 
Enlisting was Becker’s way of avoiding another jail sentence, or worse, while remaining 
in close contact with other men.449 Furthermore, I propose that the military provided 
                                                
446 For a discussion of Kameradschaft in the German military, see Kühne, “Kameradschaft – ‘das Beste im 
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Becker and others with a space in which homosocial interaction was thought foster the 
ideal of military camaraderie and strengthen soldiers’ morale. As long as it fell into the 
category of military camaraderie, male-male expressions of intimacy were not considered 
threatening to the sexual order of the Nazi state. Indeed, even homoeroticism could be 
overlooked once, as historian Tim Pursell has argued, once the Nazi party took a definite 
stance on the question of homosexuality in 1934 through the Röhm Affair, 1935 through 
the intensification of Paragraph175, and through innumerable ensuing acts of persecution 
and repression.450  
The ideal of camaraderie was translated into Nazi visual culture where it found 
expression in the exaggerated expression of the ideal male body in Leni Riefenstahl’s 
highly aestheticized films, in sculptures by Arno Breker and Josef Thorak, and in the 
photographs included in books by fitness guru and nudist Hans Surén. In the aesthetic 
production of the Third Reich, hypermasculinized and muscular bodies signified the 
virtue and strength of the Aryan man and, by extension, the state. As historian J.A. 
Mangan argues, “The Fascist Männerstaat and Männerbund represented aggressive 
nationalism based on a militant masculinity expressed symbolically through images of 
the naked muscular male body.”451 Accordingly, representations of the Aryan male were 
crafted to project National Socialist notions of masculine virtue. The racially pure nation 
                                                                                                                                            
ideology. Moreover, because they were persecuted and often lived in fear of arrest, many homosexual men 
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450 Pursell, “Queer Eyes,” 129.  
451 Mangan, “Icon,” 128. 
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was by extension defined in visual terms as strong and masculine, in opposition to all that 
was weak, sick, effeminate, or abnormal. 
With its focus on the well-built, athletic, and strong Aryan male body as the 
embodiment of the mythological virtues of valor and virility, the representation of the 
male body in Nazi art served to underscore the party’s commitment to the health of the 
Volk. In the National Socialist visual economy, ideal bodies were portrayed as muscular, 
vital, and potent. This is evident in the sculptures of Arno Breker and Josef Thorak, for 
example, in which classical references combine with exaggerated musculature to suggest 
the strength, virility, and stability of the Aryan man. These massive sculptures executed 
in bronze were intended as icons of the virtues of National Socialism, and hyperbolically 
reflected the nation’s inflated sense of its own heroism. Breker, who was Hitler’s favorite 
sculptor, “expressed perfectly Hitler’s belief that ‘Race was destiny, and art was 
destiny…all was clear and ordered, without anxiety and without ambiguity, an expression 
of the idealistic German will and the last hope of a true European community’.”452 
In similar fashion, the exercise manuals by fitness guru and nudist Hans Surén 
linked the photographic representation of athletic Aryan bodies with training tips and 
techniques for attaining those bodies. Surén, who had made a name for himself as a 
promoter of nudism and author of the very popular book Der Mensch und die Sonne 
(1924), sought to divorce nudity from associations with sickness and prudish stigmas.453 
Most significantly, the many photographs included in his books reinforced his belief in “a 
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convergence of health, strength, and beauty” at the site of the naked body.454 Surén’s 
book continued to be enormously popular in the Third Reich, selling over 200,000 copies, 
and remaining in print till the end of World War II.455 In 1936, the year in which 
Germany hosted the Olympic games, he changed the title to Mensch und Sonne. Arisch-
olympischer Geist, and began to advertise in Das schwarze Korps.456 In the ads, the 
magazine reinforced the connection between the cultivation of a “strong and self-aware 
body” and the racial health of the nation.457 The photographs included in Surén’s book to 
illustrate proper exercise technique and to show readers the kinds of salubrious activities 
nudists engaged in were also, I suggest, taken with an eye to their aesthetic quality. 
Similar to physique photography, subjects assumed poses that accentuated the body’s 
musculature, often using athletic equipment and other objects to further exaggerate 
muscle tone. In the context of the Third Reich, the poses and the composition of the 
photos further connected them to the broader Nazi iconography that associated physical 
strength and beauty with the moral and racial health of the nation.  
Although, to return to Pursell’s argument, Nazi representations of men were often 
explicitly homoerotic, the inscription of the Aryan body with ideal masculine virtues of 
strength and virility precluded interpretations of the male figures in Nazi aesthetic 
production as truly homosexual. Conversely, the homosexual body was degraded, 
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violated, and mutilated,458 acts that represent cruel attempts to cure the Aryan body 
politic, and which are furthermore symbolically consummate with the ideological 
presumption that homosexuals were not “whole” men in any case.  Compared with the 
ideal Aryan man, homosexuals were cast as “antiheroes” whose degeneracy was implied 
in the negative through the virtues that they were presumed not to possess.459 There was 
no need to represent them as sick, effeminate, or otherwise; it was sufficient to insinuate 
their purported physical and moral weakness through aesthetically—and erotically—
appealing images of the ideal Aryan man whose health precluded the possibility of his 
being homosexual. Pursell writes further on: 
In the 1930s there was still a popular assumption that a homosexual could be 
signified by any weak, exhausted, or listless figure—characteristics also used as 
anti-Semitic tropes for Jews. By contrast, idealized Nazi art frequently sowed 
energy either by movement or, if the figure was at rest, by tension, suggesting that 
action was about to occur. The message of static sculptural stance or portrayals of 
heroic, determined action (famously in Arno Breker’s massive sculputres) implied 
that men should save their strength for these important deeds. A subtext here was 
that a true Nordic man had the capacity for self-control, whereas the homosexual 
implicitly did not. Thus, Nordic ‘quiet strenght’ conveyed through classicism and 
‘active stasis’ becomes a counterexample to what was assumed to be feminizing 
homosexual lassitude.460 
 
Thus the health, strength, and vitality of the ideal Aryan man were translated in visual 
terms through representations of the male body as muscular and stalwart. These visual 
tropes were furthermore understood as metonymies for the state.  
At the same time, it is reasonable to believe that homosexual men in the Third 
Reich might have found idealized portrayals of muscular male physiques erotically 
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appealing, in spite of their ideological underpinnings.461 As literary historian Christian 
Klein points out, Nazi aesthetics were not wrought from nothing, but were rooted in a 
representational tradition in which the idealized (and often male) body figured centrally. 
Klein writes: 
Sicher ist es abwegig, an der nationalsozialistischen Kunst eine besondere 
Affinität von Schwulen zum Faschismus (oder umgekehrt) ablesen zu wollen. 
Dennoch ist festzuhalten, dass die NS-Plastiken einem Schönheitsideal 
entsprachen, das bereits vor 1933 existierte und von vielen Homosexuellen vor 
1933 ebenso positiv aufgenommen wurde wie danach.462  
 
Thus, that homosexual men would have found much Nazi cultural production appealing 
and arousing is neither surprising nor scandalous. Indeed, the eroticism inherent in much 
Nazi aesthetic production lent itself to reinterpretation by homosexual men through the 
alternative interpretive strategies that pre-1933 magazines had, I suggest, helped them 
cultivate. Tim Pursell writes: 
 
 ... the homosexual subculture that developed in Germany and in the rest of the 
 West during the late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century 
 included not simply a series of social networks and practices but also a specific 
 set of values, symbolic exchanges, and coded language. This subcultural 
 mechanism enabled homosexuals to live under conditions of social and legal 
 repression through a process of creative adaptation. Homosexuals, then as now, 
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 are constantly confronted with a heterosexual culture that they must reshape or 
 reinterpret in order to inhabit.463  
 
In other words, in the eyes of a homosexual viewer, Arno Breker’s sculpture 
Kameradschaft could be read as an expression of the devotion of one man to another. 
Visual tropes such as muscularity and strength, intended to represent National Socialist 
ideals of masculinity and racial purity, could be subjected to an act of reinterpretation to 
satisfy the viewer’s erotic fantasy.   
This capacity for “creative adaptation” of mainstream and normative texts was 
important for homosexual men in the Third Reich in the absence of publications and 
meeting places, and in the face of legislated persecution. Although the public sphere was 
severely restricted in the Third Reich, and publishing was under strict censorship, cultural 
production with homoerotic themes found its way to homosexual readers who were 
equipped with the alternative strategies of interpretation that they had developed, I 
suggest, through reading magazines and journals published in the more expansive 
Weimar-era public sphere. These strategies would again be recalled after the war when 
homosexual men would come together in the spaces offered by homophile magazines to 
once again constitute unique publics of homosexual readers in the context of West 
German reconstruction.  
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Chapter Five: The Homosexual Man in the West German Public Sphere 
The ruins of World War II, the Holocaust, and Germany’s defeat were evident in bombed 
out cityscapes, crippled infrastructure and industry, housing and food shortages, a robust 
black market economy, and an overall sense of social and cultural disarray. Publishing 
and the public sphere were in ruins, too, after twelve years of restrictive policies that put 
the press and print media wholly in the service of the state. After 1945, allied 
occupational forces, seeking to “instill values that would ensure peace” in Germany’s 
war-weary citizenry, exercised complete control over licensing.464 Allied efforts to 
“reeducate” and “democratize” Germans initially took the form of bi-weekly military 
newspapers called Heeresgruppenzeitungen or Allied newssheets.465 These were 
succeeded by newspapers in each of the four zones: Tägliche Rundschau in the Soviet 
sector, Neue Zeitung in the American sector, Die Welt in the British sector, and Nouvelles 
de France in the French sector.466 As the allied powers gradually increased the number of 
publishing licenses given to “politically sound Germans,” other periodical publications 
such as magazines and journals also emerged as important channels of information and 
debates over postwar politics, society, and “cultural renewal.”467 Readers once again 
came together to form diverse publics engaged in the work of reconstruction, and thereby 
gradually defined the contours of the West (and East) German public spheres.  
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Although the first known publication for homosexual readers (Amicus-Briefbund) 
would not appear until 1949 in West Berlin, the handful of homophile magazines that 
form the corpus of this study also participated in the project of reconstruction, not only as 
members of West Germany’s homosexual minority, but also, and most significantly, as 
citizens of the Federal Republic. Through homophile magazines, readers engaged in 
sharp critiques of the failure of the Federal Republic to live up to the constitutional 
guarantee of gender equality and each individual’s free expression of her/his 
personality.468 The magazines also connected readers to each other across local, national, 
and international borders, framing their experience as homosexuals in terms of an 
increasingly international and multicultural homophile movement.469 Yet, as I hope to 
have shown in chapter two, readers of magazines such as Die Freundschaft, PAN, Hellas, 
and Der Weg also participated in mainstream West German discourses such as the 
victimization of the German soldier, a retreat into classical culture and idealized notions 
of friendship and friend-love, and wholly normative portrayals of muscular male bodies 
that were both desirable and problematic given recent legacies of Nazi body aesthetics.470 
In this respect, although homophile magazines had a considerably more restricted 
circulation and self-selecting readership than national newspapers of political-cultural 
and literary journals, they nevertheless took part in reconstructing the public sphere. 
Moreover, the challenges of censorship that homophile publishers faced and their 
struggles to stay in publication in the conservative and family-oriented environment of 
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Adenauer’s West Germany provide insight into the development and expansion of the 
West German public sphere in the postwar period. 
This chapter takes West German reconstruction as a backdrop against which to 
examine the reemergence of homosexual publics in 1950s homophile magazines. Having 
examined a number of self-representations of homosexuals in the magazines themselves, 
it is important now to step back and consider mainstream conceptions and representations 
of homosexual men current in 1950s West Germany. Clayton Whisnant notes that much 
of the culture unique to homosexual men “was constructed out of a tactical usage of the 
dominant culture, insofar as it sometimes involved an alternative interpretation and 
employment of widely available images, ideas, and literature...”471 In order to fully 
understand these “alternative interpretations” of “dominant culture” evinced in magazines 
such as Die Freundschaft, Die Insel, Der Ring and others, it is essential to consider what 
West German society at large thought about and imagined with regard to homosexuality 
and, more to the point, the figure of the male homosexual.   
In choosing to examine mainstream representations of homosexuality in 1950s 
West Germany, I have take a cue from a handful of cultural critics—chiefly Alison 
Guenther-Pal, Wolfgang Popp, Burkhart Riechers, and Gary Schmidt—all of whose work 
on the portrayal of the homosexual “cipher” in postwar West German cultural production 
has greatly influenced my own.472 As their work signals, in spite of impressions that 
Adenauer West Germany was merely conservative and prudish, there was, in fact, a great 
                                                
471 Whisnant, “Between Persecution and Freedom,” 18-19. 
472 Guenther-Pal, “Projecting Deviance,” 19. See also Popp, “Homosexual Images of Masculinity”; 
Riechers, “Freundschaft und Anständigkeit”; Schmidt, The Nazi Abduction of Ganymede. 
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deal of discussion surrounding male homosexuality in 1950s West Germany.473 In 
literature, film, and scholarship, homosexuality became a topic of great public concern 
and anxiety, motivated by the exigencies of reconstruction and the need to ensure a 
“normal” future, in particular for West Germany’s youth. This interest in homosexuality 
was, as recent work by historians Elizabeth Heinemann and Dagmar Herzog has shown, 
consistent with increased concern for the nation’s sexual health more generally, as sex 
became “Thema 1.”474  
In this context, the figure of the male homosexual was repeatedly conceptualized 
in terms of the risk he posed to West German youth and, by extension, as a threat to the 
nation’s reconstruction efforts. As my analysis in chapters one and two has shown, 
homophile magazines did not emerge in a vacuum. Rather they developed in dialog with, 
as responses to, and sometimes as corroborations of mainstream conceptions of 
homosexuality. As historian Burkhardt Riechers notes, these conceptions developed 
concretely under two important sets of conditions: ongoing criminalization of sex 
between men in the Federal Republic until 1969 and “überlieferte stereotypen 
Zuschreibungen,” which Riechers summarizes as perceived “Triebhaftigkeit, Verführung, 
Laster und Cliquenwesen.”475 Moreover, as public media, homophile magazines were 
perceived as promoting homosexuality, and were targeted by a number of conservative 
groups including the churches and the Volkswartbund.476 They thus became the site of 
                                                
473 Guenther-Pal, “Projecting Deviance,” 9. 
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debates and discussions over freedom of expression that, in spite of their limited 
circulation and availability, nevertheless played a role in conditioning what could and 
could not be made public in 1950s West Germany. Considering mainstream 
representations of homosexuals is important for another reason. Images of the male 
homosexual that were produced in 1950s West Germany also participated in sustaining 
the status quo, and, crucially, became justifications for ongoing criminalization of sex 
between men. If the homosexual man was perceived as a threat to the youth—and by 
extension an impediment to reconstruction—then acknowledging homosexuals as victims 
of Nazi crimes was not necessary, and continued criminalization under the 1935 Nazi 
version of Paragraph 175 seemed justifiable.477  
I begin with an overview of the immediate postwar years, emphasizing the 
“crises” thought to be endemic to sexual relationships immediately after the war. As 
historians have long argued, the foundations for the Federal Republic (and the GDR) 
were in fact laid as early as 1945 under allied occupation. This is certainly the case with 
West German policy and attitudes towards sexuality, which, as historians Dagmar Herzog 
and Elizabeth Heinemann have shown, were rooted in the tremendous social anxieties 
about the loss of West Germans’ ability to relate to each other as a consequence of Nazi 
dictatorship, wartime losses, and postwar deprivation.478 I then move on to a discussion 
of two texts that I view as crucial in the representation of male homosexuality in 1950s 
                                                
477 Significantly, homosexual women were not represented in the same ways homosexual men, nor was sex 
between women criminalized. For a discussion of representations of homosexuality between women, see 
Guenther-Pal, “Projecting Deviance.” 
478 Heinemann, Before Porn was Legal; Herzog, Sex After Fascism. 
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West Germany: sociologist Helmut Schelsky’s Soziologie der Sexualität and Veit 
Harlan’s 1957 film Anders als du und ich  (Paragraph 175). Both of these texts have 
been dealt with a fair amount by other scholars working on the history and representation 
of homosexuality in postwar West Germany.479 Building on their insights, I argue that 
these two texts are crucial to understanding the construction of the figure of the male 
homosexual in the West German public sphere, and therefore played a significant role in 
creating the homophobic conditions under which West German homophile publishing 
would ultimately fade into history.  
 
Towards a Sexually “Normal” Republic 
After 1945, in the wake of national defeat and at the peak of the so-called “crisis 
years,”480 Germans in all four allied occupation zones struggled to come to grips with the 
radical changes in the conditions of everyday life. Securing the means to obtain food, 
clothing, and housing became a top priority, and Germans grew accustomed to a black-
market economy based on trade and barter. In this context, sex, too, became both a 
commodity and a liability. Amidst abysmal living conditions and official attempts to 
police and control sexual behavior in response to the perception that Germans’ “capacity 
for relationality had been impaired,” Germans in the immediate postwar years negotiated 
                                                
479 For discussions of Schelsky see Guenther-Pal, “Projecting Deviance” Herzog, “The Reception of the 
Kinsey Reports” and Sex after Fascism; Whisnant, “Between Persecution and Freedom.” On Harlan’s film 
see Baer, Dismantling the Dream Factory; Falk, Grenzverwischer; Guenther-Pal, “Sexual Reorientations”; 
Theis, “Anders als du und ich ”; Whisnant, “Persecution and Freedom.”  
480 Heinemann, “The Hour of Woman.” For an extended discussion of the transformations in gender 
relations in the immediate postwar years, see Robert Moeller, Protecting Motherhood. The first chapter of 
Brigitte Young’s Triumph of the Fatherland also offers a useful overview of gender relations in the postwar 
period with a particular focus women’s movements in the history of divided Germany.  
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the complexities of personal relationships and sexual desire although these were laden 
with memories of wartime loss and estrangement.481 Many women now found themselves 
single, and those whose husbands were not killed in the war found their marriages 
strained by the trauma of wartime experience.482 With the large number of men who had 
died in war or were still in allied custody as POWs, anxieties emerged about women 
turning to lesbianism out of loneliness and desperation.483 Leaders concerned with the 
stability of the family, anxious about the spread of venereal disease, and leery of the 
much-touted Frauenüberschuss led to an increase in control and legislation of sexuality, 
as women, often suspected of engaging in prostitution, were frequently tested for 
venereal disease.484  
It was also feared that a surplus of women could lead to the feminization of 
German society in which young men would naturally turn to homosexuality. In this 
respect, legacies of Nazi intrusion into the private sphere extended into the postwar 
period as well.485 Yet the surplus of women was not the only characteristic of postwar 
German society that might cause young men to become homosexual. Callboys, too, 
regularly hired by same-sex desiring men in public spaces were submitted to regular and 
                                                
481 Herzog, Sex after Fascism, 66. That sex and erotic desire represented exceedingly problematic 
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chapter. See Herzog, Sex after Fascism, 34, 296.  
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rigorous surveillance, particularly in high-traffic areas such as train stations.486 Police 
feared that, although a teenage boy may not be homosexual himself, poverty and 
homelessness might force him to trade sexual favors for food and lodgings with 
homosexual men. Contact with such men could, it was feared, result in the boy himself 
becoming homosexual.487 The notion that homosexuality was in many cases conditioned 
by social situations became commonplace, and was implicit in the belief that 
“psesudohomosexuality” and situational homosexuality could be cured.488  
By the end of the decade, the economic situation in the three western occupation 
zones began to improve as a result of the Marshall Plan, the formation of the Bi-Zone and 
the currency reform of 1948. These watersheds in the early history of the Federal 
Republic were preconditions of normalization in the 1950s, which in political and 
economic terms would come to mean alignment with Western European and, in 
particular, US American prerogatives,489 and a decided turn away from communism and 
                                                
486 In her article “Bahnhof Boys,” Jennifer Evans traces the history of police control of male prostitution at 
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American) values in postwar Germany in Transmission Impossible: American Journalism as Cultural 
Diplomacy in Postwar Germany 1945-1955. Heide Fehrenbach has considered at the influence of 
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eastern influence as stipulated in the Truman Doctrine.490 Sex and sexuality continued to 
play an important role in public discourse after the founding of the Federal Republic in 
1949 and into the 1950s, and garnered signficant attention from medical professionals 
such as Hans Giese, social scientists such as Helmut Schelsky, legal professionals 
including advocate for homosexual emancipation Dr. Botho Laserstein, as well as authors 
and filmmakers from Heinrich Böll and Wolfgang Köppen to Veit Harlan and Geza von 
                                                                                                                                            
American cinema culture on 1950s West German cinema in Cinema in Democratizing Germany: 
Reconstructing National Identity after Hitler. In Jazz, Rock, and Rebels: Cold War Politics and American 
Culture in Divided Germany, Uta Poiger discusses the tensions surrounding US American popular culture 
and consumer society in debates over German-German reconstruction. With respect to sexuality, Elizabeth 
Heinemann addresses the growing erotica industry in West Germany in the context of consumerism in 
Before Porn Was Legal: The Erotica Empire of Beate Uhse. And Dagmar Herzog has looked at the 
influence of Alfred Kinsey’s important 1948 and 1952 studies on human sexuality in Western Europe in 
her article “The Reception of the Kinsey Reports in Europe.” Both Maase and Scholz point out that as 
much as American cultural production was welcomed by West German consumers, it was also vehemently 
rejected by German leaders and cultural elites. Scholz in particular has applied the notion of 
transnationalism to her reading of the period, and insists that West Germany be seen as part of a growing 
network of Western cultural influences that had bearing on each other’s development. Moreover, she 
argues that American culture often underwent a transformation in the West German market by which much 
of its “American” sheen was removed. See Natalie Scholz, “The ‘Modern Home’ During the 1950s. West 
German Cultural Reconstruction and the Ambivalent Meanings of Americanization.” 
490 At the time, the US was caught in the anti-communist and homophobic frenzy known as McCarthyism, 
which engendered the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) and forged a link between 
homosexuals and enemies of the state. As Robert Corber has shown, homosexuality functioned as a 
political weapon with which to denounce all those who rejected the American dream and seemingly refused 
to play along with postwar cultural hegemony. See Corber, Homosexuality in Cold War America. The 
homophobia endemic to American policy in the postwar period was, I suggest, implicit in its reaction to the 
perceived threat of communism and its drive to establish a German state to act as a bulwark against the 
spread of Soviet influence. Germany had an even longer history of anti-communist sentiment, which 
extended into the postwar decades and reconstruction. As Eric Weitz observes, in the postwar years 
Communists found very few friends in the Federal Republic, neither among Adenauer and the conservative 
CDU leadership nor among members of the SPD, such as party leader Kurt Schumacher. Adenauer’s 
personal feelings towards Communism and the eastern threat motivated the tremendous energy he put forth 
in aligning West Germany with the priorities of NATO and the European Coal and Steel Community, and 
drove him to eventually promote Erhard’s market economy lest West Germans should turn towards 
communism out of deprivation and desperation. The drive towards economic prosperity was perhaps the 
largest component of normalization, dictating more than any other discourse the political decisions and 
mores of the period.  
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Radvanyi.491 Needless to say, homophile magazines also participated in these 
discussions, albeit on a smaller scale.  
Fearing for the nation’s future, conservatives “reduced [sex] to a ‘primitive 
act’”492 through campaigns to curtail what they viewed as sexual excess in order to 
preserve women and men’s ability to relate to each other sexually, emotionally, and 
spiritually.493 In short, in the context of postwar reconstruction, West Germans’ sexual 
relationships, and their personal relationships more generally, were brought under the 
rubric of normalization (Normierung), a powerful “code word” that under the conditions 
of reconstruction would come to symbolize West German aspirations to ensure a more 
“normal” future as a democratic state.494 Over the course of the decade, West German 
normality was defined on the one hand as political, economic, and social stability; 
commitment to the decidedly western and explicitly anticommunist values of the 
bourgeois family and consumer capitalism; and a political culture founded on cautious 
parliamentary proceduralism and, above all, “keine Experimente.”495 On the other hand, 
notions of normality, which suffused legislation from the period but also West German 
                                                
491 In order of mention, these texts include Hans Giese’s Der homosexuelle Mann in der Welt (1957), 
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Adenauer to secure his second term in office in 1957. For a history of the early Federal Republic from the 
perspective of the Adenauer administration, see Kurt Sontheimer, Die Adenauer-Ära.  
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cultural production, were also defined in opposition to the foreign, the communist, and 
the sexually aberrant. 
By the early 1950s, West Germany’s “economic miracle” was well underway, and 
West Germans were encouraged by the Adenauer administration to maintain and increase 
consumption in the interest of continued success.496 The growth in consumer culture 
along with increased commitment to the purported values of the Christian west suffused 
political, economic, social, and cultural discourses. Normality became an imaginary—
albeit unreflected—compass point to guide West German reconstruction throughout the 
“long 1950s.”497 As Hanna Schissler writes:  
The “return to normality” was described to them [West Germans] in countless 
political speeches or in sermons as being imminent or well under way. Because 
“normality” supposedly does not need explanation or justification, the normativity 
that was attached to the normalization project was (at least partly) veiled. The fact 
that “normality” obviously does not require further explanation or exploration, 
that seemingly everybody intuitively understood the meaning of “normal,” is 
precisely what made it such a powerful tool in the social and ideological reality of 
the 1950s.498 
 
To be sure, when measured in terms of economic growth and political stability, the return 
to normality was by all accounts successful. When viewed through the postwar history of 
sexuality, however, West German normalization evinces a number of fissures.  
Normalization was largely defined in terms of the Federal Republic’s 
transformation from a fascist dictatorship into a free liberal democracy grounded in a 
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democratic constitution. The Grundgesetz, ratified in 1949, accordingly guaranteed all 
West Germans the right to the free development of their personalities, but complicity 
with normative and heterosexist sexual behavior and relationship models became an 
important condition for full participation in West German reconstruction. As a number of 
historians from Erica Carter to Elizabeth Heinemann and others have shown, marriage 
and family life were intimately tied to West Germany’s growing reliance on consumer 
capitalism, and hence became important markers of full citizenship in the context of 
postwar reconstruction.499 Under the conservative Adenauer administration and newly 
appointed Minister for the Family Franz-Josef Würmeling, marriage and the family were 
attainable social goals that provided stability and identification with the democratic 
priorities of the state and the economy.500 Yet West Germans who did not enjoy ideal 
marriages and those who were unmarried—both heterosexuals and homosexuals—were 
confronted with the dilemma of not finding their own desires reflected in mainstream 
public discourse. In reflecting on the profound effects of normalization on interpersonal 
relationships and sexual expression, Elizabeth Heineman proposes:  
… even when state-imposed penalties did not come to pass, emotional suffering—
the inner torment individuals experience when two or more high-priority personal 
goals are irreconcilable—could be crushing. Consider the Jehovah’s Witness who 
survived the Third Reich by renouncing her faith, the gay man in either regime 
[Third Reich or FRG] who remained celibate out of fear of arrest, or the war 
widow who cohabitated with her lover because marriage would terminate her 
                                                
499 See Erica Carter, How German is She; Elizabeth Heinemann, “The Economic Miracle in the Bedroom,” 
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widow’s pension, only to be snubbed by her neighbors. Importantly, the scenarios 
continue within marriage: the couple who wanted to limit the size of their family 
but equally wanted to remain faithful to the dictates of the Catholic Church; the 
woman who loved her husband but abhorred sex. 501  
 
Heinemann’s questions challenge the pretenses of West German normalization by 
inquiring into the personal and intimate lives of citizens across the board, and suggesting 
that life in the Federal Republic under normalization often meant compromising personal 
desires and “emotional liberty.”502  
In the case of homosexual men, such compromises were necessary to prevent the 
loss of emotional liberty, to be sure, but also of civil liberties.503 In many cases, postwar 
conceptions of homosexuality diverged little from notions that were current under the 
Nazis. These conceptions not only conditioned the everyday lives of homosexual men in 
the Federal Republic. In West Germany, the homosexual man was no longer cast as a 
threat to “gesundes Volksempfinden”; instead he represented an immanent risk to the 
“Christian conservative Sittengesetz.”504 In spite of the five-year period of official 
“denazification” procedures (1946-1952), the acute need for qualified judges made it 
difficult to avoid putting officials on the bench who had not been active under the 
Nazis.505 Significantly, a number of judges who in the Third Reich had been directly 
involved in prosecuting homosexuals were named to often high positions in the 
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immediate postwar years.506 In this, the ongoing criminalization of sex between men can 
be seen as yet another example of West Germany’s failure to fully deal with or directly 
confront the legacies of National Socialism. 
Preexisting understandings of homosexuality were also repeatedly invoked in the 
postwar decades to justify the retention of the 1935 version of Paragraph 175.507 After the 
war, German jurists in the western zones of occupation ruled to uphold the 1935 National 
Socialist version of Paragraph 175, retaining the vague formulation “lewd and lascivious 
acts” and subparagraphs a and b.508 Basing the ruling on unanimous public opinion, the 
courts declared categorically that there was nothing inherently Nazi about the statute.509 
Men who had been arrested in the Third Reich for pursuing sex with other men had to 
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cope with the knowledge that they were on record as criminals, and could therefore be 
policed more easily.510 Homosexuals were “not forgotten but explicitly excluded” both 
from attempts to purge German legislation of National Socialist ideology and from 
reparation efforts made by the federal government in the 1950s.511 Between 1950 and 
1965, nearly 45,000 men were convicted for violations of Paragraph 175.512  
For instance, soon after the founding of the Federal Republic, two men named 
Günter R. and Oskar K., who had been convicted for repeated violations of Paragraph 
175 in the Third Reich, and again sentenced in the early 1950s, sought to appeal the 
courts’ rulings. The plaintiffs argued that Paragraph 175, violated, among other things, 
their constitutional right to the free development of their personalities, that the state had 
no jurisdiction over the sexual lives of consenting adults, and contended further that the 
law “represented an unconstitutional form of discrimination against male homosexuals, 
because lesbians were exempt from prosecution.”513 The trial ended in 1957 after the 
death of Oskar K. The Federal Constitutional Court declared that the silence regarding 
Paragraph 175 on the part of Allied powers and German legislators alike in the postwar 
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period was indicative of the fact that the law was not sufficiently tainted by National 
Socialist jurisprudence.514 As historian Robert Moeller writes: 
This silence on the part of the Allies and the Federal Republic’s founding fathers, 
reasoned the justices, was evidence that they need have no fears that Paragraph 
175 was anything but legitimate and necessary. Not every law introduced in the 
Thousand Year Reich was indelibly tainted by the ‘National Socialist body of 
thought’ (Gedankengut), and the justices were confident that by 1957 there had 
been ample opportunity for the legislature to suspend any law that was 
compromised on this basis. Indeed, when it came to learning how most effectively 
to criminalize certain forms of sexual activity, it seemed that there was much to 
learn from the Nazis.515  
 
Continued criminalization of sex between men reinforced associations between 
homosexuality and criminality, and heightened anxieties about the effects of same-sex 
desire and nonnormative sexual behavior more broadly in the West German public 
sphere. Legislation of same-sex sexual behavior went hand-in-hand with the 
transformation of the publishing industry, control, and censorship. Although the 
Grundgesetz explicitly guaranteed freedom of the press and reporting—recalling the 
Weimar constitution’s prohibition of censorship in the formulation “Eine Zensur findet 
nicht statt” (“There is no censorship”)—and in spite of recent memories of overt state 
control of media under the Nazis, not all West Germans were on board with such a liberal 
guarantee. As early as 1949, conservative organizations such as the Volkswartbund, 
reacting to perceptions of sexual disorder, began to fight for increased censorship laws 
and restrictions on cultural production. In 1953, their labors were met with success when 
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the Adenauer administration ratified the Gesetz über die Gefährdung jugendgefährdender 
Schriften.516 In the long term, this law would have disastrous effects on efforts by 
homophile publishers to carve out a space in the public sphere for their magazines. As 
Bernhard Rosenkranz and Gottfried Lorenz note in their study on homosexual men in 
Hamburg, “the history of the West German homosexual press in the 1950s is a history of 
juridical debate about the content with acquittals, convictions, imprisonment and fines, 
and indexing.”517 By the second half of the decade, most of the magazines discussed in 
this study were no longer in publication.  
 
Images of the Homosexual Man in Postwar West Germany 
In addition to ongoing legislated persecution and the many hurdles facing homophile 
publishers and readers during West German reconstruction, it is also important to 
consider the overall effects of the broader culture of sexual normalization on the West 
German public sphere and homophile publishing specifically. As literature, film, and 
media studies scholars have argued, cultural texts that feature homosexual men and 
women have a notable impact on how they are perceived and treated in society at large.518 
West German depictions of homosexual men produced in the 1950s drew on long-
standing representations of the homosexuals as sick, aberrant, or antithetical to national 
progress, in short, effectively fashioning a figure whose desire, behavior, and very 
personality were antithetical to the sexual norms befitting successful reconstruction. As 
                                                
516 Heineman, Before Porn Was Legal, 27.  
517 Rosenkranz and Lorenz, Hamburg, 81. 
518 See, for example, Richard Dyer, The Culture of Queers and Richard Russo, The Celluloid Closet. 
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Alison Guenther-Pal has convincingly argued, in postwar West Germany under 
conditions of normalization “the male homosexual functions as an organizational locus 
that produces a specifically non-German category of otherness against which a non-
fascist and ostensibly democratic articulation of German national identity is 
constituted.”519  
To be sure, homosexuality was not the only target. In popular film, for example, 
West German audiences were presented with characters such as Hildegard Knef’s 
character Marina in Willi Forst’s 1951 Die Sünderin and Rosemarie Nitribit, the West 
German escort turned industrial spy in Rolf Thiele’s 1958 film Das Mädchen Rosemarie. 
The sexual behavior of these characters presented clearly defined barriers between how 
West Germans should and should not behave in the bedroom.520 Homosexuality, 
however, came to epitomize abnormality through repeated association with criminality, 
narcissism, foreignness, and “social purposelessness” in legal discourse, science and 
scholarship, and literature and popular culture. For example, in Heinrich Böll’s 1949 
story Der Zug war pünktlich, which I discuss in chapter two, homosexuality was linked to 
war crimes, wartime violence, and the irreversible corruption of masculinity. And in 
Wolfgang Koeppen’s 1953 novel Das Treibhaus, West German readers were introduced 
to a lesbian character, “la Wanowski.” Koeppen decribes “la Wanowski” as a “bull dyke” 
with “a coarse frizz of hair on her bull’s skull, a woman who struck fear as a pub brawler, 
and had gained sway over the tribades.” For the protagonist Keetenheuve, “la Wanowski” 
                                                
519 Guenther-Pal, “Projecting Deviance,” 16.  
520 See, for example, Fehrenbach’s discussion of Die Sünderin in “The Fight for the Christian West.” 
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is a detestable character who blurs gender conventions in opposition to the social order. 
Yet her transgression is righted in his fantasy when he dreams of “smiting” her with an ax 
in a fit of rage. In his insightful analysis of this scene, literary critic Gary Schmidt links 
this depiction of a lesbian character with the filmic portrayal of homosexual women and 
men in the 1950s: “in either a comic or a horror genre.”521 Indeed, these two modes of 
representing homosexuality were consistent, I suggest, with representational traditions 
extending back much further—to the predatory figure of Gustav Aschenbach in Thomas 
Mann’s Der Tod in Venedig, to take an example—and would remain in public discourse 
throughout the 1950s and beyond, as I intend to show in my examination of the following 
texts.   
 
Helmut Schelsky and the “Socially Purposeless” Homosexual 
Much as in the first half of the century, scholarly approaches to sexual behavior retained 
their primacy in the early years of the Federal Republic, as West Germans looked to 
doctors and scholars whose titles and credentials attested to their ability to advise and 
guide them out of the rubble and into a stable and democratic society.522 Outside of 
                                                
521 Schmidt, Nazi Abduction, 148.  
522 Popular cultural production from the period also attests to the prominence of the physician and scholar 
in West German society. In fact, an entire subgenre of the 1950s melodrama, the so-called Artztfilm, centers 
on the figure of the physician, for example the film Sauerbruch – Das war mein Leben (1954). In Arztfilme, 
the physician is not simply a disinterested third party responsible for the physical health of his patients. 
Rather, the figure takes on a much greater significance as the healer of the nation. In Veit Harlan’s film 
Anders als du und ich  as well, both a family physician and a psychiatrist play important roles in driving the 
plot. See also Sabine Gottgetreu, Der Arztfilm: Untersuchung eines filmischen Genres; Martin Reuter, 
Ärzte im Bundesdeutschen Spielfilm der fünfziger Jahre; Claudius Seidl, Der deutsche Film der Film der 
fünfziger Jahre. For a broad overview of the figure of the physician and indeed medicine in general, 
including an interesting discussion of the birth of the film medium from medical technology (cf. Eduard 
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Germany as well, scientists such as zoologist Alfred Kinsey in the United States applied 
rigorous methods of scientific inquiry to human sexual behavior. Kinsey’s studies on 
sexuality in men and women, published in 1948 and 1953 respectively, further asserted 
the claims of science to help people understand the diversity of erotic desire and sexual 
behavior. Resonating throughout the western world—albeit not positively—the Kinsey 
Reports called into question long-held assumptions about the fixity of sexual desire, and 
challenged normative discourses of marital fidelity and monogamy.523  
In West Germany, the loudest response came from respected sociologist Helmut 
Schelsky, best known for coining the term nivellierte Mittelstandsgesellschaft to describe 
the Federal Republic in the 1950s.524 Schelsky had also come to prominence as an adviser 
to the Ministry of the Family, established under Adenauer in 1953, and a staunch 
advocate for conventional family models. In his mind, the family merited the full 
attention of the federal government given that family stability could effectively ward off 
“general societal collapse.”525 Schelsky’s views on nonnormative sexual behaviors was 
consistent with his estimation of the social significance of the family. In 1955, Schelsky 
published Soziologie der Sexualität. Über die Beziehungen zwischen Geschlecht, Moral 
und Gesellschaft as the second in Rowohlt’s “deutsche Enzyklopädie” series, a line of 
popular paperbacks intended to bring scholarship to a larger readership without in any 
                                                                                                                                            
Muybridge, Lumiere, etc.), see Linda Cartwright’s 1995 study Screening the Body: Tracing Medicine’s 
Visual Culture.  
523 For a discussion of the reception of the Kinsey Reports in western Europe, see Herzog, “The Reception 
of the Kinsey Reports.”  
524 For a discussion of Schelsky’s notion of the nivellierte Mittelstandsgesellschaft in the context of 1950s 
West Germany, see Hans Braun, “Helmut Schelskys Konzept der ‘nivellierten Mittelstandsgesellschaft’ 
und die Bundesrepublik der 50er Jahre.”  
525 Moeller, “Homosexual Man,” 408. 
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way, as series editor Ernesto Grassi insisted, watering it down.526 The editions were 
cheap, costing only 1.50 DM, and were amply available.  
Indeed, the history of Rowohlt’s Deutsche Enzyklopädie is intimately tied to the 
development of the West German public sphere. In the dearth of reading material after 
World War II, Ernst Rowohlt’s son Heinrich Maria Ledig began publishing in newspaper 
format novels that were banned in the Third Reich, charging no more than 1.50 DM per 
copy. With these RoRoRo series (Rowohlts Rotations Romane), the publisher provided 
Germans with affordable access to literature to which they had been denied access, 
effectively exploding the literary public sphere. In 1948, Heinz Rowohlt was invited by 
the US government on an eight-week tour of the United States. American occupation 
officials organized these trips for Germans who they felt would have an impact on 
reconstruction. While in the US, Ledig discovered the “pocketbook” as a new format for 
publishing novels. He returned to Germany with the idea, and thus was born the first 
series of paperbacks in Germany, also under the name “rororo.” The idea proved a 
tremendous success, and the publishers decided to publish non-fiction in the same 
format.527   
In 1955, Rowohlt released the first four titles in the Deutsche Enzyklopädie series. 
Similar to the fiction paperbacks, they were enormously popular with single printings 
often reaching 50,000 copies. The series remained in publication until 1984, publishing 
many important and well-known works for a popular audience, such as Robert 
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Oppenheimer’s Atomkraft und menschliche Freiheit and Margret Boveri’s Der Verrat im 
XX. Jahrhundert. Soziologie der Sexualität reached its seventh printing within two years 
of its initial release, reaching an impressive 100,000 copies.528 This popularity was also 
predicated on the considerable growth of the paperback market in the early years of the 
Federal Republic, as literary historian Frank Trommler notes.529 With the 1948 West 
German currency reform, the public sphere again began to expand, as West Germans 
gained confidence in the economy and their role as consumers in sustaining its 
“miraculous” growth. The expansion in the publication of paperback books was thus 
another indicator of the nation’s “successful” reconstruction as all kinds of works, from 
literature to scholarship, now became available and accessible to West Germans hungry 
for entertainment and intellectual stimulation. 
The popularity of the Deutsche Enzyklopädie series undoubtedly added to the 
success of Schelsky’s book. As Dagmar Herzog notes, Soziologie der Sexualität “was 
considered authoritative, and set the terms of debate on sexual matters in West Germany 
well into the 1960s.”530 Through education, Schelsky’s book played an important role in 
sexual normalization, and, in particular, in defining normal sexuality through opposition 
with “abnormal” behavior. He eschewed Kinsey’s rejection of the categories “normal” 
and “abnormal,” foundational for the political and social force of Kinsey’s studies,531 and 
                                                
528 Gieselbusch, et al., 100 Jahre Rowohlt. 
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opposed what he termed the “demokratischer Pluralismus der Sexualität”532 on the 
grounds that it would lead to a “Reprimitivisierung” of the species.533 He wrote:   
 
Die Erkenntnis, daß die Normierung der Geschlechtlichkeit zeitlich und kulturell 
bedingt und mithin veränderlich ist, scheint mir nur ihre religiös-absolute 
Fundierung zu relativieren, sondern darüber hinaus die Gültigkeit sozialer 
Normen auf diesem Gebiete überhaupt zu erschüttern. Ich halte diese 
weitverbreitete Ansicht für falsch und die auf ihr beruhenden 
Normabschwächungen für unberechtigt und gefährlich... Gewiß sind auch die 
Sexualnormen relativ. Aber worauf? In ihren Grundbeständen immer auf das 
Gesamtgefüge der jeweiligen Kultur. Diese Normen zu erschüttern, heißt dann 
nicht mehr und nicht weniger, als das Gesamtgefüge der jeweiligen Kultur in 
seinen Grundlagen angreifen.534 
 
In fact, Schelsky repudiated sex education (sexuelle Aufklärung) more generally, and 
promoted a return to modesty and a more holistic understanding of sex’s role in the 
personal relationships of West Germans. Unlike the historical Enlightenment that 
awakened the general public—intimately tied, it should be noted, to Habermas’s analysis 
of the emergence of the public sphere—sexual education (lit. “enlightenment”) did not, as 
purported, make anyone into the free masters of their own life, but had only served to 
create “neue und weit schwerer greifbare und zu ertragende Notstände, Unsicherheiten 
                                                
532 Schelsky, Sozioligie, 51. 
533 Schelsky, Sozioligie, 48-49. 
534 Schelsky, Sozioligie, 48-49. 
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und Krankheiten des menschlichen und sozialen Verhaltens.”535 Accordingly, he asserted 
that that sexuality should not be a topic of popular public debate, but that given the 
confusion over the role of sex everyday life and society, a book such Soziologie der 
Sexualität was necessary.536  
Indeed, as a popular publication marketed to a large West German readership, 
Schelsky’s book was intended to right the wrongs that sexual education had wrought, 
most recently in Kinsey’s work. In the words of series editor Ernesto Grassi, “Schelsky’s 
publication represents the factual response to (Ger. “gegen”) the Kinsey Report.”537 To be 
sure, West Germans were already suspicious of Kinsey’s findings since they viewed them 
as rooted in the “peculiarities of American national sexual culture.”538 Yet the American 
zoologist’s studies were nevertheless popular enough in the Federal Republic to warrant 
Schelsky’s best efforts to channel native suspicions into the West German discourse of 
sexual normalization.  
For Schelsky, social order relied on the individual’s conscious and concerted 
subjection of instinctive drives for the benefit of civilization (Kultur).539 In the section of 
his book dedicated to the discussion “sexual abnormalities,” titled “Die Abnormen und 
die Gesellschaft,” Schelsky offered readers what he termed the “Stufung funktionaler 
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Leistungen der normalen menschlichen Sexualität.” The list provides a glimpse into his 
thought, and reveals the larger ethos of sexual normalization in the period. He writes:  
1. sie [normale menschliche Sexualität] erfüllt den biologischen Zweck der 
Artfortpflanzung;  
2. sie befriedigt die biologisch-triebhaften Lustbedürfnisse; 
3. durch ihre Institutionalisierung wird sie zu einem Fundament der Grundgebilde 
sozialer Sicherung, wie sie in Ehe, Familie und Verwandtschaft auch noch den 
differenziertesten Gesellschaftssystemen unterliegen;   
4. die normgerecht vergesellschaftete Sexualität wirkt wiederum zuf das soziale 
und persönliche Selbstbewußtsein des Individuums zurück, indem sie dessen 
dauerhafte Verhaltensformen und moralisches Selbstgefühl stabilisiert und 
bestätigt, soziale Achtung, Anerkennung un Zufriedenheit erzeugt und damit zur 
Erfüllung der Bedürfnisse gesellschaftlicher Zusammengehörigkeit, Einordnung 
und Verläßlichkeit beiträgt;   
5. auf der Grundlage der institutionell und habituell regulierten Sexualität ist der 
Mensch triebhaft entlastet und damit frei für eine Versachlichung seines 
Verhaltens zu kulturellen Zwecken, und schließlich  
6. bietet die so integrierte Sexualität die größten Chancen zur Steigerung der 
Persönlichkeit in höhere Seinsformen der Liebe, Hingabe, Gläubigkeit usw.540  
 
The points listed for the book’s intended readers offer clear guidelines for how to order 
their sexual lives, and admonishes them to consider the “interests of civilization” in their 
relationships. It also implicitly warns them against participating in “abnormal” behaviors, 
several of which Schelsky goes on to discuss on the following pages. 
Chief among the “abnormal” sexual behaviors that he treats is homosexuality. In 
his argument, homosexuality represents the most apparent example of abnormal sexual 
behavior. He writes, “Die homosexuelle Geschlechtsbeziehung entspricht in ihrer 
Verfehlung des gegengeschlechtlichen Partnerbezuges, ihrem autistischen und 
narzißtischen Verharren beim eingengeschlechtlichen Leibe und ihrer biologischen und 
sozialen Zweckloskigkeit wohl am offenbarsten unserer Kennzeichnung des abnormen 
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Sexualverhaltens.”541 Since Schelsky viewed the family as the best guarantor of West 
German reconstruction and continued economic and social stability,542 relationships that 
did not lead to the reproduction of that particular social constellation could only be 
defined as abnormal. Moreover, homosexuality—explicitly characterized as selfish, 
irresponsible, “autistic and narcissistic”—represented a “flight from masculinity” and 
hence “might create pitfalls in establishing stable heterosexual relationships.”543  
In reality, Schelsky did little more than further propagate ideas about sexuality 
cultivated in the Third Reich, largely by the psychiatrist Hans Bürger-Prinz, who, as 
Dagmar Herzog notes, was “instrumental in providing ... scholarly ‘legitimations’ for the 
expanded persecution of homosexuals.544 (And like Schelsky, Bürger-Prinz also remained 
active in the postwar West Germany.) In the 1950s, under conditions imposed by the 
conservative Adenauer administration, these ideas took on a new form. Couched in 
language that feigns concern for the reconstruction of German society, Schelsky 
ultimately concludes that homosexuality ultimately burdened men and women with 
“soziale Zwecklosigkeit,” rendering them utterly useless for the purposes of 
reconstruction.545 
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For homosexuals, the implication of Schelsky’s study, which played into and 
sustained discourses of sexual normalization, was that homosexuals were unwelcome and 
incapable of full participation in reconstruction given that homosexuality was little more 
than a selfish drive that inhibited relationality. Moreover, homosexuals were incapable of 
producing culture at all,546 and were therefore doubly useless to society. They could 
contribute neither to population growth, nor to the upbringing of West German youth, nor 
to West German social and cultural restoration. By grounding his understanding of 
homosexual behavior in the purportedly flawed and narcissistic sexual drives of 
homosexuals rather than in the social and legal restrictions that prevented them from 
engaging openly with each other and with West German society as a whole, Schelsky’s 
book tied monogamous heterosexuality (within marriage) to the continued success of 
West German reconstruction and the economic and social stability that the family was 
made to ensure. Furthermore, and most significantly for this study, I suggest that his 
argument that homosexuals “could not be culture bearers at all”547—widely distributed 
and accessible in cheap paperback—added to the already difficult public conditions under 
which West German homophile magazines continually failed to find a foothold. 
 
Casting the Other in Veit Harlan’s Film Anders als du und ich  (§175) (1957) 
In 1957, Schelsky’s categorization of homosexuality as an abnormal hindrance to 
progress was given a shadowy face by Veit Harlan in the film Anders als du und ich. 
Harlan, best known for his antisemitic film Jud Süss (1942) hoped that Anders als du und 
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ich  would be his comeback from infamy. After the war, Harlan became a persona non 
grata in the Federal Republic, tried twice for the unmenschliche Folgewirkungen 
(inhuman effects) of his work under the Nazis. Harlan began directing again in 1950, 
completing a series of films of little note including Unsterbliche Geliebte (1950) Hanna 
Amon (1951), and Sterne über Colombo (1953), yet he remained an unpopular figure 
whose films were regularly protested throughout the early 1950s; in fact, his work was at 
times completely banned in Switzerland and Austria.548 By the end of the decade, 
however, large production companies such as Constantin and Arca were again ready to 
produce Harlan’s work, seeing in the plot and themes of The Third Sex (Das dritte 
Geschlecht), as the film was initially titled, the makings of a successful Problemfilm 
(social problem film). 549 As Alison Guenther-Pal observes, as a genre the West German 
Problemfilm was caught between its promise to enlighten viewers (which, I would argue, 
Harlan hardly took seriously), and the “mandate to appeal to the tastes of a broad 
public.”550 In keeping with such pretenses to offer “didactic narratives about 
                                                
548 Falk, Grenzverwischer, 18-19. In what is certainly the most complete and thoroughly researched 
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contemporary social issues,”551 Anders als du und ich was marketed as a serious 
discussion of the issue of homosexuality,552 although the word homosexual is only 
mentioned a handful of times in the film.553 To add to the film’s veneer of seriousness, 
sexologist Hans Giese, director of the Frankfurt Institute of Sexual Research, was 
consulted and his name included in the opening credits.554 The film’s claims to engage 
viewers in discussion, however, do not change the overall homophobic understanding of 
same-sex sexuality that undergirds its narrative and composition.  
Both the film itself and the debates surrounding its release reveal how 
homosexuality functioned discursively in the context of West German normalization to 
reinforce mainstream understandings of homosexuals as outsiders whose desires were 
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antithetical to West Germany’s return to normality. Indeed, I suggest that Anders als du 
und ich  functions primarily on the basis of the central oppositions through which 
normality was defined: feminization, excessive consumption, communism, and 
homosexuality. The film tells the story of Klaus Teichmann (Christian Wolff), a young 
man with artistic aspirations whose parents are concerned that his sickly (and clearly 
queer) friend Manfred (Günther Theil) has introduced him to a group of homosexuals. In 
her attempt to save Klaus from sexual perdition, his mother Christa (Paula Wessely) 
breaks the federal law against procurement (Paragraph 180 and Paragraph 181 StGB), 
and, on the advice of her Geheimrat (family physician), bribes the family’s young au pair 
(Haustochter) Gerda Böttcher (Ingrid Stenn) to introduce Klaus to “the true love of a 
woman” (“die wahre Liebe einer Frau”). In the end, Gerda is successful in winning 
Klaus’s heart (and desire).  
Although Klaus’s mother is found guilty of procurement, the real criminal in the 
film is Dr. Boris Winkler (Friedrich Joloff), a sophisticated and worldly art dealer with a 
taste for avant-garde art, electronic music, and the company of young men. Early in the 
film, he is shot waiting for Klaus outside of school where he invites him to his house to 
discuss art. Here and throughout the film, homosexuality is linked with predation and 
criminality; at one point, Klaus’s father Werner Teichmann (Paul Dahlke) declares that a 
number of criminals who were recently arrested came from “homosexual circles (“aus 
homosexuellen Kreisen”). Boris and Manfred’s status as social outsiders is continually 
reinforced through the opposition of shadow and light. When Klaus goes to one of 
Boris’s soirees, shadow speaks loudest, cast over modern furniture, exotic motifs, and 
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above all Boris and his young friends. By contrast, the moment of Klaus’s sexual 
redemption comes when he pursues the au pair Gerda into the garden where he wrestles 
her to the ground and kisses her triumphantly to a Chopin score. Here, although they are 
outside and it is nighttime, Gerda’s face is fully lit. I suggest that Klaus’s use of force to 
subdue Gerda represents his reclamation of  “normal” heterosexual desire. Moreover, the 
collapsing of indoor and outdoor space suggests that such desire is rightly visible, in 
contrast to Boris and his friends, who are almost exclusively shot inside. In typical 
melodramatic fashion, the sacrifice of a female character—both Gerda and the mother—
leads to the plot resolution, and Klaus is ultimately saved from succumbing to sexual 
abnormalcy and, by extension, a life without social purpose.555 Hester Baer succinctly 
analyzes this curative moment with regard to the function of film in 1950s West German 
society: 
In Harlan’s film, ‘curing’ Klaus of homosexuality is an enterprise inseparable 
from teaching him to perceive (and represent) the world in normative terms… 
Similar to other films of the era, Harlan’s film ultimately reifies the status quo by 
reinstating the essential validity of a dichotomous worldview that pits the ‘normal, 
natural, and healthy’ against the ‘abnormal, perverse, and deviant’…556 
 
In depicting the homosexual as such, Anders als du und ich  renders its homosexual 
characters as antithetical to West German social progress in other ways as well, casting 
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Boris Winkler as “an amalgam of perceived deviance.”557 He is a doctor, but in contrast 
to the Geheimrat and the psychologist whom Christa and Werner Teichmann consult for 
advice on their son’s impending sexual perdition, Boris deals in art, and we are left 
wondering just what kind of doctor he really is. We never see Boris at work, although he 
obviously has the money to entertain regularly and to travel. He is thus contrasted to 
Klaus’s father Werner Teichmann who, although he is not portrayed in an unquestionably 
positive light, is nonetheless clearly on a work schedule.558 Boris is also coded as foreign. 
He surrounds himself with international and well-dressed friends with names such as 
Gustavo and Maurice.559 His name, too, suggests foreignness. The Slavic name “Boris” 
calls to mind the communist East,560 while his last name “Winkler” implies seclusion, 
                                                
557 Baer, Dismantling, 193.  
558 Werner Teichmann is an interesting character in his own right, through which Harlan’s film pinpoints 
debates over the difficulties of fatherhood in postwar West Germany. Hester Baer notes compellingly, 
“Werner is a typical Wirtschaftswunder parvenu, who values money above all and has little understanding 
of his son’s artistic proclivities—or of high culture in general. The film constantly makes light of Werner’s 
ineffectual floundering, cultural ignorance, and social naivety, portraying him as a would-be tyrant, a 
throwback to Nazism who cannot negotiate the new democratic order of the postwar world.” Baer, 
Dismantling, 193.   
559 Significantly, the scene where Boris is shot with his international friends was cut from the West 
German release after the FSK insisted that it be cut on grounds that it gave the impression that homosexuals 
enjoyed professional success in other countries. See Habel, Zerschnittene Filme, 22. 
560 At the height of Cold War escalation in the 1950s, the link between homosexuality and communism 
were greatly substantiated in a political climate characterized by attempts by both East and West Germany 
to define the nation by denouncing the ideology of their respective neighbor. See Weitz, “The Ever-Present 
Other.” A future project will investigate the influence of US American perspectives on homosexuality West 
German Cold War rhetoric. In the era of McCarthyism and the House Un-American Activities Committee, 
homosexuality was understood as a prime indicator of communist sympathies, if not outright loyalty to 
Moscow. As historian Thomas Doherty observes of the United States during McCarthyism, “In the cultural 
and constitutional law of the land, the link between homosexuality and communism—of perversion and 
subversion, red-baiting and fag-baiting—was overt. Like domestic communists, homosexuals met in secret 
cells, possessed a preternatural ability to detect one another, and threatened the moral fiber of the nation.” 
Doherty, Cold War, Cool Medium, 221. For further discussions of homosexuality and the Cold War in the 
US context, see Robert Corber, Homosexuality in Cold War America; Corber, Cold War Femme; Michael 
Davidson, Guys Like Us; Doherty, Cold War, Cool Medium; David K. Johnson, The Lavender Scare: The 
Cold War Persecution of Gays and Lesbians in the Federal Government. In the German context, much 
work has been done on homosexuality and political left. See the collection by Gert Hekma, et al. Gay Men 
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secretiveness, and withdrawal from society. Alison Guenther-Pal suggests that the name 
“Winkler” could also be an allusion to the pink triangle (der rosa Winkel) that gay 
concentration camp inmates were made to wear.561 Thus Boris is linked to West 
Germany’s present, as well as to its past; in both cases, his homosexuality remains an 
impediment to the nation’s return to and/or advancement towards normality.562 This is 
underscored at the end of the film when Boris meets Manfred on a street in Berlin as the 
doctor is attempting to leave Germany to avoid an inevitable subpoena to stand in Christa 
Teichmann’s trial. This is the only scene that connects the narrative to a particular place 
and, more significantly, to Germany’s past. Boris and Manfred are shot in the foreground, 
speaking in front of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Memorial Church, which stands in the 
background. The shot forges a link between two homosexual characters—who have been 
constructed in the film’s narrative as sickly in the case of Manfred, and foreign, shady, 
and criminal in the case of Boris, wartime destruction—and the legacy of postwar ruin 
and chaos. 563   
Anders als die Andern was initially banned in West Germany by the FSK 
(Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle der Filmwirtschaft), which insisted on significant cuts and 
editing. The FSK clarified its decision, stating, “A film with such an effect can only be 
                                                                                                                                            
and the Sexual History of the Political Left. For a recent contribution to scholarship on homosexuality in 
East and West Germany, see Robert G. Moeller, “The Regulation of Male Homosexuality in Postwar East 
and West Germany: An Introduction.” 
561 Guenther-Pal, “Sexual Reorientations,” 162. 
562 Guenther-Pal, “Sexual Reorientations,” 162.  
563 It is hardly an accident that Manfred is sickly. As Richard Dyer points out in his study on portrayal of 
homosexuals in film, “… in stereotyping the dominant groups apply their norms to subordinated groups, 
find the latter wanting, hence inadequate, inferior, sick or grotesque and hence reinforcing the dominant 
groups’ own sense of the legitimacy of their domination.” See Dyer, Gays and Film, 30.   
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welcomed by homosexuals, while the sensibilities of all circles of the population that still 
have a sense of convention and justice (and this is by far the majority of the people) will 
be deeply affected.”564 As film historian F.B. Habel alludes to in his brief discussion of 
the film’s censorship, the committee’s recourse to the “moral sensibility of the people” 
was based on a fear that the film made homosexuality look entirely too positive and 
potentially endangered West German youth by making homosexuality look like a viable 
alternative lifestyle.565 As early as 1945 and the first years of the allied occupation, the 
film industry in particular was the target of a drastic overhaul with the aim of controlling 
“the unhealthy influence of film on the German imagination and to utilize film for the 
advancement of democratic and, in the western zones, pro-Western ideas.”566 Their 
judgment on Harlan’s film underscores a broader tendency in postwar Germany to view 
homosexuals as outsiders to society, as people who do not participate in the majority 
whose sensibilities are dictated by a  “feeling for morality and justice.” Confessional film 
reviews echoed this perspective. Both the Evangelischer Film Beobachter and the 
Catholic Film-Dienst, which were founded soon after the war with the intent of helping 
concerned moviegoers choose appropriately themed films, also voiced opposition to the 
film. The EFB was perhaps most damning in its review, writing “A tendentious feature 
film about homosexuality. This portrayal of a topical problem is not only beyond the 
                                                
564 Habel, Zerschnittene Filme, 22.  
565 In her article “The Fight for the ‘Christian West’,” Heide Fehrenbach discusses this fear with regard to 
the 1951 Willi Forst movie, which released a wave of protest from cultural and religious conservatives who 
opposed the filmic portrayal of such frank topics as prostitution.  
566 Hickethier, “The Restructuring of the West German Film Industry,”195. 
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pale, but is also misleading and highly dangerous. We decidedly reject the film.”567 What 
the EFB found truly problematic in the original edit (Das dritte Geschlecht) was the fact 
that the mother was punished for a crime motivated by “motherly concern” while the 
“much greater criminal,” i.e, Boris Winkler, gets off scot free.  
Anders als die Andern was received ambivalently by reviewers for homophile 
magazines as well. On the one hand, the film awakened discussion and provided a degree 
of visibility to the country’s homosexual minority. Given Harlan’s infamy and the rather 
negative reception of the film by the FSK and reviewers, however, Anders als die Andern 
brought homosexuality to light at a considerable cost to tolerance and awareness.568 The 
film’s release coincided in time with the Federal Constitutional Court’s 1957 ruling to 
uphold Paragraph 175 in its Nazi iteration. Although the film inevitably increased 
discussion of homosexuality in the West German public sphere, it can hardly be 
considered to have transformed viewers who were already disposed negatively towards 
homosexuality into advocates of legal reform. For the homophile magazines’ reviewers, 
the public debate around the film only reaffirmed homosexual men’s position as social 
outsiders. For example, an anonymous review in ICSE-Presse, the newsletter of the 
International Committee for Sexual Equality (Internationales Komitee für sexuelle 
Gleichberechtigung), based in Amsterdam, revealed the reviewer’s frustration with the 
                                                
567 Evangelischer Film Beobachter, 19 Sept. 1957 [38], 441. 
568 Negative reviews of the film were not limited to the conservative and confessional press. High-brow 
critics such as Enno Patalas, whose revue Filmkritik was founded in 1957, and Günter Dahl criticized 
Harlan for maligning modern art by linking it to homosexuality. Dahl wrote in his review of the film, 
“Wenn der Vorhang sich schließt, eilt man, um sich die Hände zu waschen. Am liebsten würde man 
baden.” Cited in Noack, Im Schatten meiner Filme, 362. See also Whisnant’s discussion of the reception of 
the film in the mainstream press in “Between Persecution and Freedom,” 168-170. 
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lack of any real discussion of homosexuality in the film, and his disappointment with the 
German public’s timidity regarding same-sex sexuality. In the reviewer’s mind, the 
German public did not really want to discuss the matter. He expressed hope, however, 
that one day the situation would change, writing, “The fear of talking about it, which 
affects thousands perhaps millions of people, is really a matter for a psychiatrist. Besides, 
this taboo that is artificially upheld will break apart one day like ice in spring with a loud 
roar. ”569 In 1957, a year in which an earnest discussion of the topic might have made 
some difference in the legal status of homosexual men, West Germans were most 
concerned with entertainment. With the economic miracle a well-established fact, and 
Adenauer’s victory that same year on a platform of “no experiments,” normality had 
become a reigning truism, and West Germans were invested in keeping it that way. 
  
                                                
569 ICSE-Presse, 1957, 11. 
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Conclusion: Homophile Publishing in Perspective 
In 1969, the West German Federal Constitutional Court amended Paragraph 175 to 
permit consensual sex between men over the age of twenty-one, signaling a shift both in 
mainstream perceptions of homosexuality and the federal government’s willingness to 
finally begin the process of redressing Nazi judicial legacies that had survived the  Stunde 
Null. The face of the West German movement for homosexual emancipation changed 
radically in response to the reform. The last surviving homophile magazine, Der Weg, 
ceased publication one year later in 1970, and soon a new paradigm for radical 
intervention would take shape in the films of Rosa von Praunheim and in the many “out” 
organizations that sprung up around Germany in the 1970s. Under the motto “Raus aus 
den Toiletten, rein in die Straßen,” West German gay men were called to acknowledge 
their desires, and demand broader social recognition and an end to social discrimination. 
In the spirit of the late 1960s and anti-authoritarian movements, these more radical 
activists for homosexual liberation cast off the legacies of their cultural forbears as 
politically ineffective and too accommodating of dominant culture.570   
                                                
570 In his memoirs 50 Jahre Pervers, Praunheim recalls working on his 1971 film Nicht der Homosexuelle 
ist pervers, sondern die Situation in der er lebt, attacking men associated with homophile culture for their 
cowardice. He writes, “Ich wollte auch meine Wut auf diejenigen Schwulen loswerden, die sich passiv von 
Rockern in Parks verprügeln ließen … Ich hatte zu lange unter der eitlen und verklemmten Szene in Bars, 
Klappen und Schwimmbädern gelitten und unter der unpolitischen oder sogar konservativen Haltung vieler 
Schwuler.” Although Praunheim’s point is well-taken, it nonetheless posits the complete ineffectualness of 
earlier expressions of activist energy, and further grounds the failure of homosexual emancipation in the 
1950s and 1960s in the “backwards” and inverted character of those who participated in it. See Rosa von 
Praunheim, 50 Jahre Pervers. Die sentimentalen Memoiren des Rosa von Praunheim, 120. 
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In spite of gay liberationist’s assertions—and the generational conflict that gave 
rise to them571—the robust cultural production facilitated and produced by West German 
homophile magazines in the 1950s suggests a very different narrative. As my analysis in 
chapters one and two of Die Freundschaft, PAN, Die Insel, Der Weg, VOX, Hellas, and 
Der Ring has shown, West German homophile magazines were complex and diverse 
publications that drew on legacies of pre-1933 publications as well as contemporary 
discourses of homosexuality to provide readers with a public (i.e., published) space for 
the articulation, representation, and discussion of homosexuality. In this regard, 
homophile magazines offer us the opportunity “ to see a series of struggles that were 
certainly affected by regime changes and war, but which could also be influenced just as 
much by more subtle social and cultural processes that often proceeded despite major 
political ruptures.”572 
Continuing in the tradition of periodical publishing that, from the nineteenth 
century onward, gave voice to the alternative ideas and demands of countless 
countercultural and dissident groups and organizations, the magazines Die Freundschaft, 
Die Insel, Der Weg, Vox, PAN, Hellas, Der Ring and others that I have not discussed in 
detail in this study effectively brought readers, albeit briefly, to form publics united in 
simiarl desires, a common canon of cultural texts, and shared goals of legal reform and 
increased tolerance. Although changes to Paragraph 175 certainly took longer than 
homophile activists likely hoped, the foundations that they laid in the 1950s, and the 
                                                
571 For discussions of the “generational conflicts” between the postwar decades and the post-1968 
generation see Evans, “The Long 1950s,” Pretzel, Ohnmacht und Aufbegehren.  
572 Whisnant, “Between Persecution and Freedom,” 27. 
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challenges that they presented to West German normalization were essential for the more 
radical gay liberation movement to come in the 1970s.  
On a broader scale, West German homophile magazines also testify to the 
participation of contributors and readers alike in larger national and international 
discourses of postwar reconstruction, human rights, visual culture, and other areas of 
concern both to homosexual and heterosexual citizens of the Federal Republic. By 
engaging readers in these more general debates, homophile magazines cultivated a 
critical perspective among readers, offering them insights into the fractures in West 
Germany’s nascent democracy, and engaging them in the work of reconstruction. 
Furthermore, their involvement in broader West German discourses connected them to an 
expanding network of homophile activists and publishers, as recent scholarship by David 
Churchill and Leila Rupp has revealed. We are now beginning to understand that 
homophile movements were not merely local or national phenomena, but that the 
homophile publics that West German magazines engendered, for example, were 
influenced and in turn exercised influence on other publications around Western Europe 
and the United States. These insights into the transnational nature of homophile 
publishing networks further challenge our understandings of sexuality as a set of 
behaviors and desires conditioned principally by local and/or national conditions, and 
prompt us to ask to what degree twentieth-century sexualities and sexual publics have 
also been conditioned by increased exchange of media and cultural products across 
borders.  
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In this regard, the study of West German homophile publishing offers us valuable 
insights for our present moment as well. The ways in which homosexual West Germans 
negotiated their relationships in the repressive context of reconstruction and under 
conditions that required discretion and secrecy can shed light on (re)ascendant modes of 
communication and relationality in the present day, for example, in internet-based social 
networking and dating sites. In the present, people are increasingly turning to virtual and 
internet-based communities to meet and socialize. Unlike the readers of 1950s homophile 
magazines, they are not compelled by legal restrictions to remain in the closet, but are 
nevertheless attracted by similar opportunities to be in greater control of what makes 
them desirable. It is my hope that further research into the photographs and future work 
on the personal ads published in homophile magazines will offer insight into the ways in 
which language and images are manipulated to create and enhance desirability as we 
move into an age when technology has made it possible for each of us to continually 
create and recreate ourselves in virtual communication networks.  
Moreover, the experience of homosexual men in 1950s West Germany as they 
struggled to find ways to relate to each other in the context of reconstruction—and also in 
the often normative terms of homophile magazines—provides helpful analogies for 
thinking about restrictions on the expression and articulation of nonnormative sexualities 
in the public sphere today. To be sure, with regard to their legal status, gay and lesbian 
Germans (and elsewhere) have it decidedly better nowadays than their counterparts in the 
1950s. But as numerous queer studies scholars have pointed out, those improvements 
have often come at the high price of sacrificing many of the most challenging insights of 
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homosexual liberation such as thoroughgoing critiques of heterosexism and powerful 
institutions such as marriage.573 Thus in taking stock of the ways in which homophile 
magazines not only challenged repressive conditions and censorship regulations in 1950s 
West Germany, but also participated in many of the same normative debates and 
discourses as their heterosexual contemporaries, we are encouraged to reflect on modes 
of engagement with the public sphere current in our own context, not in order to idealize 
compromise or as an attempt to win respectability, to be sure, but rather to gain further 
insight into the workings of public discourse for the sake of continued change.   
                                                
573 See, for example, Lee Edelman, No Future and Michael Warner, The Trouble with Normal.  
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Appendix 
The following is a list of the homophile publications discussed in this study along with 
the names of publishers and editors (when not the same), place of publication, dates of 
publication, frequency, issues considered for this study, price range, and average length 
(including covers).574 Where information was missing in my own research, I have relied 
on existing scholarship to complete the list where possible.575 In cases where details were 
wholly unclear, I have left a [?] in the hope of filling in these gaps through future 
research. Titles are listed in the order in which I discuss them in chapter one. All copies 
of the magazines listed below and discussed in this study (with the exception of Der 
Eigene and Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen) are held in the archive of the Schwules 
Museum, Berlin.  
 
Amicus-Briefbund 
 
 Publisher: Martin Knop 
 Place: West Berlin 
 Dates of publication:1949-1953 
 Frequency: monthly 
 Issues considered: n/a 
 Price range: [?] 
 Average length: [?] 
  
Die Freundschaft 
 
 Publisher: Rudolf Ihne 
 Place: Hamburg 
 Dates of publication: [?] 1950 – April 1951 
 Frequency: monthly 
 Issues considered: Volume 2, Nos. 2-4 (February-April, 1951) 
 Price range: 1 DM 
 Average length: 34 pages 
   
 
 
                                                
574 The information provided for price ranges, average length, and contents is based primarily on the issues 
that I had access to. Thus Die Freundschaft may have initially cost less than 1DM, but all issues that I 
consulted were sold for that price.  
575 The following works in particular have been indispensible: Volker Janssen, Der Weg zu Freundschaft 
und Toleranz; Bernhard Rosenkranz and Gottfried Lorenz, Hamburg auf anderen Wegen; Karl-Heinz 
Steinle, “Geschichte der Kameradschaft die runde”; Clayton Whisnant, “Between Persecution and 
Freedom.”  
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PAN 
 
 Publisher: Charles Grieger 
 Place: Hamburg 
 Dates of publication: March 1951-December 1951/January 1952 
 Frequency: monthly 
 Issues considered: Vol. 1, No. 1-Vol.2, No. 9/1 (March 1951-
 December1951/January 1952 double issue) 
 Price range: 1DM-1.50DM 
 Average length: 52 pages 
  
Die Insel 
 
 Publisher: Rolf Putziger 
 Place: Hamburg 
 Dates of publication: November 1951-August 1952 
 Frequency: monthly 
 Issues considered: Vol. 1, No. 1-Vol. 2, No. 8 (November 1951-August 1952) 
 Price range:1DM 
 Average length: 34 pp.  
 
Der Weg zu Freundschaft und Toleranz 
 
 Publisher: Rolf Putziger (Wolf Prien from June 1959) 
 Place: Hamburg/West Berlin (from 1956) 
 Dates of publication: September 1952-1970  
 Issues considered: Vol. 2, No. 9-Vol. 7, No. 12 (September 1952-December 1957) 
 Price range: 1DM-2DM 
 Average length: 24-30 pp. (continuous pagination from 1954) 
   
VOX 
 
 Publisher: Gustav Leue 
 Editor: Johannes Dörrast 
 Place: Hamburg 
 Dates of publication: February 1953-April 1954, June 1953 
 Frequency: monthly (initially promised bi-monthly) 
 Issues considered: Nos. 1-4 (February-April, June) 
 Price range: 1DM 
 Average length: 50 pp. (continuous pagination)  
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Hellas  
 
 Publisher: Christian Hansen Schmidt 
 Place: Hamburg 
 Dates of publication: October 1953-August 1954 
 Frequency: monthly  
 Issues considered: Vol. 1, No. 1-Vol. 2, No. 8 (October 1953-August 1954) 
 Price range: 1.50DM 
 Average length: 38 pp. (continuous pagination) 
   
die runde 
 
 Publisher: Harry Hermann 
 Place: Reutlingen 
 Dates of publication: 1955-[?] (renamed Der Rundblick in 1964) 
 Frequency: irregular 
 Issues considered: Easter 1958 
 Price range: no cost, only available to group members  
 Average length: [?] 
   
Der Ring 
 
 Publisher: Gerhard Prescha 
 Place: Hamburg 
 Dates of publication: April 1955-October 1957  
 Frequency: monthly/bi-monthly (irregular at the end of run) 
 Issues considered: Vol. 2, No. 4/5-Vol. 3, No. 5/6 (April/May 1955-1957) 
 Price range: 1.50DM-2DM 
 Average length: 40 pp. 
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